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*/530%6$5*0/
WHO ARE PEERS?

 *OUSPEVDUJPO

The range of terms used to describe
community-based, non-licensed health
service providers reflects the wide
variety of functions that they perform:
peer educator, counselor, or advisor;
community health worker; lay heath
worker; buddy; promotores de salud,
or patient navigators. Peers may also
be defined as individuals who are from
infected or affected communities that
share similar characteristics with the
clients being served. For the sake of
simplicity, this guide uses the term
“peer” to refer to all non-licensed
professionals in health and social
service programs whose qualifications
and roles rest on their connection with
the community they serve.

Eliminating health disparities in the United States is a primary
goal of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC)
‘Healthy People 2010’ agenda for national health promotion and
disease prevention. However, there is growing awareness that
traditional structures of health care delivery have not effectively
addressed persistent disparities in health outcomes by race and
socio-economic status in the US. In response, policy makers,
educators, and practitioners have stressed the importance of cultural
competence in the delivery of health care services. Incorporating
peers into health care teams is an important step towards culturally
competent care. Peer collaboration is part of a long tradition of
non-professional, community-based health care ranging from
midwifery to naturopathy to palliative care. A 1994 CDC report
highlighted the effectiveness of using peers in promoting positive
health outcomes in impoverished and poorly served communities,
particularly African-American communities1.
In health care, peers may act as a liaison between providers and
clients, translate medical information for their clients, provide
education and informal counseling, serve as a “navigator” to
help clients locate needed services, and provide linkages to other
community services. Peers can also relay information from clients
to providers so that services are more accessible and culturally
relevant. Studies of peer support for various disease treatments have
demonstrated their effectiveness in improving medication adherence
and appointment keeping among clients2.

5IJTNBOVBMGPDVTFTQSJNBSJMZPOQFFST
XIPVTFUIFJSPXOQFSTPOBMFYQFSJFODF
XJUI)*7JOUIFTFSWJDFPGJNQSPWJOHUIF
)*7DBSFBOEUSFBUNFOUPGQFPQMFMJWJOH
XJUI)*7"*%4 1-8)" 

How can peers contribute to HIV care?
 1FPQMFMJWJOHXJUI)*7"*%4 1-8)" QMBZBOJOTUSVNFOUBMSPMF
in advancing access to and increasing the quality of their health
DBSFTFSWJDFT4JODFUIFCFHJOOJOHPGUIFFQJEFNJD 1-8)"IBWF
advocated for resources that prevent new HIV infections, expand
availability and accessibility of care and services, and promote
improved HIV treatments.
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (USDHHS), Community Health Advisors: Models, Research,
and Practice, USDHHS, Public Health Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta, GA,
September 1994
2
8PSME)FBMUI0SHBOJ[BUJPO "EIFSFODFUP-POHUFSNɨFSBQZ&WJEFODFGPS"DUJPO (FOFWB 4XJU[FSMBOE 
1
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 /PPOFVOEFSTUBOETUIFSFBMJUZPG)*7CFUUFSUIBO
a person living with HIV. Peers, defined as trained
consumers living with HIV who work with clients,
bring a unique perspective of the reality of HIV that
trained health care professionals, social workers or
other staff members not living with HIV are unable
UPPêFSB1-8)"
There is ample literature about the benefits of using
QFFSTBTBQBSUPGUIFIFBMUIDBSFUFBNGPS1-8)"
and other chronic illnesses. Peer support programs
play four important roles:
1. Provide information and support through shared
experiences.
2. Model skills.
 0êFSFNPUJPOBMTVQQPSU JODMVEJOH
encouragement, reinforcement and decreased
isolation.
4. Bring mutual reciprocity through shared problem
solving and by giving and receiving help on a
shared medical issue.
In the chronic disease literature, these types of peer
programs have been shown to effectively improve
self-efficacy for managing illness, maintaining
health-related quality of life and healthy behaviors,
and decreasing hospitalization.
A study of peer outreach workers trained as patient
advocates found that HIV-positive clients who
worked with a peer improved their adherence to
medical care by keeping appointments, responding
to physician referrals, and picking up HIV
medications4. Peer outreach workers, both HIVpositive and from the same community, were also
more likely to find and link other HIV-positive
individuals to medical care and support services5.

What is the purpose of this guide?
The purpose of this guide is to effectively integrate
peers as part of the multidisciplinary care team.
Depending on the needs of an organization, peers can
work in the following ways: participating as part of an
advisory board; working in teams with case managers
and other staff to find people who are out of care or at
risk of dropping out of services; providing support and
education individually or in groups; engaging clients in
HIV care; helping clients navigate the service system;
and supporting adherence to treatment.
This guide provides information, tools and resources to
help organizations and communities work with peers
UPFêFDUJWFMZFOHBHFBOESFUBJO1-8)"JODBSFBOE
treatment.
This guide will help address the following questions:
 t8IBUBSFUIFHPBMTPGQFFSQSPHSBNT
 t8IBUSPMFTEPQFFSTQMBZJOJNQSPWJOH)*7TFSWJDFT
for clients?
 t8IBUNFUIPETDBOCFVTFEUPEFUFSNJOFDPNNVOJUZ
and internal resources available to develop a program
or enhance an existing program?
 t8IPJTSFTQPOTJCMFGPSUIFEFTJHOBOE
implementation of the peer program?
 t8IPTIPVMECFJOWPMWFEJOHFOFSBUJOHDPNNJUNFOU
(from within both the organization and community)?
 t8IBUTZTUFNT TQFDJëDBMMZUSBJOJOHBOETVQFSWJTJPO 
need to be in place to effectively use peers?
 t8IBUUPPMTBSFBWBJMBCMFGPSQFFSTBOEPUIFSTUBêUP
keep clients engaged in care and treatment?
 t8IBUBQQSPBDIFTBOENFUIPETDBOCFVTFEUP
monitor and evaluate the effect of peer programs on
clients’ access to and utilization of HIV services?

California Health Care Foundation. Building Peer Support Programs to Manage Chronic Disease: Seven Models for Success. December 2006.
#SPBEIFBE 34 )FDLBUIPSO %% "MUJDF '- WBO)VMTU : $BSCPOF . 'SJFEMBOE () FUBM  *ODSFBTJOHESVHVTFSTBEIFSFODFUP)*7USFBUNFOU
SFTVMUTPGBQFFSESJWFOJOUFSWFOUJPOGFBTJCJMJUZTUVEZ4PD4DJ.FE   
5
.PMJUPS ' ,VFOOFUI $ 8BMUFSNFZFS + .FOEP[B . "HVJSSF " #SPDLNBOO , FUBM  -JOLJOH)*7JOGFDUFEQFSTPOTPGDPMPSBOEJOKFDUJPOESVHVTFSTUP
)*7NFEJDBMBOEPUIFSTFSWJDFTUIF$BMJGPSOJB#SJEHF1SPKFDU"*%41BUJFOU$BSF45%4   
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This guide is divided into sections that follow the general sequence
of peer program development. Different parts of this guide may
be applicable to a particular peer program, depending on that
program’s developmental stage.

Who should use this guide?
Successful peer programs are implemented across various
organizational settings from small, community-based organizations
in rural areas to large, urban hospital based programs6. Specifically,
this guide is for:
Paul Colson (right) with a peer trainer and
participant at a PACT graduation.

This is not a typical professional
relationship. We’re asking people to
reach out in a personal way to help
somebody. We give guidance around
health-promoting behaviors we want
peers to help clients develop: things
like building a good relationship with
providers, creating a social support
network, identifying personal barriers
to keeping appointments or adhering to
medication, and focusing on self-care.
Paul Colson
1"$51SPKFDU1SPHSBN%JSFDUPS
Harlem Hospital
/FX:PSL /:







t1SPHSBNEJSFDUPSTNBOBHFST
t4VQFSWJTPSTPGTPDJBMTFSWJDFT
t$MJOJDNBOBHFSTBOENFEJDBMEJSFDUPST
t/VSTFTBOEDBTFNBOBHFST
t4UBUFBOEDPVOUZIFBMUIPïDJBMTJODIBSHFPG)*7QSPHSBN
dollars
 t1MBOOJOHDPVODJMT
 t$POTVNFSBEWJTPSZDPNNJUUFFT
 t"OZPOFJOUFSFTUFEJOCVJMEJOH FOIBODJOHPSJODPSQPSBUJOHQFFST
into a program

How can this guide be used?
This guide serves as a resource outlining a step-by-step process
to develop a new peer program or enhance an existing one. This
guide begins with conceptualizing a peer program, and each
section addresses key activities that foster a sustainable peer
program that meets program goals. Suggestions for using this
guide include:
 t*GTUBSUJOHBOFXQSPHSBN SFWJFXBMMTFDUJPOTJOUIFHVJEFBOEVTF
the tools and resources available.
 t*GFOIBODJOHBOFYJTUJOHQFFSQSPHSBN TFMFDUBOESFWJFXSFMFWBOU
sections based on the program’s needs and use the tools and
resources available.
 t1IPUPDPQZEPXOMPBEBOZTFDUJPOTUIBUNBZCFIFMQGVM
This section is part of the online toolkit, Building Blocks to Peer
Program Success. For more information, please visit: http://www.
hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev.
$JSDMF4PMVUJPOT*OD0SHBOJ[BUJPOTUIBU$"3&"5PPMLJUGPS
Employing Consumers in Ryan White CARE Act Programs. 2006
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2. ORGANIZATIONAL READINESS
STATE OR LOCAL HEALTH DEPT
The tools in this section can be used
by health departments (state or local)
and private donors to identify local
resources and stakeholders available
for peer program development and
implementation. As a first step, it is
important to consider working with
state and local consumer advisory
groups/boards.

Are you ready for a peer program?
Organizational readiness is an important first step in program
development or enhancement. If an organization is not prepared
to support a peer program, the likelihood of success is minimal.
Therefore, organizations should conduct an assessment of both their
capacity to build a peer program and their ability to sustain the
program beyond development. This means that the organization
needs to value the concept of peer support in order to provide the
necessary resources for that program. Resources might include: the
accessibility and support of key organization decision-makers; the
use of available dollars; management structure; peer support; and
focused efforts on creating a multidisciplinary care team.
The assessment of peer program capacity consists of three phases:
tPhase 1: Program Conceptualization, an initial understanding of
the rationale or need for the development or enhancement of a peer
program and determining what needs to be accomplished with a
peer program.
tPhase 2: Gathering Information that can help determine the
readiness of the organization to develop and implement a peer
program, including the organization’s current strengths or capacity.
tPhase 3: Program Development Process, creating a program
development road map (program planning worksheet) that serves as
a guide during the start-up or enhancement.
Each phase of the process needs to include those decision makers
and stakeholders who have a vested interest in the program. It is
ideal for one or two point people to emerge as the champions or
leaders of the process of assessment to determine the information to
be gathered, analyze results, and share and act upon the results.
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Phase 1: Program Conceptualization
The first step is to identify why the peer program
is crucial and what it ideally should look like
when operating at its best. In this way, there is a
common goal/vision that directs how the program
gets developed or enhanced. In order to create a
program goal/vision, the following questions should
be answered:

t8IZJTIBWJOHPSFOIBODJOHBQFFSQSPHSBNJNQPSUBOU
t8IBUBSFUIFHPBMTPSFYQFDUFEPVUDPNFTPGBQFFS
QSPHSBN
t)PXEPFTUIJTQFFSQSPHSBNëUUIFPSHBOJ[BUJPOT
NJTTJPOBOEFYJTUJOHTFSWJDFT
t8IBUXJMMUIFQSPHSBNMPPLMJLFXIFOUIFTFHPBMTBSF
CFJOHNFU
t8IPOFFETUPCFJOWPMWFEJOUIFQFFSQSPHSBNBOEBU
XIBUQIBTFTJOUIFQSPDFTT
t8IBUBSFUIFGVOEJOHPQUJPOTGPSBQFFSQSPHSBN

WHO SHOULD BE INVOLVED IN DESIGNING OR ENHANCING A PEER PROGRAM?
To ensure program success, it is critical to identify key stakeholders in the organization or area with whom to
collaborate on establishing goals, objectives and vision for a peer program. Here a few suggested individuals
or groups to involve as stakeholders:
t4UBUFXJEFPSPSHBOJ[BUJPOBM$POTVNFS"EWJTPSZ#PBSET
t.FEJDBMBOETPDJBMTFSWJDFQSPWJEFSTXPSLJOHXJUI1-8)"
t1MBOOJOH$PVODJMT
t$PNNVOJUZQBSUOFST
t#PBSEPGEJSFDUPST FYFDVUJWFEJSFDUPSPSPUIFSLFZEFDJTJPONBLFST IVNBOSFTPVSDFT
t4VQFSWJTPSTEFQBSUNFOUIFBETXIFSFQPUFOUJBMQFFSTXJMMCFBTTJHOFE
t'VOEFSTBOEPUIFSEPOPST
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A peer (second from right) attends a staff meeting at Kansas City Free Health Clinic.

GETTING COMMITMENT FROM PARTNERS: THE PROCESS TO CREATE A PROGRAM CONCEPT
A program concept is a clear understanding of what
a program will look like when it is operational. There
are many ways to create a concept for a peer program.
It may be necessary to conduct several meetings with
different sets of stakeholders to develop a program
DPODFQU1SPHSBNNBOBHFSTNBZSFTQPOEEJGGFSFOUMZ
from agency directors, just as physicians might
respond differently from nurses, social workers, case
managers, clients or consumers. It is important to
develop a plan with many of the individuals or groups
who will be involved with peers so that the peer
program can be successful and sustainable.
 #
 FMPXBSFRVFTUJPOTUPEJTDVTTXJUIQBSUOFSTJO
order to build a collective vision and agreement on a
QFFSQSPHSBN5IFRVFTUJPOTDBOCFBTLFEFJUIFSJO
individual or group meetings with stakeholders.
t"TLQBSUJDJQBOUTBCPVUUIFJSDPODFSOTBCPVUNFFUJOH
program goals and/or their concerns about keeping
clients engaged in the health care system. (In general,
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many organizations cite that keeping clients
engaged can be challenging.)
t"TLQBSUJDJQBOUTUPTQFDVMBUFXIZJUJTEJGmDVMUUP
meet program goals or to retain clients in care.
t%PTUBLFIPMEFSTCFMJFWFQFFSTDPVMEIFMQUIF
program meet its goals or retain more clients?
t"TLFBDIQBSUJDJQBOUUPJEFOUJGZUISFFPSGPVS
ideas of what peers can do to address these gaps,
needs, or challenges.
t*EFOUJGZUIFLFZTUBGGBOEDPNNVOJUZNFNCFST
that should be involved with a peer program.
t0VUMJOFBOEFTUBCMJTIBQSPDFTTXJUIUIFLFZ
stakeholders and staff to implement this vision
and begin working on a program design.
t4FMFDUBDIBNQJPODPPSEJOBUPSXIPXJMMEJSFDU
and keep stakeholders informed and maintain
momentum.
 %
 FQFOEJOHPOUIFOVNCFSPGTUBLFIPMEFS
meetings and other assessment activities,
collaborative program conceptualization can be
BUJNFJOUFOTJWFQSPDFTTUIBUNBZSFRVJSFTFWFSBM
months.

3
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Phase 2: Gathering Information
Using formal assessment tools may help an
organization think through its program readiness.
It is important to think about who should be part
of the assessment process.
 t8IPBSFUIFEFDJTJPONBLFSTBUUIFPSHBOJ[BUJPO
 t8IPVOEFSTUBOETQFFSQSPHSBNTGSPNBSBOHFPG
perspectives (consumers, clients, patients, program
TUBêFUD
 t8IPGSPNUIFDPNNVOJUZDPVMETFSWFBTB
TVQQPSUPSSFGFSSBMNFDIBOJTN
 t8IPJTJOWFTUFEJOUIFTVDDFTTPGUIFQFFS
QSPHSBN
The Capacity Building for Peer Programs:
Organizational Capacity Building Baseline
Assessment Tool in the Program Resources
section evaluates the strengths and challenges the
organization currently has. This will help leaders
identify further strengths or challenges that may
need to be addressed before a peer program can
operate at its best. This tool helps collect basic
demographic information as well as program and
organizational information. It is recommended that
all those involved in the peer program be surveyed
in order to get the best possible baseline picture of
these programmatic and organizational areas.
Ideally, conducting in-person interviews provides
the opportunity to build relationships with key
people who could then become champions of the
peer program. Focus groups or group meetings are
another in-person method to gather information.
)PXFWFS JGUIJTJTOPUBGFBTJCMFPQUJPO QIPOF
interviews or even written surveys can still yield
WBMVBCMFJOGPSNBUJPO8JUIBOZNFUIPE TFOEJOH
the baseline assessment to the respondents in
advance saves time, generates interest, and provides
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a good place to begin a conversation about the program.
This gives the respondents the opportunity to think
more succinctly and thoughtfully about the information
requested; therefore, more accurate, high quality
information will be collected.
The Organizational Capacity Building In-Depth
Assessment Tool in the Program Resources section is a
set of primarily open-ended questions that help to further
identify organization strengths and define challenge
areas for peer programs. The coordinator/champion
and the stakeholders who are involved in developing or
enhancing the program should use the information from
this assessment to inform the program design and identify
possible gaps and strengths that should be considered
prior to program start.

Phase 3: Program Development Process
The third phase addresses all of the programmatic and
organizational issues that were identified by assessment
tools by using both a work plan and a program
planning tool to direct activities toward the goal of
program development or enhancement.
Developing a work plan is an ideal way to put the
program vision down on paper. To develop the goal
of the program, it is important to outline and include
objectives, activities, and evaluation methods in your
work plan. Objectives are concrete descriptions of the
changes to services as a result of the peer program.
"DUJWJUJFTEFTDSJCFFYBDUMZXIBUQFFSTBOEPUIFSLFZ
staff or community members will do and the resources
that may be needed to achieve objectives and goals.
Finally, evaluation measures and methods are proposed
mechanisms for determining if the goals and objectives
of the program were met.
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The following work plan framework can be used to articulate the peer program vision as well as the information
from the assessment tools in a more concrete way.

EXAMPLE OF WORK PLAN FOR A PEER PROGRAM
Program Concept:1FFSTXJMMXPSLBTQBSUPGBNVMUJEJTDJQMJOBSZDBSFUFBNUPIFMQDMJFOUTNBOBHFMJWJOHXJUI)*7
BOEJNQSPWFUIFJSIFBMUIDBSF1FFSTXJMMIBWFUXPEJTUJODUSPMFTDPGBDJMJUBUJOHQFFSFEVDBUJPOTVQQPSUHSPVQT
each week and accompanying clients to their health care visits.

Goals:1FFSTXJMMIFMQJNQSPWFDMJFOUTBCJMJUZUPNBOBHFMJWJOHXJUI)*7BOEVTFPG)*7IFBMUIDBSFTZTUFNCZ
ensuring two medical visits per 12 months, ensuring client membership in support groups, and by reaching out
to clients who have fallen out of the health care system.
Objectives
X% of clients will have
2 medical visits in a
measurement year

Activities
t1FFSTBTTJTUDBTFNBOBHFSTJO
scheduling follow-up appts. for
referrals and missed appts.
t1
 FFSTXJMMBDDPNQBOZ)*7DMJFOUTUP
appts. as needed
t1FFSTXJMMDPGBDJMJUBUFTVQQPSUBOE
education groups

X# of clients will
participate in support
groups at least twice per
month

t1FFSTXJMMFOHBHFDMJFOUTJO
membership by contacting clients and
surveying clients on areas of interest
for group topics

Evaluation Measures
t/VNCFSPGDMJFOUTXIPNBLFBUMFBTU
2 medical visits within 12 months
t/VNCFSEFNPHSBQIJDTPG)*7DMJFOUT
who receive peer services
t/VNCFSEFNPHSBQIJDTPG)*7DMJFOUT
who attend support groups at least
twice/month

t1FFSTXJMMPVUSFBDIUPDMJFOUTXIPBSF
not attending support group

Resources
 tLotus organizational readiness assessment tool
 tOrganizational capacity-building baseline assessment tool
 tOrganizational capacity-building in-depth assessment tool
This section is part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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CONFIDENTIALITY AND CREATING
3.
DESIGNINGIN
A PEER
PROGRAM *
BOUNDARIES
THE WORKPLACE
Once it has been determined that: (1) the organization is ready, (2)
the concept for the peer program is clear to everyone involved, and
(3) there are leaders who are interested in operationalizing this peer
program, then the plan of action needs to be outlined and agreed
upon. The following information outlines the steps to executing
program design:

LaTrischa Miles (right) with a peer and client.

One of the major challenges for any
organization wanting to start a
peer program is integrating the peers
into the organization, making sure
you have the buy-in of not just the
organization, but of the staff. Because
as a supervisor, you want to give the
peers the support that they need, and
you get the greatest support from
supervision if you’ve got the support of
the staff as well. Peers need to know
that they’re valued in the organization
and that they’re a part of it.
LaTrischa Miles
Peer Supervisor
Kansas City Free Health Clinic
Kansas City, MO

The Peer Program Planning Tool in the Program Resources section
for Section 3 (Designing a Peer Program) is a guided program
map that helps an organization consider all aspects of program
development in greater detail in order to setup a new peer program
function or to enhance an existing program. Alternatively, a
work plan more broadly outlines the goals and general activities
of the program (refer to Section 2 Organizational Readiness for
Peer Programs, including several examples for different kinds of
programs). The Program Planning Tool addresses all the areas that
operationalize a peer program. This is a flexible document, and
an organization should edit the program sections to reflect the
organization’s needs.
The Program Planning Tool can be used for continual program
quality management, by acting as a check-in for possible program
changes, problems, and strengths. It is recommended that the
supervisor or manager review the areas of the program plan that
affect the operation of the program on a regular basis, either during
weekly or bi-monthly staff meetings or as part of regular supervision
of peer staff. There needs to be consistent support of the peer
program in order to ensure successful sustainability.
Below are the steps to take and questions to answer before enlisting
peers to work or volunteer in the organization:

Step 1: Designing the structure of the program: volunteer
vs. paid
Once you have determined the goals and objectives of your peer
program, the first step is deciding the structure of the program. If
funding is available, employing a peer on a full- or part-time basis
is ideal and supports the goal of incorporating the peer into the
organization’s structure as a full-fledged member of the HIV care
team.
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In cases where resources are limited and
organizations do not have funds available to
support a paid position, peers may be incorporated
into the organization through a volunteer program
working with specific staff members. If peers are
volunteers, it is recommended that the organization
find opportunities to recognize and honor the
volunteers’ work on a regular basis through awards
or certificates of appreciation, as well as provide
professional development opportunities through
training and education.

Step 2: Identifying the roles and
responsibilities of the peers
Defining the roles and responsibilities of the peer
is critical to program success. Section 4 provides
a description of the various roles peers can play
and provides sample job descriptions that can be
adapted. Whether peers play a role in providing
support, improving adherence or counseling and
testing, it is critical to examine their role vis-à-vis
other staff members and clearly state who, and in
what way, each individual staff member (physician,
nurse, case manager, other peers) will work with the
peer. It is also important to determine who will be
supervising the peer.
If peers will be working individually with clients,
such as with adherence counseling or supporting
case managers, it is important to consider the size of
the client caseload that will be assigned to each peer.
It may be best to start small, giving peers no more
than 3-5 clients, and gradually increase the caseload
if feasible.
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Step 3: Establishing supervision and training
systems for peers
Before recruiting peers, an organization should
identify who will supervise and train the peers, the
type of supervision needed (both administrative and
either supportive or clinical), the methods (individual
vs. group), and how often supervision will occur.
Section 6 Supervising Peers of this guide provides
details about supervision systems for peer programs.
This information should be part of the job description
or orientation materials for peers, whether they are
paid or volunteers.
Building Blocks to Peer Success, the toolkit for
training HIV positive peers to engage people living
with HIV/AIDS in care, provides best practices,
sample lesson plans and curricula for training peers.

Step 4: Recruiting, hiring, and orienting
PLWHA to become peers
Once commitment from staff is obtained, clear job
descriptions have been developed, and an outline of
the supervisory structure has been achieved, active
recruitment and hiring of peers can begin. For some
organizations, this may require working closely with
the human resources department to ensure that all
policies are followed appropriately.
Depending upon the community, recruiting peers
may be easy or difficult. In areas where HIV stigma
remains a barrier, PLWHA may not feel comfortable
disclosing their status to other patients even though
they may be seeing their doctor regularly and
adhering to treatment regimens. Engaging the
support of medical providers, case managers, and
other service providers to refer willing PLWHA to
work as peers is a good strategy, as trust has already
been established with that provider.
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Part of the hiring and orientation process involves interviewing
peers who are comfortable disclosing their HIV status with other
persons and who understand the importance of confidentiality.
For orientation, it is important to provide some basic information
about the organization, its services, a staff list, job descriptions,
program tools for his/her job and other resources that may be
useful to the peer’s work. It is also important to think about
who could serve as a mentor or would be willing to have the
new peer shadow their work to learn about the organization and
the environment in which he or she will be working. Section
5 Recruiting, Hiring, and Orienting Peers and its Read More
Sections on Cultural Sensitivity, Confidentiality and Orienting
Non-Peer Employees on Peer Support, Philosophy and Program
Models provide details on these areas.
There was a lot of learning on both
sides when we started the program.
While we told the physicians what was
going on, they really weren’t involved in
the process, so they hesitated in getting
too attached to it. There was a lot of
reservation on their side in actually
using the peer educators. Now they’re
demanding that I staff [peers] on all
their shifts. When you’ve got providers
who say ‘ I need a peer educator on
my afternoon schedule,’ you know how
successful it has been.
Rose Farnan
Infectious Disease Nurse Clinician
Truman Medical Center
Kansas City, MO

Step 5: Providing opportunities for professional
development to retain peers
Regardless of whether peers are volunteers or paid staff, creating
an organizational environment that encourages opportunities for
peers to develop their professional interests is recommended. These
opportunities can include activities such as:
t)BWJOHQFFSTBUUFOEJOTFSWJDFUSBJOJOHTSFMBUFEUP)*7PSDMJFOU
care
t4VQQPSUJOHSFRVFTUTUPBUUFOEFYUFSOBMUSBJOJOHTPSDPOGFSFODFT
related to their roles and responsibilities
t*OWJUJOHQFFSTUPBUUFOEDPNNVOJUZFWFOUTXJUIPUIFS)*7TFSWJDF
or medical providers
t1BSUJDJQBUJOHBOEBUUFOEJOHTFNJOBST WJSUVBMPSJOQFSTPO 

Step 6: Documenting and measuring the success of the
peer program
A successful peer program has specific measures for documenting
the activities of peers and how they contribute to overall services.
In some organizations, peers are required to document their work
in logs or on forms that become part of the client’s medical record.
Section 7 Evaluating Peer Programs provides suggestions for
monitoring and evaluating peer programs.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Read More
t&YBNQMFPGQFFSQSPHSBNQMBO

Resources
t1FFSQSPHSBNQMBOOJOHUPPM

t1SPHSBN4DFOBSJP1FFSTXPSLJOHUPJNQSPWF
BDDFTTUPDBSFBOEUSFBUNFOUJOBDMJOJD
t1SPHSBN4DFOBSJP1FFSTXPSLJOHUPFOHBHF
)*7QPTJUJWFJOEJWJEVBMTJOTVQQPSUTFSWJDFTJOB
DPNNVOJUZCBTFEPSHBOJ[BUJPO
t1SPHSBN4DFOBSJP"*%44FSWJDF0SHBOJ[BUJPOUP
TVQQPSUBOEMJOL)*7QPTJUJWFQBUJFOUTJODBSFBOE
USFBUNFOU

The above Read More sections provide concrete examples and case scenarios to help an
organization use the tools presented in this guide to design a peer program.

This section is part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information,
visit http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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PEER-LED SUPPORT PROGRAM PLAN
The following is an example of how the Program Planning Tool details the steps of program
development or enhancement in an operational format. This example illustrates what should be in
place in order to create peer-led support groups.

Program Area

Organizational
commitment
prior to peer hire

Activity Description
t(BJOBHSFFNFOUPGIPX
peers will be part of
multidisciplinary team
through discussion
of how peer worker
will collaborate with
team on support group
curriculum, recruitment
of client members
t0VUMJOFOFFEGPSQFFS
led support groups by
reviewing narrative and
other evaluative material
that supports the needs of
peers co-leading groups

Peer job
description

t0VUMJOFQFFSKPC
description including
expectations and goals
t0VUMJOFQSPDFTTGPSQFFS
selection that includes
staff input
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Who

Timeframe

Current
team (case
manager, clinic
1 month
supervisor,
social worker,
nurse etc.)

Current Team

2 weeks

Desired Outcome
t.BLFDBTFGPS
having peer co-lead
groups
t(BJODPNNJUNFOU
from staff due to
expressed need and
documentation to
support need
t$MFBSBHSFFNFOU
of goals, operation
of support group
as well as referral
system from
providers and other
client recruitment
1FFSKPCEFTDSJQUJPO
outlining skills and
competencies needed
to run support group
and methods of
contribution to team
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Program Area

Supervision

Recruitment,
hiring and
compensation

Activity Description
t%FUFSNJOFXIPXJUIJO
team is best fit for
providing administrative
supervision and
supportive or clinical
supervision
t%FUFSNJOFIPXQFFS
will be integrated into
multidisciplinary team

Who

Desired Outcome

t1SFTFOUUPUFBN
Current Team

t6OEFSTUBOEDMFBSMZ
EFmOFEKPCFYQFDUBUJPOT
and supports that need to
be in place
t%FUFSNJOFUISPVHI
established process of
recruitment any existing
clients who might be able
to serve as peers
Administrative
supervisor,
t0VUMJOFIJSJOHQSPDFTT
supportive
with team (interviews,
or clinical
references, observation)
supervisor and
team
t%FUFSNJOFNFUIPEPG
compensation influenced
by funding, disability
issues etc.
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Timeframe

2 weeks

2 months

t8FMMEFmOFE
supervision plan

t)JSJOHQSPDFTTUIBU
is equitable and
meets organization
needs
t$PNQFOTBUJPO
outlined
t1FFSTBSFIJSFE
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Program Area

Orientation

Training

Ongoing peer
development

Performance
management/
program goal
management

Activity Description
t%FUFSNJOFBOEPVUMJOF
orientation plan for peer
including introductions
to all areas of
organization, time period
and learning expectations
t1SPWJEFTBNQMFT
of organization
policies, procedures
and confidentiality
agreements

Who

Timeframe

Desired Outcome
t8FMMJOUFHSBUFE
peer that is able to
access supports for
learning

Supervisors
and team

t1SPWJEFPOHPJOHTVQQPSU
mentoring
Provide training for
peers on how to facilitate
Supervisors
a support group,
and peers
communication styles,
content
%FUFSNJOFPOHPJOH
supervision system that
follows the coaching model
and addresses areas of
Supervisors
development including
TLJMMUSBJOJOHBOEKPC
satisfaction

t1FFSXIPJT
acquainted with
organizational
system and knows
who to go to for
what

2 months

Peers trained and
ready to co-facilitate
support groups

Creation of
year-long staff
development plan

t#BTFEPOHPBMTPG
QSPHSBNBOEKPC
description

t(PBMTGPSQSPHSBN
being achieved
through peer-led
support groups

t%FUFSNJOFXBZTUP
Supervisors
measure effectiveness of
and peers
peer-led support groups
(i.e., client satisfaction
survey, attendance sheets,
knowledge and practices
survey)

t$MJFOUTPGQFFS
support groups are
retained in medical
care i.e., 2 medical
visits in the past 6
months

ɨJTi3FBE.PSFwTFDUJPOBDDPNQBOJFT.PEVMF %FTJHOJOHB1FFS1SPHSBN, part of the online
toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
IUUQXXXIEXHPSHQFFS@DFOUFSQSPHSBN@EFW .
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The ABC Clinic wants to
improve access to care
and treatment
About This Scenario
Below is a program scenario and sample work
plan that describes how a peer program may
fit into an organizational setting that provides
HIV services. This scenario describes a clinic
wanting to start a peer program to improve
client adherence to treatment.
The ABC Clinic is located in an inner-city
community and provides primary HIV care to
several hundred adult clients. The program has
consistently found it difficult to retain clients
in care and to locate clients who have fallen out
of care. Its board of directors recommended
that the clinic initiate a program to improve
retention in care and receipt of needed services
in the coming 4-year funding cycle.
At a monthly community-wide HIV service
providers meeting, the clinic presented its
decision to design a program to improve
retention in care and access to services and
asked for feedback from other providers. The
clinic staff learned that their clients who had
fallen out of care often appeared for services
at several community sites, including a food
pantry, the neighborhood municipal city
housing services office, a women’s center,
and a small community health center that
provided family medicine but no HIV care.
In addition, a municipal mobile Rapid HIV
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Testing (RHT) unit reported that they referred
many newly diagnosed HIV cases to the ABC
Clinic to initiate HIV primary care, but that
the unit did not track how many of its referrals
were completed. At the meeting, HIVpositive clients from community organizations
described several reasons why people may
fall out of care at the clinic, including costs
and forgetting appointments, especially
appointments scheduled several months apart.
They also commented that HIV-positive people
may need more education about the importance
of regular care, especially lab CD4 and viral
load tests every 3 months, even when they do
not feel ill, and the importance of long-term
adherence to antiretroviral treatment (ART).
Based on this feedback, the clinic designed a
program that includes both outreach to newly
diagnosed people, re-engagement of out-of-care
clients and intensive support for adherence to
appointments and ART.
The community service sites agree to collaborate
with the ABC Clinic to identify out-of-care
HIV-positive clients and to return them to
clinic services. They will do this by including
a few questions on their intake forms about
where and when HIV-positive clients had
received services, and offering to contact the
ABC Clinic for clients who have previously
received medical care at the clinic. The RHT
unit agrees to allow a clinic employee to travel
with the unit and offer clinic services to newly
diagnosed individuals.
The clinic will hire three HIV-positive peers
to be outreach workers and work part time
with the community partner sites (outreach
peers). The peers will be located at the clinic
but available to respond immediately when the
1
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sites identify an out-of-care clinic patient. They
will also travel with the RHT mobile unit on
designated shifts. Outreach peer responsibilities
are to:
t(SFFUDMJFOUTBOEJEFOUJGZUIFNTFMWFTBT
employees of ABC Clinic
t&TUBCMJTISBQQPSUBOEPĊFSBDDFTTTFSWJDFT 
including; scheduling HIV primary care
appointments at ABC Clinic; making reminder
calls before HIV care appointment; escorting
clients to their appointments; and introducing
clients to the program case manager, who will
facilitate access to other needed services.
Outreach peers will be available to facilitate
additional referrals and to provide access services
for a period of 12 months as needed and provide
emotional support to those newly diagnosed from
the RHT unit.
The clinic will also dedicate 3 peers to retention
and adherence efforts (adherence peers). They
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will collaborate with a program case manager
at the clinic or at a community-based site. All
clients who are engaged or re-engaged through
outreach efforts will be encouraged to enroll
in the adherence support program. Adherence
peers will be assigned to work one-on-one with
clients to identify clients’ unmet medical and
social services needs and other potential barriers
to adherence to medical care and ART. They
will complete an intake interview and devise
an individualized care and treatment plan with
each client. The peer will work closely with an
assigned program case manager to review and
agree to each client’s care and treatment plan
and make appropriate referrals for each client.
Peers will follow up to ensure that referrals
are completed, and encourage clients to keep
medical appointments. Clients prescribed ART
will receive counseling and coaching on ART
adherence, while clients who are not prescribed
ART will be assessed for their readiness to begin
ART. Peers will also track clients’ adherence to
medical appointments and ask their clients to
self-report ART adherence.
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PROGRAM PLAN
Goal: Design and implement a peer program to improve retention in HIV medical care and receipt of
support services
Objectives
Activities/Action Steps Person(s) Responsible
Evaluation Measures
1.1 Link at least
t0VUSFBDIQFFSTBUUFOE t0VUSFBDIQFFST
1. Number/demographics
60% of those newly
weekly counseling and
and time to entry to care
diagnosed with HIV
testing sessions with
t3)5DPVOTFMJOHBOE
at the clinic of newly
by the RHT unit to
RHT staff
testing staff
diagnosed individuals
HIV primary care at t0VUSFBDIQFFSTNBLF
2. Number of HIV-positive
the clinic within 90
initial introduction
referrals to outreach peers
days of receiving test
and appointment for
from RHT
results
case management
3. Number of HIV newly
services
diagnosed with at least
t0VUSFBDIQFFST
2 case management
inform RHT unit that
appointments in 6
referrals are completed
months’ time
1.2 Link at least 60% t0VUSFBDIQFFST
t0VUSFBDIQFFST
of out-of-care clients
respond to referrals
from community
from other partner
t$PNNVOJUZQBSUOFS
partner sites to clinic
sites
staff
services
t0VUSFBDIQFFSTMJOL
out-of-care clients to
case managers at clinic
and CBO partners
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1. Number/demographics
and time to entry to care
at the clinic of out-of-care
clients
2. Number of HIV-positive
referrals to outreach peers
from community partner
sites
3. Number of HIVpositive clients with 2 case
management appointments
in 6 months’ time
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Goal: Design and implement a peer program to improve retention in HIV medical care and receipt of
support services
Objectives

Activites/Action Steps

Person(s) Responsible

1.3. Provide HIV
t"EIFSFODFQFFSTX
t"EIFSFODFQFFST
primary care and
case managers develop
social support
care & treatment
t$BTFNBOBHFSTBU
services to 30 newly
plan for HIV-positive
clinic and CBO
diagnosed persons
clients
partners
living with HIV, 100 t"EIFSFODFQFFSTNBLF
out-of-care clients
follow-up phone calls t$MJOJDTUBĊ
and 1000 currently
for HIV medical
enrolled HIV-positive visits, lab tests and
patients
case management
appts
t"EIFSFODFQFFST
accompany HIVpositive clients to HIV
social services appts
and medical visits as
requested

1.4 Provide
t"EIFSFODFQFFST
t"EIFSFODFQFFST
adherence education
provide support to
to at least 600 HIVHIV-positive patients t.FEJDBMTUBĊBUDMJOJD
positive clients in the
currently on ART
clinic
t"EIFSFODFQFFSTBTTFTT t$BTFNBOBHFST
HIV-positive patients’
readiness for ART

Evaluation Measures
1. Number/demographics of
HIV-positive clients with
care and treatment plan
2. Number/demographics of
HIV-positive clients who
achieve care and treatment
plan goals
3. Number/type of services
referred and used by HIVpositive clients
4. Number/demographics of
HIV-positive clients with
at least 2 medical visits in
measurement year (both
on ART and those not on
ART)
5. Number/demographics of
HIV-positive clients (both
on ART and those not on
ART) with at least 2 CD4
and viral load lab tests in
measurement year
1. Number of HIV-positive
clients receiving ART
education adherence
sessions
2. Number of HIV-positive
clients with ART
assessments completed
3. Knowledge, practice, and
attitude regarding ART
for HIV-positive clients
who receive adherence
education sessions

ɨJTi3FBE.PSFwTFDUJPOBDDPNQBOJFTSection 3, Designing a Peer Program, part of the online
toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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Community-based organization wants to engage
HIV-positive individuals in care
About this scenario
2. The case management program has seen
Below is a program scenario and sample work
an increase in their caseload, and has been
plan that describes how a peer program may fit
struggling with meeting all the needs of their
into an organizational setting that provides HIV
clients, specifically accompanying them to
services. This scenario comes from a communitymedical/health care visits. Case managers
based organization wanting to support clients’
have HIV-positive clients who are in need of
engagement in services.
housing assistance, food vouchers, childcare
assistance, and other support services. Case
The Smith County Service Program (SCSP) is
managers often are unable to follow up with
a community-based organization (CBO) whose
their clients on clients’ HIV medical visits.
mission is to provide outreach and support
services for people at risk or living with HIV/
AIDS. The staff members provide outreach and The education/support group facilitators and the
case managers have joint meetings at the agency.
prevention education to people at risk for HIV
and refer them to counseling and testing services At a recent meeting, these areas for improvement
were raised. The program manager asked the
at a nearby clinic. If these adults test positive,
team to brainstorm some possible ways to address
the clinic refers them back to SCSP for case
these areas. One idea was proposed: peers would
management services and education/support
groups. At their recent consumer advisory board join this team regularly to address any program
challenges.
meeting, the group identified two areas for
improving their services.
Support group facilitators, together with peers,
1. SCSP has been concerned with both the lack felt that if peers were integrated into a cofacilitator role, there might be a greater likelihood
of referrals to the education/support groups
for clients to stay engaged. The group also
as well as the inconsistent attendance at
thought that if peers could take on the role of
these groups. The support groups have been
supporting clients in terms of accompanying
historically facilitated by a staff person who
them to their medical/health care visits, this
may or may not be living with HIV.
would reduce the work burden of the support
group facilitators.
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PEER PROGRAM PLAN
Goal: Increase HIV-positive clients’ access to and engagement in support and medical services
Objectives
1.1 Provide at least
2000 outreach
encounters to at-risk
HIV individuals,
targeting substance
users, homeless
persons, MSM,
women, and
communities of color

Activites/Action Steps
t$POEVDUBUMFBTU
8 education and
outreach activities at
the agency and in the
community per week.
t*EFOUJGZBOECVJME
relationships with at
least 8 other social
service agencies (food
agencies, housing
organizations,
substance treatment
providers, etc) to
outreach to at-risk
populations
t3FGFSBUSJTL
individuals to HIV
counseling and
testing at the clinic
1.2 Provide at
Hold monthly
least monthly case
meetings with clinic
management services to staff to identify newly
100% of HIV-positive diagnosed or lost-tonewly diagnosed or
follow-up HIV-positive
lost-to-follow-up
clients.
individuals referred
from the clinic
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Person(s) Needed
Prevention education
coordinator and peer
outreach workers

Evaluation Measures
1. Number of
prevention
education activities
2. Number and
demographics of
outreach encounters
3. Number of partner
agencies conducting
monthly prevention/
education sessions
4. Number of referrals
to counseling and
testing at the clinic

t)*7DBTF
management
supervisor

1. Number/
demographics of
HIV-positive clients
referred to HIV case
management services
2. Number/
demographics of
HIV-positive clients
enrolled in HIV case
management services
3. Number of HIVpositive clients with
case management
plans and service
goals
4. Number/types of
services provided

t1FFS
t$BTFNBOBHFS
t$MJOJDTUBĊ
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Goal: Increase HIV-positive clients’ access to and engagement in support and medical services
Objectives
1.3 Get 80% of HIVpositive clients to
attend weekly support
groups

Activites/Action Steps
Person(s) Needed
t$POEVDUBUMFBTU
t1FFSMFBEFS
groups/week around
HIV care and
t4UBĊTVQQPSUHSPVQ
treatment adherence,
leader
positive living,
resources, and other t1SPHSBNNBOBHFS
consumer-identified
topics
t3FDSVJU)*7QPTJUJWF
clients into support
groups

1.4 Link 80% of
t$POEVDUSFNJOEFS
HIV-positive clients
and follow-up phone
into medical and social
calls regarding
support services
medical and social
service appointments
t"DDPNQBOZ)*7
positive clients to
medical and social
service appointments

t1FFST
t$BTFNBOBHFST
t$MJOJDTUBĊ

Evaluation Measures
1. Number and topics
of support groups
2. Number of HIVpositive clients who
attend support
groups

1. Number of HIVpositive casemanaged clients
with at least 2
medical visits in
measurement year

ɨJTi3FBE.PSFwTFDUJPOBDDPNQBOJFTSection 3 Designing a Peer Program, part of the online
toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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XYZ Center to support and link HIV-positive patients in
care and treatment
About this scenario
XYZ center is an AIDS Service Organization
whose mission is to provide outreach, prevention
and support services for people at risk and living
with HIV/AIDS. The staff members include
both peer and non-peer staff and volunteers
who provide HIV prevention education and
counseling and testing. The agency also has a
social worker on staff to run support groups
for HIV-infected clients and affected family
members. The agency provides HIV counseling
and testing for at-risk individuals, and those who
are diagnosed with HIV are referred to a local
clinic for case management and medical services.

At a recent partner, staff and consumer advisory
board meeting, the clinic presented results from
recent evaluation of its services which indicated
that their case managers are facing challenges
with managing large client caseloads. The
case managers have a significant proportion of
patients who are missing medical appointments.
The clinic would like assistance with supporting
patients to ensure they are keeping up to date
with their medical appointments and treatment.
They have offered to provide funding for two
part-time, HIV-positive peers to work with
clients, case managers, and medical providers.
Below is a potential program plan to integrate the
two peers into the agency’s services.

PEER PROGRAM PLAN
Goal: Increase HIV-positive clients’ retention with HIV support and medical services
Objectives
Activites/Action Steps
Link 80% of newly
t1SFWFOUJPOTUBĊBOE
diagnosed HIV-positive peer leader provide
clients into medical
support, education,
and social support
and referrals for case
services
management and
medical services to
newly diagnosed
HIV- positive
patients
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Person(s) Responsible Evaluation Measures
t1SFWFOUJPOFEVDBUJPO 1.Number of newly
staff
diagnosed HIVt1FFSMFBEFS
positive clients
t$BTFNBOBHFSGSPN
that have a case
partner agency
management and
medical appointment
within 6 months of
diagnosis
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DESIGNING A PEER PROGRAM

READ MORE: PROGRAM SCENARIO 3

Goal: Increase HIV-positive clients’ retention with HIV support and medical services
Objectives
Link 80% of HIVpositive clients into
medical and social
support services

Activites/Action Steps
t$POEVDUSFNJOEFS
and follow-up phone
calls regarding
medical and social
service appointments
t"DDPNQBOZ)*7
positive clients to
medical and social
service appointments

Person(s) Responsible Evaluation Measures
t1FFSMFBEFS
1. Number of HIVt$BTFNBOBHFST
positive caset$MJOJDTUBĊ
managed clients
with at least 2
medical visits in
measurement year

Get 80% of HIVpositive clients to
attend weekly support
groups

t$POEVDUBUMFBTU
t1FFSMFBEFS
groups/week around
HIV care and
t4UBĊTVQQPSUHSPVQ
treatment adherence,
leader
positive living,
resources, and other t1SPHSBNNBOBHFS
consumer-identified
topics
t3FDSVJU)*7QPTJUJWF
clients into support
groups

1. Number and topics
of support groups
2. Number of HIVpositive clients who
attend support
groups

ɨJTi3FBE.PSFwTFDUJPOBDDPNQBOJFTSection%FTJHOJOHB1FFS1SPHSBN, part of the online
toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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CONFIDENTIALITY AND CREATING
4.
PEER ROLESIN&THE
RESPONSIBILITIES
BOUNDARIES
WORKPLACE*
Peers serve in various roles as part of care teams in medical and
social service settings, working to improve and enhance the lives
of those living with HIV. Peer education can take place in small
groups or through individual contact in a variety of settings such
as churches, community-based organizations, clinics, hospitals, on
the street, in a shelter, or wherever people gather. Peers may also
be involved in community work such as outreach and education,
participation on HIV advisory and planning council committees,
and speakers’ bureaus.

Dr. Clanon (right) with peer Aries Brown

I think the most important thing my
patients get from working with peer
advocates is hope for the future. No
matter how much I talk to
them about the potential for them to
live long and healthy lives,
seeing someone living that promise is
more powerful.

Dr. Kathleen Clanon
Alameda County Medical Center
Oakland, CA

Regardless of the peers’ specific tasks and objectives, they are
uniquely positioned to provide insight and support to HIVpositive individuals. As a part of a multidisciplinary team, peers
can facilitate client-provider communication and provide a
sense of how other individuals experience HIV diagnosis and
treatment. Peers may be better able than professionals to perceive
misunderstandings and barriers to client-provider communication.
Because their interactions with clients are based on empathy and
shared experience, and because they frequently have more open
access to clients, peers may glean more information about actual
and potential challenges for clients and may also communicate the
health care team’s messages to clients most effectively.
Regardless of how peers are used, it is essential to define their
roles, responsibilities, and interaction with clients. Because the
job skills and activities entailed in peer work are different in nature
from more traditional professional positions, it is necessary to be
more explicit in defining peer roles, responsibilities, and activities.
Defining a clear role for peers in the agency can also help to avoid
overlapping or duplication of responsibilities with other members of
the health care team such as case managers.
The roles and responsibilities of peers can vary widely depending on
the focus of the organization or program. Peer roles can include:
t&OHBHJOHBOETVQQPSUJOH)*7QPTJUJWFQFSTPOTJOUIFNBOBHFNFOU
of the disease, including being adherent to medications.
t1SPWJEJOHFNPUJPOBMBOEQSBDUJDBMTVQQPSUUPDMJFOUT
t4VQQPSUJOHDMJFOUTUPQSBDUJDFIFBMUIZCFIBWJPST
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t*EFOUJGZJOH)*7QPTJUJWFQFSTPOTJOUIFDPNNVOJUZ
and linking them to care
t)FMQJOHQFPQMFMJWJOHXJUI)*7"*%4 1-8)"
navigate the service system and assisting them to
access and participate in care and treatment services
t1SPWJEJOHDPNNVOJUZXPSLTVDIBTBXBSFOFTT 
advocacy and prevention education
t"EWJTJOHQSPHSBNTPOBMMBTQFDUTPGTFSWJDFEFMJWFSZ
The specific responsibilities or activities of peers in
these roles vary, and the qualifications and skills of
peers are different depending on their roles.

&
 OHBHJOHBOETVQQPSUJOH)*7QPTJUJWF
persons in the management of the disease
Peers in these roles often deliver services through a
DPNCJOBUJPOPGPOFPOPOFTVQQPSUBOEPSQFFS
led support groups. For one-on-one conversations,
the peer needs to be comfortable disclosing his
or her HIV status, be able to ask open-ended
questions, and provide accurate information that
JTSFMFWBOUUPUIFDMJFOUTOFFET4VQQPSUHSPVQ
facilitation requires the peer to disclose his or her
HIV status and have the knowledge and skills to
manage the group dynamics so that participants
feel comfortable and safe in sharing very personal
BOEFNPUJPOBMJTTVFT 4VQQPSUHSPVQGBDJMJUBUJPO
is a specialized skill which is addressed in detail in
the Read More section: 1FFSTBOE4VQQPSU(SPVQT.)
The specific peer roles related to engaging and
supporting HIV-positive persons to manage the
disease and adhere to medications can be as limited
or as broad as the organization desires and include:
t&YQMBJOJOHUIF)*7MJGFDZDMFBOEIPXNFEJDBUJPOT
work, providing treatment adherence information
BOETUSBUFHJFTGPSDPNQMFY)*7"*%4USFBUNFOU
regimens
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t&OHBHJOHJOQSPCMFNTPMWJOHXJUIDMJFOUTUPBEESFTT
adherence problems
t&OHBHJOHiIBSEFSUPSFBDIwDMJFOUTXIPIBWFGBMMFO
out of care or have not entered care (this is similar to
outreach roles described above)
t#FDPNJOHGBNJMJBSXJUIUIFDPOUFYUPGUIFDMJFOUTMJWFT
t'BDJMJUBUJOHDMJFOUDPNNVOJDBUJPOXJUIIFBMUI
professionals
t(BUIFSJOHJOGPSNBUJPOGPSNFEJDBMQSPWJEFST
t'PMMPXJOHVQXJUIDMJFOUTXIPNJTTBQQPJOUNFOUT
t"OTXFSJOHDMJFOUTCBTJDRVFTUJPOT

Providing emotional and practical support to
clients
This is a key role for peers and, regardless of their
other interaction with clients, the peer will serve as
a role model for living and thriving with HIV. Peers
can provide hope to HIV-positive clients and share
strategies with them to overcome difficulties of living
with HIV. Client interactions can occur one-to-one or
in groups and can include:
t4IBSJOHQFSTPOBMLOPXMFEHFBOEFYQFSJFODFTXIFO
appropriate
t1SPWJEJOHFODPVSBHFNFOUBOEQTZDIPTPDJBMTVQQPSUUP
address ongoing challenges of HIV-infected individuals,
their partners, families and caregivers, including
disclosure to partners and others in their life
t%FNPOTUSBUJOHTFMGDBSFTUSBUFHJFTUPDMJFOUT
t"TTJTUJOHDMJFOUTUPVOEFSTUBOEBOENPWFUISPVHI
various stages of commitment to their care (i.e., moving
from pre-contemplation of using HAART medications
to taking action to begin to use HAART medications
and then sustaining their use of HAART) and strategies
for living with the lifelong reality of adhering to
medications
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 4VQQPSUJOHDMJFOUTUPQSBDUJDFIFBMUIZCFIBWJPST

The people that we reach out to are
people who really need help.
I know; I’ve been there and I wish
that 20 years ago there had been peer
educators… I’m hoping that I can
help people to have an easier time
adjusting to living with HIV and
living good lives.
-JPOFM#JHHJOT
1FFS&EVDBUPS
Truman Medical Center
Kansas City, MO

Healthy behaviors for HIV-positive clients are critical for
continued health and well-being. Peers can help to educate clients
about HIV and dispel myths that prevent a client from managing
HIV in a healthy manner. Peers can provide information and
support to clients to practice health promotion behaviors (such
as making and keeping doctor’s appointments) avoid risks (such
as utilizing safer sex supplies distributed by peers) improve health
routines (such as taking medications accurately and regularly), and
reduce harmful situations (such as violent relationships).

Identifying HIV-positive persons in the community and
linking them to care
A peer with this focus may work in the community or at a clinical
facility. They may be involved in supporting HIV testing by
DPOEVDUJOHUIFUFTUBOEPSQSPWJEJOHPOFPOPOFDPVOTFMJOHUP
clients about test results. For HIV-positive individuals, these peers
provide resources and support to link them to care services.

)
 FMQJOH1-8)"OBWJHBUFUIFTFSWJDFTZTUFNBOEBDDFTT
care and treatment services
Again, peers in these roles often deliver services through a
DPNCJOBUJPOPGPOFPOPOFTVQQPSUBOEPSQFFSMFETVQQPSU
groups. The areas that a peer covers with clients can be as limited
or as broad as the organization desires, including:
t)FMQJOHDMJFOUTëOEBOECFDPNFGBNJMJBSXJUI)*7IFBMUIBOE
social service systems
t1SPWJEJOHSFGFSSBMTGPSJOIPVTFTFSWJDFTBOEDPNNVOJUZSFTPVSDFT
t)FMQJOHDMJFOUTPCUBJOTFSWJDFTCZBTTJTUJOHUIFNUPNBLF
BQQPJOUNFOUT SFNJOEJOHUIFNPGBQQPJOUNFOUTBOEPSQSPWJEJOH
transportation to and from appointments
t1BSUJDJQBUJOHJODBTFDPOGFSFODFTXJUIUIFNVMUJEJTDJQMJOBSZUFBNUP
represent the client’s concerns
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t)FMQJOHDMJFOUTQSFQBSFGPSIFBMUIDBSFQSPWJEFST
visits by modeling how to ask questions about their
health status or medications and processing the
information received during a medical visit
t1SPWJEJOHUSBOTMBUJPOTTFSWJDFTGPSOPOPSMJNJUFE
&OHMJTITQFBLFST
t1SPWJEJOHJOTJHIUJOUPUIFNPTUFêFDUJWFXBZUP
engage and educate a client
t"TTJTUJOHJODPPSEJOBUJPOPGEBZUPEBZDBSF
activities to ensure continuity of care

Providing community awareness, advocacy
and prevention education
For work in the community, peers must be
comfortable with disclosing their HIV status
and have the ability to speak in front of groups.
Peers may provide activities related to prevention
education including: conducting presentations or
one-on-one conversations with HIV-positive or atrisk individuals; encouraging individuals or groups
to get an HIV test; linking positive clients to care
and educating individuals about HIV transmission,
including harm reduction and safer sex approaches.
Usually, community awareness activities include
sharing of personal stories and experiences by the
peer in an effort to encourage others to know their
HIV status and seek treatment if they are positive.
Advocacy usually involves providing personal and
factual information about services and support for
HIV-positive individuals in an effort to improve
current systems or attitudes. Peers provide a strong
voice in advocacy, since many policy makers want
to hear directly from people who are living with
)*7"*%4"OPUIFSJNQPSUBOUDPNQPOFOUPG
community awareness that peers help support
JTBNFTTBHFPGBOUJTUJHNB)*7"*%4TUJHNB
continues to impede prevention and care efforts
globally. People living with HIV have a unique and
powerful opportunity to tell their story and put a
human face on the epidemic.
Building Blocks to Peer Program Success, August 2009

Advising programs on all aspects of service
delivery
Peers in these roles must have the confidence to express
their thoughts in meetings and gatherings in such
settings as local or state planning councils, consumer
BEWJTPSZDPNNJUUFFT "*%4TFSWJDFPSHBOJ[BUJPOT 
boards or focus groups. Their roles involve providing
input on policies, procedures, program design and
implementation, and evaluation activities that impact
the lives of HIV-positive individuals. Many planning
and advisory groups have a requirement to include
HIV-positive members. It is critical that peers receive
adequate training and preparation to participate in
meaningful ways in these important groups. These
peers may also provide advice on grant proposals
by articulating the needs and ideal approaches for
addressing non-medical services for HIV-positive
clients.
Following are three case examples that describe how
HIV-positive peers have been utilized:
1FFSTBTTVQQPSUHSPVQGBDJMJUBUPSTDPPSEJOBUPSTGPS
newly diagnosed individuals
Peers participate and assist with a weekly, dropin support group, with one peer taking the lead in
facilitation and coordination. The two-and-a-half
hour session includes 30 minutes to eat and catch up
socially as a group and then approximately 45 minutes
for an educational presentation on topics selected by
the group, such as HIV disclosure, substance abuse
and addiction issues, working successfully with your
doctor, how to read your labs, etc. The last segment
of the session focuses on support for participants. All
attendees have the opportunity to share difficulties and
successes in their lives. Members offer support and
encouragement to one another and are an ongoing
social network for each other. Newly diagnosed
individuals are especially welcomed by participants who
4
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IBWFMJWFEXJUI)*7"*%4GPSNBOZZFBST XJUIUIF
NFTTBHF i:PVBSFOPUBMPOFwɨFQFFSTGBDJMJUBUF
the discussion, making sure that ground rules are
followed, that all participants have opportunities
to share, and that individuals who are in crisis and
require additional support can meet with a peer
following the meeting. By using peers to do group
coordination and facilitation, the organization is
BCMFUPQSPWJEFBOi)*7QPTJUJWFJOEJWJEVBMTPOMZ
TQBDF wTPNFUIJOHUIBUJTEJïDVMUUPëOEXIFO
traditional professionals are in the leadership
roles. The peer team is able to bring up difficult or
DIBMMFOHJOHHSPVQJTTVFTXJUIBQFFSTVQFSWJTPSBOE
or a clinical supervisor.
Peers working one-on-one with HIV-positive
women
In one community-based organization, a peer
worked as part of a care team to assist a woman
JODSJTJT4IFXBTMJWJOHXJUIBQIZTJDBMMZBOE
emotionally abusive boyfriend who was restricting
her movement and contacts outside of the home.
On a parallel track, the woman’s health had
deteriorated significantly over the prior year and
she had not been receiving regular medical care. In
consultation with supervisors and the HIV clinic
case manager, the peer began talking with the client
about what it would take to leave the boyfriend
and what types of services were available to her in
order to make this transition. The peer took the
client to visit a women’s shelter and also made an
appointment to see a pro bono attorney so that the
client was clear about her legal rights and options.
The woman was fearful and overwhelmed, but
XBOUFEUPHFUPVUPGUIFTJUVBUJPO4IFXBTGBJSMZ
mistrustful of service providers but was able to
establish good rapport with the peer because she
TBJE i:PVWFCFFOUISPVHIJUBMM UPPwɨFQFFSXBT
able to give her the support she needed to get out of
the dangerous relationship, get into transitional and

eventually permanent housing, re-establish medical care
and participate in a weekly support group.
Peers in a clinic-based ART adherence support program
Three peers collaborate with a case manager and health
educator to help clients adhere to their medications.
Peers are trained in listening and communication
skills, providing support, establishing boundaries,
and making effective referrals. They use these skills to
help their clients identify and address a wide range of
barriers to adherence, including substance use, mistrust
of, or poor communication with, medical providers,
fears about taking medications in front of others, and
remembering to take medications on time. Peers are
also mentored by program staff to use the experiences
and characteristics that they share with clients
effectively in their work. They talk to their clients
weekly by phone or in person, and over time develop
good rapport and trusting relationships that support
their clients through the ups and downs of long-term
adherence management for a chronic disease. The peers
meet biweekly with the program case manager and
health educator in case management meetings in order
to share information, coordinate client services, and
brainstorm about approaches to best meet their clients’
needs.

Read More
t1FFSTBOE4VQQPSU(SPVQT

Resources

Support group information:
t15 steps to starting an HIV support group (The
-PUVT1SPKFDU
tPeer guide to starting an HIV support group (Kansas
City Free Health Clinic)
Sample job descriptions
tPeer job descriptions (Kansas City Free Health Clinic)
t1FFSBEWPDBUFKPCEFTDSJQUJPO ɨF-PUVT1SPKFDU
t4BNQMFQFFSBEWPDBUFBOENBOBHFSKPCEFTDSJQUJPOT
ɨF-PUVT1SPKFDU

This section is part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
IUUQXXXIEXHPSHQFFS@DFOUFSQSPHSBN@EFW .
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READ MORE: SUPPORT GROUPS

PEERS AND SUPPORT GROUPS
Some peer programs utilize peers as facilitators or
co-facilitators of support groups. Having a peer in a
leadership role in a support group sends a powerful
message to both the peer and the group participants
regarding the value of peers to the organization, to
the peer program and to the program participants.
It also demonstrates a clear understanding
that the life experience of peers and their deep
understanding of group member struggles, will have
a positive impact on the overall outcomes of the
group.
Group facilitation requires skills that not all peers
may have. Just like any staff member under
consideration for a new role, it is important to
assess the inherent skills and abilities of the peer. A
peer who by nature is shy may not be comfortable
speaking in a group or attempting to re-direct the
focus of the group. At the opposite end of the
spectrum, a peer who is gregarious and out-going
may not be able to engage quieter members of the
group in the process. Some peers are more open
to new experiences and learning new skills than
others. There is no hard and fast rule regarding
whether peers can or should facilitate or co-facilitate
a group. There are, however, some suggested factors
to consider when planning to use peers as group
facilitators or co-facilitators.

Group purpose
Groups can provide a range of services from social
support or education to therapy groups, with
a myriad of options within this continuum. It
is important that the purpose of the group be
consistent with the knowledge, skills and training
of the peer. Without training and licensure, a peer
would not be able to facilitate a therapy group,
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but could, in appropriate circumstances, assist a
trained therapist with facilitation. At times, this
model can be the best of both worlds: a trained
clinician and a peer with kindred life experience
working together to provide leadership. A peer
with training in group facilitation skills and
knowledge of HIV disease and treatment could
facilitate or co-facilitate an educational group
focusing on an aspect of self management.
Similarly, a peer with a demeanor that is well
suited to facilitation, given appropriate clinical
support from management and training in
facilitation skills, could facilitate a support group
where women or men living with HIV come
together socially and discuss life challenges and
triumphs.

Peer Training
Assessing the peer’s strengths and skills is the
first step in determining additional training
needs of the peer. There are many options to
providing the needed training. (The Building
Blocks to Peer Success toolkit guide for people
who conduct peer training includes a facilitation
section which may be useful to peers learning
to facilitate support groups.) Assessing your
organization’s ability to provide that training,
either on site through existing staff resources,
or off site through educational programs is the
next step. An important aspect of developing
the peer’s group facilitation skills is providing on
going feedback, support and guidance. It is often
most helpful to have the peer function in the
beginning as a “group helper” (logistics, set up,
note taking) to observe the group process with
a trained facilitator. Feedback and discussion
with that facilitator immediately after the group

1
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provides some of the best “real-world” training
for the peer. As the peer observes and learns
the trained facilitator can increase the peer’s
role in the group to include actual facilitation
responsibilities. Again, immediate feedback and
discussion regarding the successes and challenges
experienced during the group is most helpful.

Facilitator or Co-Facilitator?
The decision about whether a peer should
facilitate a group alone or be a co-facilitator
depends on several factors. The first and foremost
is the peer’s group facilitation skills and abilities.
The peer’s interest in either role must be taken
into account as well. Finally, the organization’s
ability to supervise the peer and provide ongoing
support and guidance must be considered. If the
organization has a clinical manager or consultant
available, this is an important area in which they
can assist peers. Providing regular check-ins with
the peer facilitator will be important in helping
them understand group dynamics, individual
issues and facilitation strategies.

Peers facilitating a support group.

The Program Resources section contains two
helpful tools for peers who facilitate support
groups:
t15 steps to starting an HIV support group (The
Lotus Project)
tPeer guide to HIV education and support
groups (Kansas City Free Health Clinic)

This “Read More” section accompanies Section 4, Peer Roles and Responsibilities, part of the online
toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
Building Blocks to Peer Program Success, August 2009
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5.
RECRUITING, HIRING,
AND
CONFIDENTIALITY
AND CREATING
ORIENTING IN
PEERS
BOUNDARIES
THE WORKPLACE*
A. Recruitment
Qualifications

-B5SJTDIB.JMFT MFGU XJUI1FFS&EVDBUPS
5SBJOJOH4JUF.BOBHFS"MJDJB%PXOFT

Some of the skills that I look for
in hiring a peer are good listening
skills and being resourceful. Some
knowledge can be taught, but some of
those innate qualities that you have to
have cannot be taught: compassion,
being non-judgmental, being able to
connect with others, and being positive
and respectful of others as far as
cultural diversity.

-B5SJTDIB.JMFT
1FFS4VQFSWJTPS
,BOTBT$JUZ'SFF)FBMUI$MJOJD
,BOTBT$JUZ .0

Unlike positions with strict educational requirements, peer roles
usually draw on unconventional assets. These include experience
living in the client population, experience dealing with one or
more difficulties faced by the client population (such as unstable
housing, substance abuse, domestic violence), fluency in a specified
language, ability to relate easily to clients and program staff alike,
non-judgmental acceptance of alternative perspectives and lifestyles,
good communication skills, willingness to voice opinions and share
information with others, and the ability to work independently.
However, these “unconventional assets” are unlikely to be
documented with diplomas, degrees, or certificates. In fact, many
excellent peers cannot present a resume or application which
meets minimal requirements at many Human Resources (HR)
departments. In such cases, the directors or managers of the peer
programs may have to explain to HR staff why peer positions
require a different skill set. It also suggests that the recruitment
process may involve different approaches from those traditionally
used for program staff, as discussed below.
HIV care teams that include peers should define peer job skills
explicitly and operationalize them so that peers and supervisors have
objective criteria for assessing peers’ initial qualifications and their
on-the-job development.
Below are some recommendations for qualifications for peers
engaged in HIV services. These qualifications can be adapted to
program- and agency-specific needs:
t%JSFDUFYQFSJFODFXJUI)*7USFBUNFOU FJUIFSBTBQBUJFOUPSBDBSF
giver)
t-PDBMSFTJEFOUPSGBNJMJBSJUZXJUIUIFDPNNVOJUZ
t"CJMJUZUPXPSLXJUIQSPGFTTJPOBMTBTQBSUPGBO)*7DBSFUFBN
t"CJMJUZUPSFnFDUPOBOEBQQMZMJGFFYQFSJFODF
t(PPEDPNNVOJDBUJPOTLJMMT
t0QFONJOEFE OPOKVEHNFOUBM
t$PNNJUUFEUPXPSLJOHXJUIPUIFSTUPJNQSPWF)*7DBSF
t/PUDVSSFOUMZVTJOHTUSFFUESVHTPSBCVTJOHBMDPIPM
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 1
 SPHSBNTXJMMmOEJUIFMQGVMUPEFmOFPCKFDUJWFT
for peers in advance of constructing a programTQFDJmDQFFSKPCEFTDSJQUJPO5BLFOUPHFUIFS 
these objectives comprise a peer role that both
furthers program goals and maximizes the unique
contribution of peers to the program. The
1SPHSBN3FTPVSDFs for 4FDUJPO 1FFS3PMFTBOE
Responsibilities) include sample job descriptions for
peers that can be adapted to meet program-specific
needs.

 ɨF3FDSVJUNFOU1SPDFTT
Because peers often don’t have conventional
resumes (as discussed above), the traditional HR
hiring practices may need to be amended slightly.
0OFVTFGVMTUFQJTGPSQFFSQSPHSBNNBOBHFSTPS
supervisors to take a proactive stance in encouraging
applications among appropriate candidates. This
may be done through several means:
t4PMJDJUJOHOBNFTPGQPTTJCMFDBOEJEBUFTGSPNDMJOJD
providers, peers, and other staff
t&NBJMT QPTUJOHTPOXFCTJUFT FCMBTUTPOMJTUTFSWT
t4FOEJOHnZFSTPSPUIFSNBUFSJBMTUPDMJOJDT 
DPNNVOJUZCBTFEPSHBOJ[BUJPOT "*%4TFSWJDF
organizations, planning councils, etc.
 "
 GUFSHBUIFSJOHUIFTFOPNJOBUJPOT POFNBZXBOU
to conduct brief interviews in person or over
the telephone with interested candidates. It is
preferable that these interviews involve both the
QFFSQSPHSBNTVQFSWJTPSBOEBDVSSFOUQFFS"
program may also want to involve other non-peer
staff such as case managers in interviews if the peer
candidate will be working with other staff. This
may happen before, after, or simultaneously with
traditional HR practices such as posting positions.
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 4BNQMFRVFTUJPOTGPSUIJTJOUFSWJFXJODMVEF
t)PXEJEZPVIFBSBCPVUUIFQFFSQSPHSBN
t8IZBSFZPVJOUFSFTUFEJOCFJOHBQFFS
t8IBUEPZPVFYQFDUUPHFUPVUPGXPSLJOHGPSUIJT
QSPHSBN QFSTPOBMMZ
t5FMMVTBCPVUBOZ)*7"*%4USBJOJOHQSPHSBNTUIBU
you’ve been involved in.
t5FMMVTBCPVUZPVSXPSLPSWPMVOUFFSFYQFSJFODFJOUIF
mFMEPG)*7"*%4
t"SFZPVBXBSFUIBUXFXJMMOPUUPMFSBUFUIFVTFPGTUSFFU
ESVHTEVSJOHZPVSFNQMPZNFOUXJUIUIFQFFSQSPHSBN 
%PZPVIBWFBOZDPODFSOTBCPVUUIJTJTTVF
t"SFZPVDPNGPSUBCMFTIBSJOHZPVS)*7TUBUVTXJUIDP
workers, supervisors, and clients while working for this
QSPHSBN *GZPVXFSFBTLFE i"SFZPV)*7QPTJUJWF w
XIBUXPVMEZPVSSFTQPOTFCF
t)PXXPVMEZPVHPBCPVUUFMMJOHTPNFPOFDMPTFUPZPV
UIBUZPVIBWF)*7"*%4
t)PXXPVMEZPVHPBCPVUUFMMJOHBDMJFOUUIBUZPVUPP
IBWF)*7"*%4
t8IBUXPVMEZPVUFMMBDMJFOUBCPVUZPVSTFYVBMPSESVH
VTJOHIJTUPSZ
t)PXDPNGPSUBCMFBSFZPVXIFOEJTDVTTJOHJTTVFTBSPVOE
TFYBOEESVHVTF )PXXPVMEZPVSBUFZPVSTFMGPOB
scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being very uncomfortable and
CFJOHWFSZDPNGPSUBCMF
The 1SPHSBN3FTPVSDFsGPS4FDUJPO 3FDSVJUJOH 
)JSJOHBOE0SJFOUJOH1FFST QSPWJEFNPSFTBNQMF
interview scenarios and screening questions.
 4 PNFBHFODJFTNBZIBWFBTUBOEBSEQSPUPDPMUISPVHI
their Human Resources department for recruiting and
interviewing candidates. It is important to gather that
information for the interview process and be aware
of some of the challenges the process may cause for
QFFSDBOEJEBUFT'PSFYBNQMF UIFTUBOEBSE)3IJSJOH
process may itself pose a number of challenges for peer
applicants:

2
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t*GPOMJOFBQQMJDBUJPOTBSFSFRVJSFE QFFSTNBZCF
peers as someone with HIV, some early programs may
unfamiliar with such programs or may not have
have unwittingly revealed their peers’ status, leading
access to computers.
to stigmatization. Job announcements which set HIV
t4PNFBQQMJDBOUTNBZIBWFDSJNJOBMIJTUPSJFTPSNBZ
status as a job requirement may discourage many
not be able to pass drug screening.
potential candidates.
t%VFUPMJNJUFEXPSLIJTUPSJFT TPNFBQQMJDBOUTNBZ
 "CFUUFSBQQSPBDIUPUIFJTTVFPGSFRVJSJOHDBOEJEBUFTUP
not be able to provide two professional references.
be infected or affected, while not unduly compromising
t4PNFBQQMJDBOUTNBZOPUCFBDDVTUPNFEUPBGPSNBM
their health information, may include some or all of the
interview process.
following suggestions:
Keeping these points in mind and being prepared to
t+PCBOOPVODFNFOUTDPVMESFRVJSFimSTUIBOELOPXMFEHF
communicate the process and policy clearly to the
JO)*7"*%4JTTVFTw
candidate can help reduce challenges to getting a
t"OOPVODFNFOUTDPVMECFEJTUSJCVUFEUPHSPVQTPS
peer hired.
places where many individuals who see it are likely to be
 %JTDMPTJOH)*74UBUVT
HIV-positive.
t*OJOUFSWJFXT DBOEJEBUFTDPVMECFBTLFEIPXUIFZ
envision using their “firsthand knowledge” instead of
 0OFDIBSBDUFSJTUJDUIBUEJTUJOHVJTIFTUIFIJSJOHPG
having to explicitly confirm their status.
peers from that of other employees is the issue of
t
*OJOUFSWJFXTBOEPUIFSDPNNVOJDBUJPOT QFFSQSPHSBNT
EJTDMPTJOHPOFT)*7TUBUVT.BOZQFFSTDPNFGSPN
could stress the importance of peers having shared
TJUVBUJPOT TVDIBT"MDPIPMJDT"OPOZNPVT XIFSF
characteristics with the target population.
BOPOZNJUZJTWBMVFE"EEJUJPOBMMZ UIFTUJHNB
BUUBDIFEUP)*7"*%4NBLFTNPTUQFPQMFDBVUJPVT
about revealing that information indiscriminately.

 ɨ
 FUSBEJUJPOPGQFFSXPSLJO)*7"*%4 
however, is built upon the concept that those who
are “infected or affected” will use their personal
experience to assist clients. This goes beyond the
normal expectation of empathy in the helping
QSPGFTTJPOT)*7"*%4QFFSTDBOESBXVQPOUIFJS
own experiences in being diagnosed, having to
deal with disclosure to family and friends, taking
medication, experiencing side effects, etc. to aid
DMJFOUT.BOZQFFSQSPHSBNTVQFSWJTPSTCFMJFWFUIBU
a peer who insists on anonymity is not fulfilling the
peer role.
 8
 IJMFBO)*7QPTJUJWFQFFSNBZOPUCFBMMPXFEUP
keep his or her status secret, special steps should be
taken regarding disclosure. By publicly defining
Building Blocks to Peer Program Success, August 2009

B. Hiring
 4QFDJBM$POTJEFSBUJPOT
 4 BMBSJFT TUJQFOET PSPUIFSNPOFUBSZDPNQFOTBUJPOQBJE
to HIV-positive peers might, in some cases, affect or
SJTLUIFJSCFOFmUTFOUJUMFNFOUT"OZEFDSFBTFPSMPTTPG
benefits can present a substantial disincentive to doing
QFFSXPSL%VSJOHUIFIJSJOHQSPDFTT TVQFSWJTPSTPS
program directors have a responsibility to raise peers’
awareness of this risk, and provide information and
referrals to legal or other services where they can receive
training or individualized guidance regarding their
benefits. In most cases, supervisors do not have the
background or resources available to analyze the case of

3
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each peer, but they can encourage peers to consult with a lawyer
or a benefits specialist concerning the limits of how much they
DBOFBSOXJUIPVUKFPQBSEJ[JOHFYJTUJOHCFOFmUT4FF3FBE.PSF
#FOFmUT2VFTUJPOTUP%JTDVTTXJUI1FFSs for more information.
It’s important to make sure the
peers are adequately trained, feel
comfortable, know the expected roles
and feel adequate. Some of the
people that we’ve trained decided
after a couple of trainings that it isn’t
for them.
.BSDJF#SBJOFSE
1FFS1SPHSBN$PPSEJOBUPS
8BUFSCVSZ)PTQJUBM
8BUFSCVSZ $5

 "
 OPUIFSTQFDJBMDPOTJEFSBUJPOJOIJSJOHQFFSTJTUIFQSBDUJDFPG
running background checks on applicants, particularly with
respect to criminal history. The peer program supervisor should be
aware of what is required by the organization and consider asking
for a waiver of this requirement if it seems likely to eliminate many
otherwise worthy candidates. In such cases, the supervisor may
need to present evidence that program activities are geared toward
reaching those with drug-using or criminal histories.

C. Orientation and Training
 1
 FFSTNBZDPNFUPUIFJSQPTJUJPOXJUIBOBEWBODFEEFHSFFPS
without a high school diploma. They may have extensive training
in health care provision or none at all. In any case, most programs
will find it necessary to provide some job-specific training to new
QFFST"OPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMFOWJSPONFOUUIBUTVQQPSUTMFBSOJOHJTUIF
best way to ensure that peers are adequately prepared to do their
KPC'VSUIFSNPSF QPMJDJFTUIBUFODPVSBHFFEVDBUJPOBOEUSBJOJOH
strengthen motivation and expose peers to possibilities that
they may not have envisioned before taking on a peer position.
$SFBUJOHBTVQQPSUJWFMFBSOJOHFOWJSPONFOUNBZUBLFUJNF 
especially for supervisors working within institutions that do not
promote ongoing development in non-traditional fields.
 0
 SJFOUBUJPOBOEUSBJOJOHGPSQFFSXPSLFSTHFOFSBMMZFOUBJMTUIF
following components:
t4UBOEBSEiOFXFNQMPZFFwPSJFOUBUJPOGPSUIFPSHBOJ[BUJPO
t4QFDJmDSPMFCBTFEUSBJOJOHXJUIQFFSTVQFSWJTPSPSXJUIFYUFSOBM
training program
ti4IBEPXJOHwDVSSFOUQFFSTBTUIFZXPSL
t4QFDJBMBUUFOUJPOUPJTTVFTPGDPOmEFOUJBMJUZ 4FF3FBE.PSF
$POmEFOUJBMJUZBOE1FFSs.)
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 5SBJOJOHPG1FFST
 %
 FQFOEJOHPOUIFQFFSTSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT JUJT
recommended that peers complete a comprehensive
training course on HIV (knowledge about
transmission, the virus life cycle, and treatments),
DPNNVOJDBUJPOTLJMMTBOEUIFJSSPMFBTBQFFS"
sample of training sections can be found at Building
#MPDLTUP1FFS4VDDFTT, a train-the-trainer toolkit.
If the agency staff is not prepared to conduct
trainings, there are many agencies that provide peer
USBJOJOH'PSGVSUIFSPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSUSBJOJOH
that may be suitable for peers and consumers,
consult the 5BSHFU$FOUFSXFCTJUF(IUUQXXX
DBSFBDUUBSHFUPSH), which provides technical
BTTJTUBODFGPSUIF3ZBO8IJUFDPNNVOJUZ

 5SBJOJOH/PO1FFS4UBĊ
It is critical to the success and sustainability of peer
programs that all employees within organizations
understand the unique roles, philosophy and goals
of peer programs. This understanding will also
provide a workplace culture that is more likely
to value peer work and leadership within the
organization. Inclusion of peer work, whether it
is paid or volunteer, in new employee orientation
demonstrates that the organization values peer
work. It also helps to set the stage for new
employees to view peers as their colleagues and
DPXPSLFST 4FF3FBE.PSF0SJFOUJOH/PO1FFS
&NQMPZFFTPO1FFS4VQQPSt.)

 $POUJOVJOH5SBJOJOH
 "
 TQFFSTCFDPNFBNPSFDFOUSBMDPNQPOFOU
of health and social service interventions,
programs can expect to see increased regulation
of their role, particularly with respect to training
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requirements and certification. In such cases, emergent
concerns with quality assurance may change the
way organizations perceive peers, paving the way
for program managers to develop more progressive
continuing education policies.
 "
 OPQFOEPPSQPMJDZGPSTQFDJmDUSBJOJOHSFRVFTUTXJMM
encourage peers to inform their supervisors of perceived
gaps in their knowledge and skills. If program
managers communicate with peers regularly about job
requirements, they will have a concrete understanding
of peers’ capacities and training gaps and therefore can
prioritize individual peer and collective training needs.
 0
 OUIFKPCGPMMPXVQUPUSBJOJOHDBOSFJOGPSDFUSBJOJOH
sessions and help tailor new skills and knowledge
UPUIFXPSLQMBDF1FFSTDBOCSJOHOFXJOGPSNBUJPO
back to their colleagues in brief presentations to
stimulate discussion, and supervisors can reinforce new
information with handouts or references to sources of
GVSUIFSJOGPSNBUJPO4PNFQSPHSBNTFODPVSBHFUSBJOJOH
iHSBEVBUFTwUPUSBJOPUIFSQFFSTBOEPSQSPHSBNTUBĊ
when they return to work.
The 1SPHSBN3FTPVSDFsGPS4FDUJPO 3FDSVJUJOH 
)JSJOH BOE0SJFOUJOH1FFST DPOUBJOTBNQMF
orientation packets for peers.

D. Retention of Peers
 0
 OFXBZUPKVTUJGZJOWFTUNFOUTJOSFDSVJUJOHBOE
training peers is to make sure they remain productive
UFBNNFNCFST"UUFOEJOHUPQFFSOFFETCZQSPWJEJOH
an appropriate work context, training, and skills
development, in addition to opportunities to give
feedback, recognition and appreciation, and tangible
benefits is important to keep peers motivated and able
to perform their job. The following elements have been
shown to contribute to optimal peer performance as
well as high retention rates.
5
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4UBĊGSPN$ISJTUJFT1MBDFQBSUJDJQBUFJOUIF4BO%JFHP)*7
)FBMUI4FSWJDFT1MBOOJOH$PVODJM

If peers are given the opportunity to share their
work with external networks, they receive
acknowledgment for their contribution.









horizons by interacting with and learning from a
community of professional and lay service providers.
1SPHSBNTQPOTPSFEUSBJOJOHDPVSTFTEFTJHOFEUP
upgrade peer knowledge about HIV and adherence
and to improve social support skills demonstrate a
program’s commitment to the peer and will engender
QFFSNPUJWBUJPOBOEQSPHSBNMPZBMUZ'PSFYBNQMF 
workshops might be organized to address peer
wellness issues, including stress management, dramatic
FYQSFTTJPOBOEWBMVJOHEJWFSTJUZ4VQFSWJTPSTOFFE
to recognize that taking the time to consider peer
preferences will improve their job performance and
satisfaction.

 4VQFSWJTJPO

 4 VQFSWJTJPOJTDPWFSFEJOEFUBJMJO4FDUJPO4VQFSWJTJOH
1FFSs of this toolkit. However, it is important to
note that good supervision is a key component in
retaining peer workers. The role of the peer worker
.POFUBSZ$PNQFOTBUJPO
has many challenges, with peer workers living on the
.BOZQSPHSBNTIBWFGVOEJOHUPFNQMPZQFFSTJOGVMM iGSPOUMJOFTwPGUIFEJċDVMUJFTBTTPDJBUFEXJUI)*7
PSQBSUUJNFQPTJUJPOT0UIFSTNBZQSPWJEFTUJQFOET "*%45PUIFFYUFOUUIBUUIFTFDIBMMFOHFTBSFBEESFTTFE
GPSQFFSTPSPĊFSPUIFSCFOFmUT8IJMFTUJQFOETBSF
through clear job descriptions, acknowledgment and
not salaries, they are an excellent way to reward and
acceptance among other workers in the organization,
compensate peers for their time and hard work.
and supportive and sympathetic supervision, peers will
be more likely to contribute fully and feel good about
 SBOTQPSUBUJPOSFJNCVSTFNFOUJTBMTPBHPPEXBZ
5
their work.
to help peers fulfill their role. In addition to work
transportation, an effort should be made to provide
 "EWPDBDZ "DUJWJTU BOE4FSWJDF1SPWJEFS
transportation to any work-related events such as
training, meetings, client appointments, or outreach
/FUXPSLT
BDUJWJUJFT"TNFOUJPOFEBCPWFJO)JSJOH UIFSFNBZ
be some dangers inherent in providing different forms  1FFSTBTTJTUBOEFODPVSBHFFBDIPUIFSJONVDIUIFTBNF
of monetary compensation to peers, as receipt of such XBZUIFZBTTJTUDMJFOUT1FFSTUFOEUPTFFUIFNTFMWFTBT
members of a small team within the overall program.
compensation may affect benefits they receive.
Having trained together, discussed difficult clients,
and shared personal issues affecting their job, peers
/PO.POFUBSZ#FOFmUT
build bonds that surpass those normally formed in the
XPSLQMBDF1SPHSBNTDBOFOIBODFUIJTOBUVSBMTPVSDF
1SPHSBNTUIBUBDUJWFMZTFFLNFFUJOHTBOEDPOGFSFODFT
of support by setting aside time and space for peers
of interest to peers enable peers to expand their
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MAKING THE MOST OF EXTERNAL TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
t"DRVJSFJOGPSNBUJPOPODPOUFOU MPDBUJPOBOETQBDFBWBJMBCJMJUZ
t4VCNJUQFFSSFHJTUSBUJPOGPSN BXBJUDPOmSNBUJPO LFFQQFFSTVQEBUFEPOSFHJTUSBUJPOQSPDFTT
t,FFQSFHJTUSBUJPOSFDPSETGPSGPMMPXVQQVSQPTFT
t1SPWJEFQFFSTXJUIUSBJOJOHEFUBJMTBTUIFZCFDPNFBWBJMBCMF
t"EBQUQSPHSBNPQFSBUJPOTUPBDDPNNPEBUFQFFSBCTFODF
t&TUBCMJTIUSBJOJOHFYQFDUBUJPOTXJUIQFFSBUUFOEBODF IPXUIFQFFSJTFYQFDUFEUPVTFJOGPSNBUJPOBOE
TLJMMTBDRVJSFE SFTQPOTJCJMJUZGPSUSBJOJOHPUIFST SFQPSUJOH JGBQQMJDBCMF
t$SFBUFBGFFECBDLMPPQGPSGPMMPXVQBOEGVUVSFSFGFSFODFXJUIUSBJOJOHGBDJMJUBUPS
t.BLFBQQSPQSJBUFMPHJTUJDBMBSSBOHFNFOUTQSPWJEFQFFSXJUIUSBOTQPSUBUJPOBOEGPPE
t.BJOUBJODPOUBDUXJUIQFFSEVSJOHUIFUSBJOJOH
t3FWJFXBOEBEKVTUQFFSBDUJWJUJFTCBTFEPOJOGPSNBUJPOBOETLJMMTBDRVJSFEEVSJOHUSBJOJOH

UPDPOEVDUUIFJSPXOTVQQPSUHSPVQT"OPQFO 
friendly work environment with designated space
for peers encourages discussion and collaboration.
By aiming to build internal peer support, a program
ensures greater personal resources for peers to face
XPSLBOEQFSTPOBMDIBMMFOHFT'VSUIFS JGQFFSTBSF
given the opportunity to share their work with
external networks (at conferences, meetings, and
other public forums), they receive acknowledgment
for their contribution.

 &ĊFDUJWF'FFECBDL-PPQT
 0
 OFPGUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUSFBTPOTUPFOHBHFQFFST
JTUPCFUUFSTFSWFBIBSEUPSFBDIQPQVMBUJPO1FFST
are uniquely placed to provide direct services to
clients and carry back information about the client
QPQVMBUJPOUPUIFQSPHSBN1SPHSBNFWBMVBUJPO
must always include a plan to elicit peer feedback,
whether it be through focus groups, individual
interviews, or systematic discussion in individual
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supervision. In this way, a program can devise more
effective strategies to meet client needs, based on peers’
mSTUIBOEFYQFSJFODFTBOEJOTJHIUT1FFSGFFECBDL
should inform all aspects of a program and may serve
as the basis for fundamental changes in operations.
1FFSTNBLFWBMVBCMFDPOUSJCVUJPOTUPSFTFBSDINFFUJOHT 
social service coordination meetings, interdepartmental
NFFUJOHT BOETUSBUFHJDQMBOOJOHTFTTJPOT1FFSTDBO
also play an important program development role
in selecting new peers, facilitating workshops, and
presenting the program at conferences and special
events.

&
 YUFSOBM5SBJOJOH0QQPSUVOJUJFTBOE
1SPGFTTJPOBM%FWFMPQNFOU
 &
 YUFSOBMUSBJOJOHSFTPVSDFTDBOQSPWJEFQFFSTXJUI
valuable opportunities to develop skills and extend
their service-related networks. However supervisors
or program managers should select and monitor these
resources carefully to ensure a beneficial experience for
the peer.
7
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Read More

t$VMUVSBMTFOTJUJWJUZBOEQFFSPSJFOUBUJPO
t$POmEFOUJBMJUZBOEQFFST
t0SJFOUJOHOPOQFFSFNQMPZFFTPOQFFSTVQQPSU 
QIJMPTPQIZBOEQSPHSBNNPEFMT
t#FOFmUTRVFTUJPOTUPEJTDVTTXJUIQFFST

Resources
tRecruitment and Hiring

tOrientation

P)JSJOHDIFDLMJTU +3*)

P0SJFOUBUJPODIFDLMJTU +3*)

P4BNQMFJOUFSWJFXRVFTUJPOT +3*)

P4BNQMFPSJFOUBUJPOUSBJOJOHQMBO +3*)

P*OUFSWJFXJOHQFFSTTBNQMFRVFTUJPOTBOE
QPTTJCMFSFTQPOTFT 5IF-PUVT1SPKFDU)

P4BNQMFQFFSPSJFOUBUJPOBHFOEBBOESFTPVSDF
QBDLFU ,BOTBT$JUZ'SFF)FBMUI$MJOJD)

Pi%PBOEEPOUwJOUFSWJFXRVFTUJPOT +3*)

 P4BNQMFQFFSDMJFOUDPOmEFOUJBMJUZBHSFFNFOU
5IF-PUVT1SPKFDU)

P1FFSTFMFDUJPOQSPDFTTXIBUTUBGGBOE
QPUFOUJBMQFFSTTIPVMEDPOTJEFS 1SPKFDU
"3,)

tCultural Competency

P(VJEFUPXSJUJOHKPCEFTDSJQUJPOT +3*)

P"XBSFOFTTTQFDUSVN +3*)

P$SFBUJOHBSFDSVJUNFOUQMBO +3*)

P$VMUVSBMDPNQFUFODFNPEFM +3*)

P"QQMJDBOUBTTFTTNFOUUFNQMBUF +3*)

P$SPTTNPEFMPGDVMUVSBMDPNQFUFODZ
JOGPSNBUJPO

P"WPJEDPNNPOJOUFSWJFXNJTUBLFT +3*)
P1FFSJOUFSWJFXTDFOBSJPT ,BOTBT$JUZ'SFF
)FBMUI$MJOJD)

P$SPTTNPEFMPGDVMUVSBMDPNQFUFODZIBOEPVU
+3*)

P4BNQMFQFFSTDSFFOJOHRVFTUJPOT 5IF-PUVT
1SPKFDU)

This section is part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPO 
visit IUUQXXXIEXHPSHQFFS@DFOUFSQSPHSBN@EFW .
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Cultural Sensitivity and
Peer Orientation
Recent immigrants account for an increasingly
large proportion of persons with HIV in the
United States. Degrees of acculturation,
culturally specific beliefs related to health
and illness, and perceptions of the U.S.
medical and public health care systems all
impact the success of health promotion and
prevention interventions. Therefore, health
care providers should interact with patients
in culturally appropriate ways that maximize
the effectiveness of the adherence support they
offer. (Note: Profound cultural differences may
also exist among persons born in the United
States, not just among those coming from other
countries.)
Cultural awareness or inclusiveness refers to the
body of knowledge and interpersonal skills that
allow providers to understand and collaborate
with staff and patients from diverse cultures.
Beyond self-awareness, cultural sensitivity
requires awareness and acceptance of cultural
differences, familiarity with the relevant patient
cultures, and adaptation of appropriate skills.
The first step towards cultural sensitivity is
for supervisors and others involved in peer
programs to increase their awareness of how
their own cultural backgrounds influence their
approach to others, whether they are peers or
patients. The Cultural Competency resource
under Section 5 in the Program Resources
section can help organizations and individuals
assess their cultural sensitivity.
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The second step towards cultural sensitivity is
increasing one’s familiarity with the populations
being served. At a basic level, this includes
determining the primary languages spoken
and which cultural groups predominate in
the community. If resources for interpreters
or translators fluent in relevant languages are
insufficient, HIV programs may reach out
to community-based organizations serving
immigrant populations, which may be a source
of qualified interpreters/translators at low or no
cost.
Next, one should become familiar with the
values and beliefs that prevail in the populations
being served. Peer supervisors and others
should not assume that a given peer or patient
will exhibit all characteristics of his/her culture
of origin, but should use their familiarity with
the culture of origin to facilitate and deepen
communication with the peer. This will create
a foundation from which patient perceptions
about health, illness, and health care systems,
especially in relationship to HIV, can be
explored.
A culturally sensitive approach to care can help
build trust and credibility. This is especially
important among populations in which HIV
is stigmatized and who are unfamiliar with the
U.S. medical and public health systems. Focus
group discussions with community members
and leaders, international medical graduates
(IMGs), and former and current patients can
provide insight into the beliefs and practices
of a particular population, as can online
resources. Collaborations with communitybased organizations (CBOs) can also yield
information and insight, and bring HIV
treatment programs into community networks.

1
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CULTURAL SENSITIVITY
RESOURCES
Resources on cultural sensitivity
are widely available, including
manuals, training materials, and
courses. Local health departments
and medical associations may also
offer workshops for health care
providers, some of which are free
of charge and/or offer continuing
education units. Some resources
for developing cultural sensitivity
are listed on HRSA’s website:
http://www.hrsa.gov/
culturalcompetence/

Staff members should be educated about relevant
cultural beliefs and practices of the communities
they serve and should practice techniques for good
communication with patients. This knowledge is
crucial, as misinterpretation of certain behaviors or
intentions can adversely affect the peer-supervisor or
patient-provider relationships.
Employing individuals from the community with a
diversity of backgrounds also helps to create a culturally
sensitive environment. However, incorporating
small changes, such as ensuring that patient forms
and educational materials are available in multiple
languages, can have a big impact on the comfort level of
foreign-born patients.

In Summary: Basic Steps Toward Cultural
Sensitivity
t6TFUSBOTMBUPST QSFGFSBCMZUIFTBNFHFOEFSBTUIF
patient or parent/caregiver.
t&OTVSFUIBUFEVDBUJPOBMNBUFSJBMTBSFBWBJMBCMFJO
multiple languages.
t1SPWJEFNFEJDBMIJTUPSZBOEDPOTFOUGPSNTJONVMUJQMF
languages.
t8PSLXJUI$#0TBOEDPNNVOJUZMFBEFSTUPCVJME
partnerships to establish trust and credibility with
community members.
t*OWPMWFDPNNVOJUZNFNCFSTBTWPMVOUFFSTBOEPS
employees for the program.
t$PMMBCPSBUFXJUIWPMVOUFFSTBOEQBUJFOUTUPJEFOUJGZ
common misconceptions about HIV and address these
issues with patients and parents/caregivers.

This “Read More” section accompanies Section 5, Recruiting, Hiring and Orienting Peers, part of the
online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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READ MORE: CONFIDENTIALITY

Confidentiality and Peers
Protection of private health information is a legal
concept that is incorporated into agency culture,
policies and procedures and that agencies have a
duty to insure that all employees and volunteers
practice. It is a concept that all professionals
working in health care learn early in their training
and integrate into all aspects of their practice.
The history of stigma and discrimination in the
HIV/AIDS epidemic make maintaining strict
confidentiality on behalf of clients a critical issue.
Maintaining confidentiality and protecting the
privacy of health information is a responsibility
of peers just as it is a responsibility of all health
care workers. Peers, especially those with no
experience working in a health care setting, may
not be as familiar with these concepts, and the
practices needed to implement these concepts,
as their co-workers and colleagues. In addition,
the unique nature of peer work, that is, that the

EXAMPLES OF DIFFICULT
SITUATIONS related to confidentiality which peers might encounter:

t5IFQFFSJTBUBTPDJBMHBUIFSJOHBOE
overhears someone say, “I hear John
(client of the peer) has AIDS”
t5IFQFFSJTNBLJOHBQQPJOUNFOU
reminder phone calls for his clinic
and recognizes a name on the
patient list as a member of his
church.
t"QFFSJTNFFUJOHBGSJFOEGPSEJOOFS
and sitting at the table next to him
is patient at the HIV clinic where the
QFFSXPSLT
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peer is from the community he or she serves,
may place the peer in difficult and confusing
situations related to confidentiality.
Health care professionals have education,
training and experience to deal with these
situations. Peers usually have not. It is beneficial
that all employees receive ongoing training
on confidentiality; it is a complex issue that
can challenge the most seasoned professional.
Without orientation, training and ongoing
supervision, peers may react to these situations
from their personal point of view rather than
from their role as a peer worker. It is imperative
that peer programs recognize this and develop
activities to provide peers with the tools they
need to protect privacy and confidentiality.
A thorough review of the agency’s policies and
procedures regarding confidentiality and privacy
is usually included in any employee orientation.
Following this agency review, a review by the peer
supervisor with the peer may be helpful. The
focus of this review should include application
of the agency’s policies and procedures to the
peer role. Most importantly, this review should
include the unique aspects of the peer role and
special circumstances, like the examples in the
box to the left, which the peer may encounter.
Role playing these situations may be most helpful
for the peer. Encouraging peers to discuss
confidentiality and actions peers will take to
protect their clients’ confidentiality may alleviate
some awkwardness if situations like the examples
occur. It is helpful for the new peer to hear from
experienced peers about strategies and situations
that they have needed to navigate regarding
confidentiality.

1
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Additional training regarding the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA), health information privacy and
confidentiality may be helpful. (For more
about HIPAA, see Section 7.6 Evaluating
Peer Programs: Protection of Human Subjects
and Evaluation). It is important for all of us,
not just peers, not to get bogged down in
legal terms, but an understanding of the legal
foundation of confidentiality and privacy may
be beneficial. Giving peers a brief historical
context around confidentiality and HIV/
AIDS will help them understand why there is a
significant emphasis on this issue.
Training regarding the agency’s policies,
procedures and forms that protect health
information is necessary. Assisting peers

in understanding these documents and discussion
regarding implementing them can empower peers
to better protect their clients’ confidentiality.
Confidentiality and protection of privacy must be a part
of peer orientation, training and ongoing supervision.
Finally, supervision, whether administrative, supportive
or clinical, is an excellent opportunity to discuss
situations, role play responses, review policies and
procedures, complete forms and otherwise work
with peers to assure their protection of private health
information.
The Peer Role section (Workplace Issues) of Building
Blocks to Peer Success, a toolkit for training HIVpositive peers, provides several training modules
which address issues of confidentiality. The Program
Resources section for Chapter 5 (Recruiting, Hiring,
and Orienting Peers) contains a sample confidentiality
agreement created by the Lotus Project.

This “Read More” section accompanies Section 5 Recruiting, Hiring, and Orienting Peers, part of the
online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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Orienting Non-Peer Employees on Peer Support,
Philosophy and Program Models
It is critical to the success and sustainability
Providing non-peer staff orientation can result in
of peer programs that all employees within
the following outcomes:
organizations understand the unique roles,
philosophy and goals of peer programs. This
1. Peer employees, who may not have the depth
understanding will also provide a workplace
of professional experience that other employees
culture that is more likely to value peer work and
bring, will enter into a work culture that is
leadership within the organization. Inclusion
welcoming and values their skills.
of peer work, whether it is paid or volunteer, in
new employee orientation demonstrates that the 2. Non-peer employees will be in a better position
organization values peer work. It also helps to
to know when to access peer support and
the set the stage for new employees to view peers
services. They will be able to maximize overall
as their colleagues and co-workers.
support for clients they may be working with.
The actual orientation may include the following 3. Non-peer employees will know how to discuss
topic areas:
peer service with the broader community of
service providers and clinicians.
1. The philosophy of peer support and services:
what peers bring to the service system that
4. Diversity within the organization will be
is unique and how it can impact program
enhanced. More often than not, the inclusion
outcomes
of peers within the employee pool enhances
diversity in terms of life experience, HIV status,
2. Having a peer speak to new employees as part
race and class. This creates a stronger team in
of orientation is a key component. Discussing
supporting people living with HIV.
their role as a peer, the impact that they see with
clients and how they came into the work
Because formalized peer models of support are
still fairly new to most clinics and organizations
3. A training component on cultural competency
serving people with HIV, it is important that a
considerations in working alongside employees
focused orientation for non-peer employees is
who are HIV-positive and may bring very
in place. This will help avoid a situation where
different life experiences to the work
the peers are isolated and underutilized within
organizations.
4. Some brief reading on peer models of service
delivery, challenges and successes
This “Read More” section accompanies Section 5. Recruiting, Hiring, and Orienting Peers,
part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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READ MORE: BENEFITS QUESTIONS

Benefits questions to discuss with peers
Salaries, stipends, or other monetary
compensation paid to HIV-positive peers
might, in some cases, affect or risk their
benefits/entitlements. During the hiring
process, supervisors or program directors have a
responsibility to raise peers’ awareness of this risk
and provide information and referrals to legal and
other services where they can receive training or
individualized guidance regarding their benefits.
Below are some of the questions potential peers
may ask about how working as a peer might
impact their benefits, with information about
things to consider. This information is of a
general nature—you may wish to consult with
state agencies, local case managers or employment
benefits counselors for more specific information.

Will receiving a stipend affect my
Medicare part D, Medicaid, SSI, Food
Stamp Program (SNAP), or Housing
Program (HUD)?
This information is of a general nature. We provide
some guidelines; however, you are strongly advised to
contact your state agency regarding your benefits.
Receiving a stipend may affect your other
benefits. This is not an easy question to answer
because it depends on your specific situation.
Some programs vary depending on the state you
live in. The best we can do is give you some idea
of where to look for more information about
each program. Read more below for information.
A local case manager or employment benefits
counselor may be able to provide you with more
information.
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Medicare, Part D: If you receive Medicare
Part D prescription drug coverage, which is a
Social Security disability benefit, any additional
income should be reported to the Social Security
Administration (SSA). In general, if your
disability still meets regulations, you can keep
your Medicare coverage for at least 8½ years after
you go back to work (including the nine-month
trial work period, during which a beneficiary
receiving Social Security disability benefits
may test his or her ability to work and still be
considered disabled).
Please refer to this link about specific questions
related to working and keeping your Medicare
benefits:
http://www.socialsecurity.gov/disabilityresearch/
wi/extended.htm
For more information about the Medicare part D
program, please refer this link:
http://www.medicare.gov/pdphome.asp
Medicaid: Medicaid provides medical coverage
to income-eligible individuals and families. The
state and federal government share the costs
of the Medicaid program. Medicaid plans and
services vary by state. Some people who are blind
or disabled (16-65) and who have Medicaid
prior to going back to work can continue to
have Medicaid while working if their disabling
condition is still present.
To learn more about working and still receiving
Medicaid benefits, please refer to this link:
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/medicaid/consumer.asp
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Social Security: Social Security Income
(SSI) gives assistance to aged, blind and
disabled individuals (minors <19) who
have limited income and do not qualify for
SSDI (Social Security Disability Insurance)
or whose SSDI is less than the SSI standard
benefit amount ($637 in 2008).
When income goes up, SSI goes down.
SSI will discontinue if your income is
more than the limit, which in 2008 was
$637. However, SSA disregards the first
$85 of earned income, and also disregards
Impaired Related Work Expenses
(transportation, job coach, etc) and half of
your earned income. Below is an example:

If you lose SSI because of earned income and then lose
your job, you can request to have your SSI benefits
begin again. No new disability application needs to be
completed if it’s within 5 years of benefits stopping.
For more information on SSI, please refer to this link:
http://www.ssa.gov/pgm/links_ssi.htm
To talk to a SSI representative: 1-800-772-1213
You can go to this link to find a Social Security office
near you:
https://secure.ssa.gov/apps6z/FOLO/fo001.jsp

AN EXAMPLE OF HOW WORKING MAY AFFECT YOUR SSI BENEFITS
Before you started to work, you received the standard SSI benefit amount of $637 per
month.
In December 2008, you started working and
earned:
SSA disregards the first $85:

SSA then disregards ½ of your remaining
earned income:
The remaining amount will be deducted
from your previous SSI payment. Your SSI
payment will be:
Your December income:
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$1,000

$1000-$85=$915

$915 divided by 2=$457.50

$637-$457.50=$179.50

$1,000 (Earned Income) +$179.50 SSI
=$1179.50
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The Ticket to Work Program: SSA’s
Ticket to Work Program is an employment
program that is available to most Social
Security beneficiaries with disabilities who
meet certain criteria. The Ticket to Work
special rules are called “work incentives”
which allow you to keep your cash benefits
and Medicare or Medicaid while you test
your ability to work. The Social Security
Administration notifies those beneficiaries
who are eligible to participate in the Ticket
Program by issuing them a Ticket. The
medical conditions of all beneficiaries of
Social Security are given the designation
of “medical improvement expected”,
“medical improvement possible”, or
“medical improvement not expected”.
Most, if not all, individuals receiving Social
Security due to HIV-related illness have
had their conditions designated as “medical
improvement not expected” and will
receive tickets.

Please refer to this link for more information and
examples about income and the Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP):
http://www.fns.usda.gov/fsp/applicant_recipients/
eligibility.htm#income
To email a SNAP representative for more specific
information, please refer to this link:
http://www.fns.usda.gov/fns/forms/contact_fsphq.htm

You can find out more about the Ticket to
Work program from these links:
http://www.ssa.gov/work/receivingbenefits.
html
http://www.yourtickettowork.com/
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/TWWIIA/

How much can I work before my SSI benefits
are affected?

Food Stamps: The food stamp program
(Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program or SNAP) is a nutrition assistance
program for families and individuals who
meet income eligibility criteria. Because
eligibility is based on income, a change in
income may affect your eligibility.
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Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Housing:
Eligibility for this program, which offers housing to
income-eligible families, the elderly, and persons with
disabilities, is income-based, so a change in income may
affect your eligibility. Each year, there is a set program
income limit for each state. To find out your state
income limit, please refer this link:
http://www.huduser.org/datasets/il.html
For HUD housing counseling agencies by state:
http://www.hud.gov/offices/hsg/sfh/hcc/hcs.cfm
To find your Local Public Housing Agency (PHA):
http://www.hud.gov/offices/pih/pha/contacts/index.cfm

This information is of a general nature. We provide some
guidelines; however, you are strongly advised to contact
your state agency regarding your benefits.
The SSA offers a Ticket to Work Program, which is an
employment program that is available to most Social
Security beneficiaries with disabilities who meet certain
criteria. The Ticket to Work special rules are called
“work incentives” which allow you to keep your cash
benefits and Medicare or Medicaid while you test your
ability to work. By using the Ticket to Work Program,
you can have a Trial Work Period. The government does
not consider services performed during the trial work
period as showing that the disability has ended until
services have been performed in at least 9 months (not
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QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER
An organization can help a peer to
ensure that working or receiving
a stipend will not impact benefits
by becoming informed about
state benefit requirements and
possibly referring a peer to a
benefits counselor to discuss the
peer’s specific situation. The
organization should take benefits
into account when discussing with
the peer how many hours the peer
will work (part-time/full-time) and
negotiating a pay rate.
Questions to consider include:
t)PXNBOZIPVSTDBOUIFQFFS
work?
t8IBUJTBOBQQSPQSJBUFQBZSBUF
t8IBUBSFUIFQFFSTDBSFFSHPBMT
t)PXXJMMUIFQPTJUJPO
accommodate the peer’s medical
needs?
Organization staff and the peer
candidate should discuss these
questions during the employment
process and revisit them on a
periodic basis to ensure both
the peer and organization are
benefitting positively from the
work.
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necessarily consecutive) in a rolling 60-month period.
In 2008, any month in which earnings exceed $670
was considered a month of services for an individual’s
trial work period. In 2009, this monthly amount
increased to $700.
If you lose SSI because of earned income and then lose
your job, you can request to have your SSI benefits
begin again. No new disability application needs to be
completed if it’s within 5 years of benefits stopping.
You can still qualify for other work incentives, like the
Ticket to Work Program which can help you get back
to work without affecting your benefits for a period of
time.
You can find out more about the Ticket to Work
program from these links:
http://www.ssa.gov/work/receivingbenefits.html
http://www.yourtickettowork.com/
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/TWWIIA/
For more about the trial work period, visit this link:
http://www.ssa.gov/OACT/COLA/twp.html
For more about how working may affect your benefits,
please see the answer to the question Will receiving
a stipend affect my Medicare part D, Medicaid, SSI,
Food Stamp Program (SNAP), or Housing Program
(HUD)?

What other questions should I consider as an
HIV-positive peer?
This information is of a general nature. We provide some
guidelines; however, you are strongly advised to contact
your state agency regarding your benefits.
Beyond considering how working might impact your
benefits, (see the above questions Will receiving a
stipend affect my… benefits? and How much can I
work before my SSI benefits are affected? for more
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information), you may want to think
about your peer work in the context of
your personal and career goals. You may
consider setting life and career goals for
yourself and creating a plan of action.
Examples of goals might include:

Working as a peer can be very empowering, but only
you as a peer can determine what is most important
to manage your condition and live the life you want.
Don’t sell yourself short, be realistic and set your goals
incrementally. And most importantly, have fun in the
process!

t4VQQMFNFOUJOHZPVSJODPNF
t5FTUJOHZPVSBCJMJUZUPXPSL
t*NQSPWJOHZPVSCFOFmUTQPSUGPMJP

This “Read More” section accompanies Section 5, Recruiting, Hiring and Orienting Peers, part of the
online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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Introduction
As in most helping professions, peers set out to work with a
population of people who are facing major life stressors. In the
fields of psychology and social work, it is well understood that
practitioners in helping roles periodically experience elevated levels
of emotional stress as a result of working with distressed clients.
Particularly, helpers who have experienced challenges similar to
those of their clients may be more susceptible to varying levels of
emotional and/or psychological strain.
Sally Neville (left) with Peer Supervisor
LaTrischa Miles

From a policy and procedure
viewpoint, our peers have developed
into equal members of the
interdisciplinary team.

Sally Neville, RN, MSN
Director, HIV Primary Care
Kansas City Free Health Clinic
Kansas City, MO

Effective peer supervision calls for supervisors to develop a highly
supportive supervisory style that borrows from mental health
counseling, social work and supervision. Pioneer peer programs
across the nation have witnessed the high, early drop out rate
of peers; and programs, such as Women Organized to Respond
to Life Threatening Disease (WORLD), have found that the
implementation of clinical or supportive supervision positively
affects retention rates.
Peers thrive under supportive work conditions that provide
structure, flexibility, and supervision that responds to the unique
challenges of their jobs and their particular life circumstances
as peers. Regardless of who supervises peers, a problem-solving
approach and supportive style of supervision will develop peerspecific capacities while strengthening the team approach to client
service. Peers who are supported and supervised will feel like valued
team members. Just as it is essential to prepare the peer for his or
her role as a peer, it is equally important to establish the nature and
expectations of the peer-supervisor role.
One of the biggest challenges in supervising peers is that peers
are operating in a non-licensed capacity, and yet, they are playing
a helping role. Though supervisors should provide needed
training and other supports for peers to improve performance, it
is important not to impose license-level standards on peers who
complement professional social services. Peers do not usually
have the education or licensing needed to offer clinical and certain
professional services. The value of peers derives from the empathic
support and personal connection they offer their clients, and the
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extent to which peers can effectively draw on their
own life experiences and common background to
assist clients.
This section discusses the rationale, framework and
sample models of administrative, supportive, and
clinical supervision for peer programs.

Types and Frequency of Supervision for
Peers
Successful peer programs provide both
administrative and supportive or clinical
supervision for peers. In any model of supervision,
there should be a relationship built between the
supervisor and the peer of open communication,
support and continuous feedback. In this way,
peers are able to grow in an environment that
honors their contribution as peers and allows for
both positive and constructive feedback.
Although it is recommended that a peer receive
both administrative and either supportive or clinical
supervision, the level and frequency of supportive
or clinical supervision depends on the peer’s job
responsibilities and level of engagement with
clients. When peers serve in intensive one-on-one
roles with clients, the benefit of regular supervisory
support is more evident, while some other peer
roles may require less supervisory involvement. In
other words, a peer who is providing emotional
and practical support to many individual clients at
once will certainly benefit from regular supportive
supervision, while a peer who is less personally
engaged with individual clients may not need as
much frequency. Some examples of less personally
engaged roles may include prevention educator,
serving as an advisor to clinics or programs, and
providing short-term follow-up services to newly
diagnosed clients or clients who are hard to reach.
However, while some roles don’t initially seem
as intensive, supervisors may find that peers still
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benefit from some level of individualized support.
While some roles may not include as much one-onone interaction, they may still challenge peers’ current
level of skills in communicating with colleagues,
the community, and people like themselves who are
living with chronic and/or life threatening illness. In
short, it is important that the supervisor and the peer
understand the nature of the peer’s work in order to
determine the level of supervision necessary. Often, the
level and frequency of supervision can be adjusted with
time, as the supervisor and peer worker(s) become more
aware of the optimal level of supervisory support.
Most importantly, supervisors should set up regularly
scheduled meetings with peers to meet the goals
described below for each level of supervision.

Administrative Supervision
Administrative supervision functions as the operational
method by which supervisors work with peers to
accomplish the goals of the organization. This includes
managing peer hours, caseloads, benefits, interactions
with colleagues, quality of work, attainment of
program goals, peer job satisfaction, resources, and
development for peers–including additional training
and/or mentoring, etc. Administrative supervision is
often the most common type of supervision within
agencies for staff and should be offered on a regular
basis to peers, whether they are paid staff or volunteers,
as part of the benefit of working in a system. Section
6.1 Administrative Supervision provides an in-depth
discussion and examples of administrative supervision.

Supportive Supervision
Supportive supervision is an approach that offers
a unique form of supervision to peers. Supportive
supervision takes into account the varied experiences
of many peers who arrive on the job with little or
no professional background—albeit with a wealth
of personal wisdom and knowledge about the lives
2
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of their clients. Supportive supervisors aim to support peers in
bringing their authentic selves and experiences into their peer
work, as well as supporting the peers’ acclimation and integration
into the work culture. In order to support peers to be successful,
supportive supervisors offer a supervisory structure designed to
provide peers with frequent and consistent opportunities to receive
encouragement, individualized support, coaching on how to
perform a helping role, and guidance on how to address personal
challenges that arise. Methods to provide supportive supervision
vary, but generally include components designed to build on the
strengths of peers and support resilience. Section 6.2 Supportive
Supervision illustrates some of these key components.

Supervising peer educators is an
ongoing, evolving learning experience
for myself because I can’t predict
what’s going to happen. I always
think I have a good plan in place,
and then something happens before I
have truly readied the peer educator
for that position. But I’m always
surprised with how resourceful
and how incredibly giving the peer
educators can be.
Rose Farnan
Infectious Disease Nurse Clinician
Truman Medical Center
Kansas City, MO

Unlike clinical supervision, supportive supervision can be provided
by non-clinically trained supervisory staff. While the methods
of supportive supervision borrow from a clinical approach,
they merely require additional supervisory skills that can be
obtained with some extra support and training for the supervisor.
Supervisors do not need to obtain an additional degree, and many
seasoned supervisors will already have a formal or intuitive grasp
of the concepts. Section 6.2 Supportive Supervision is an ideal
starting place for administrative supervisors to begin incorporating
a supportive approach.

Clinical Supervision
Clinical supervision functions as a psychological support
mechanism for peers to have the opportunity to share/talk about
how their work with clients affects them. Issues of transference
(client’s unconscious feelings towards peer) and countertransference (peer’s unconscious feelings towards client) are
discussed and managed in order to equip peers with a way in
which to process their reactions and responses to working with
others living with HIV. Clinical supervision may or may not be
offered depending upon the peer’s role and the resources available
at the organization. Clinical supervisors may want to refer to
Section 6.2 Supportive Supervision to include peer-specific
components into a clinical approach originally designed for
psychology interns.
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As stated previously, because of their unique
role, peers will benefit most from receiving
both administrative and supportive or clinical
supervision. It is recommended that a minimum
of one hour of administrative supervision and
one hour of supportive or clinical supervision be
scheduled every two weeks. Some peers may need
weekly supervision or daily check-in, as determined
by the needs of the peer and the supervisor. For new
peers, it may be necessary to meet more often based
on the competency and comfort of the peer.
It is important for supervisors to clearly delineate
meetings with peers as administrative, supportive
or clinical in order to preserve the integrity of each
method. Administrative supervision is used to
measure a peer’s performance, which can impact
their growth and promotion in an organization.
Supportive and clinical supervision is in large part
designed to help peers manage how their work
affects them personally and should not be used as a
way to measure the peer’s performance.
See Section 6.3 Clinical Supervision for a more indepth discussion of clinical supervision.

Who can provide supervision to peers?
Peers are generally administratively supervised
by the director (coordinator or manager) of the
department or program in which they work.
For example, in a clinic setting, a peer may be
supervised by a nurse manager or social worker. In
a community setting, peers may be supervised by
a program director, coordinator, health educator,
or case manager. In other cases, a volunteer
coordinator may be the appropriate supervisor.
Administrative supervisors, licensed or nonlicensed, may opt to provide supportive supervision
to peers. The key to a successful supervision system
Building Blocks to Peer Program Success, August 2009

is identifying who is best suited and able to provide
administrative and supportive supervision to a peer.
This decision may be determined by financial and
human resources. For some organizations, one staff
member may have administrative responsibilities
and another staff member may provide supportive
supervision. This is an ideal system to ensure that a
person does not use confidential information shared
during supportive supervision to assess the peer’s work
performance. Yet for many agencies, resources are more
limited, and the same person may need to provide both
administrative and supportive supervision. In these
agencies, a supervisor must be clear with the peer when
a session is considered administrative versus supportive.
Clinical supervision is always offered by a licensed
professional since this modality requires specialized
training in psychological theory. Some organizations
are unable to fiscally support having a clinical
supervisor on staff. A program with limited resources
may want to consider contracting with a consultant for
clinical supervision on a per diem or monthly basis.
Although clinical supervision may be ideal, supportive
supervision is a very good alternative and is often
fiscally more viable for many organizations.

Integration into Inter/Multidisciplinary Teams
Supervisors can play a key role in assisting peers with
integration into HIV care teams. Programs intending
to add a peer component to their existing services must
first recognize the need to review standing operations
and identify specific areas to which peers can contribute
and specific mechanisms through which peers will be
integrated into client services. It will be important for
supervisors to play a mentoring role with peers as they
become accustomed to working within a care team.
Supervisors further assist peers in practicing how to
present themselves and explain their function to other
professionals.
4
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To the extent that the job skills and activities
entailed in peer work are innovative additions
to health care teams, peer roles, responsibilities,
and activities need to be explicitly defined. An
effective supervisor will provide peers with
a clear job description (See Section 4 Peer
Roles and Responsibilities for more about job
descriptions) based on established peer objectives
and expectations. Other members of the support
team may also want to give input on mechanisms
in which peers can join in the team effort. Peers
themselves might be asked to help shape the role
that they are intended to fulfill, bringing attention
to issues faced in the field and suggesting creative
ways to address them.

In a similar fashion, programs should ensure that
mechanisms for regular dialogue among peers
and other team members are established and
maintained. One such mechanism would be inter/
multidisciplinary case meetings in which the
physician, nurse, peer, health educator, case manager,
social worker, and others discuss individual clients. In
this way, peers gain the benefit of hearing from service
providers to gain insight into client issues. In turn,
other team members gain the benefit of hearing the
peer perspective.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Additional Supervision Sections
t4VQFSWJTJOH1FFST*OUSPEVDUJPO
t"ENJOJTUSBUJWF4VQFSWJTJPO
t4VQQPSUJWF4VQFSWJTJPO
t$MJOJDBM4VQFSWJTJPO

Resources
t'SBNFXPSLGPSTVQQPSUJWFTVQFSWJTJPODBTFEJTDVTTJPO
+3*
t'SBNFXPSLGPSDMJOJDBMDBTFDPOTVMUBUJPOUPPM +3*
t"ENJOJTUSBUJWFTVQFSWJTJPOUPPMT 5IF-PUVT1SPKFDU
t4VQQPSUJWFTVQFSWJTJPOUPPMT 5IF-PUVT1SPKFDU
t4VQFSWJTJPO5PPMT 5IF1"$51SPKFDU

This section is part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information,
visit http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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SUPERVISING AND
PEERS:
CONFIDENTIALITY
CREATING
ADMINISTRATIVE
SUPERVISION
BOUNDARIES IN THE
WORKPLACE*
Introduction
Peers, like most employees, benefit from having an administrative
supervisor. While many general approaches to administrative
supervision are appropriate for peers, there are some specific
issues that program managers will want to take into account when
setting up and conducting this supervision for peer staff. Below
are descriptions of some key issues. Addressing these issues in an
ongoing manner will support program success and peer retention
rates.

If something comes up that you feel
uncomfortable with or you don’t
know how to deal with, you can
always ask, because that’s how you
learn.
Carol Garcia
Peer at Christie’s Place
San Diego, CA

Conducting Individual Status Review Meetings
Depending on the size of the program, individual weekly or biweekly meetings between the administrative supervisor and peer
should be established. It is critical that these meetings happen
on a regular basis to ensure positive client outcomes. The most
important function of administrative supervision is to support the
peer in following the program’s protocol for receiving referrals,
following up with clients, and working collaboratively with clients
and the multi-disciplinary team. Many peers are hesitant to take
a pro-active stance with new clients. The most prevalent reason
that peers hesitate to successfully launch new cases is that they are
afraid of being intrusive. There are a host of reasons why clients
may not show enthusiasm for receiving supportive services, and
most of these reasons do not indicate clients’ lack of need or desire
for services. It is important for peers to have an administrative
supervisor who will encourage them to take a pro-active stance
while also respecting client boundaries.
The Read More section The Coaching Model for Administrative
Supervision illustrates some key approaches to conducting
individual status review meetings with peers.
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Areas of Administrative Supervision
Administrative supervisiors can check on the
following:
t1FFSDBTFMPBEMFWFMT
t4UBUVTPGOFXSFGFSSBMT
t5ZQFPGDPOUBDUGPSFBDIDMJFOU JFQIPOF DMJOJD 
home visit)
t'SFRVFODZPGDPOUBDUGPSFBDIDMJFOU JFXFFLMZ CJ
weekly, monthly)
t&YUFSOBMPSJOUFSOBMCBSSJFSTQSPIJCJUJOHPQUJNBM
client contact
t"QQSPQSJBUFMFWFMPGDPMMBCPSBUJPOXJUI
multidisciplinary team
t$MJFOUTBQQSPQSJBUFOFTTGPSQFFSBEWPDBDZ
t$MJFOUTOFFEGPSSFGFSSBMTPSIJHIFSMFWFMTPGDBSF
t*OJUJBMUSPVCMFTIPPUJOHJOSFBDIJOHDMJFOUHPBMT
t1FFSTMFWFMPGKPCTBUJTGBDUJPOBOEOFFEGPS
additional support or time off
t1FFSTOFFEGPSBEEJUJPOBMUSBJOJOHPSNFOUPSJOH
During status review meetings, the administrative
supervisor can review the peer’s activities since the
last meeting and discuss specific peer-client oneUPPOFJOUFSBDUJPOT FYQMPSJOHXBZTUPNBYJNJ[F
peer support for the client, and helping to meet the
client goals. The administrative supervisor must
carefully monitor client progress and respond to
evolving needs for more intense case management
or support. As a team, the administrative supervisor
BOEQFFSDBOEFUFSNJOFXIJDIOFYUTUFQTNJHIU
best meet client needs. The choice of peer support
strategies should always be based on the most recent
client assessment and adherence plan.
 "
 TXJMMCFEJTDVTTFEJOUIFOFYUTVCTFDUJPO6.2
Supportive Supervision, peer-client relationships
thrive when peers receive support around issues
related to identifying with their clients. Peers
might react to certain situations or issues
brought up by the client without knowing that
Building Blocks to Peer Program Success, August 2009

their own personal issues and problems influence
UIFJSSFBDUJPO ɨJTQIFOPNFOPOJTLOPXOUP
therapists as countertransference.) As stated previously,
administrative supervisors have a variety of options
BWBJMBCMFGPSBENJOJTUFSJOHUIJTOFYUMFWFMPGTVQFSWJTJPO
Administrative supervisors who want to oversee this
OFYUMFWFMBSFFODPVSBHFEUPSFBEUIFOFYUTVCTFDUJPO
on supportive supervision and utilize some of the tools
provided. Administrative supervisors who would like
to recruit the help of another team member or a mental
health professional may want to review the supportive
supervision subsection as well as subsection 6.3
Clinical Supervision for ideas about incorporating this
additional level of supervisory staffing.

Responding to Health Issues
Peers encounter some of the same health challenges as
their clients, many of which can affect their ability to
QFSGPSNKPCEVUJFT"ENJOJTUSBUJWFTVQFSWJTPSTTIPVME
BUUFOEUPBOZOFHBUJWFDIBOHFTJOXPSLRVBMJUZPSMBQTFT
JOQFFSTSFTQPOTJWFOFTTUPKPCEVUJFT4VEEFODIBOHFT
DBOJOEJDBUFUIBUBQFFSJTFYQFSJFODJOHFYIBVTUJPO 
EFQSFTTJPO BOYJFUZPSMBDLPGFOFSHZBTTPDJBUFE
with serious emotional or medical problems. An
administrative supervisor may become aware of these
signs even before the peer acknowledges any health
difficulties. If the administrative supervisor chooses
to intervene, he or she must be prepared to propose
supportive options to help the peer appropriately deal
XJUIUIFIFBMUIJTTVF5FNQPSBSJMZEFDSFBTJOHBQFFST
caseload could be one solution, but other options
TIPVMECFPQFOMZFYQMPSFEXJUIUIFQFFS

&
 TUBCMJTIJOHBOE.BJOUBJOJOH1FFS$MJFOU
Boundaries
Clear guidelines help to create a setting in which
both peers and clients feel safe in disclosing personal
histories, thoughts, and feelings. Peers usually do
2
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not rely on the recognized indicators of professional health care
providers, such as a white coat, degrees hanging on the wall,
or initials after their last name. Such formal signs can create
a hierarchical separation between peer and client. Without
the familiar indicators of a health care provider, it may be
more difficult for clients to understand the parameters of the
SFMBUJPOTIJQ BOEQFFSTNVTUCFFYQMJDJUBCPVUXIBUUZQFTPG
JOUFSBDUJPOTGBMMPVUTJEFUIPTFCPVOEBSJFT'VSUIFSNPSF DMJFOUT
may be unfamiliar with the notion of peer support itself, so they
XJMMOFFEUPCFSFNJOEFEPGXIBUUPFYQFDUGSPNUIJTUZQFPG
relationship.
I had to learn to put up boundaries,
because at first I was bringing things
home, and it was affecting my
health.
'SFE(MJDL
1FFS&EVDBUPS
5SVNBO.FEJDBM$FOUFS
Kansas City, MO

Peers develop strategies to define and safeguard interpersonal
CPVOEBSJFTJOUIFDPOUFYUPGCVJMEJOHBNVUVBMMZSFTQFDUGVM
relationship with their clients. While these strategies vary from
peer to peer and are tailored for individual clients, they should
indicate the boundaries of peer support in three crucial domains:
t1FFSTNVTUEFëOFUIFMJNJUTPGUIFJSFYQFSUJTF TPUIBUDMJFOUTEP
not confuse education about a prescribed HIV regimen with
medical advice, or a sympathetic ear with psychotherapy.
t1FFSTNVTUCFDMFBSBCPVUUIFBNPVOUPGUJNFBOEFOFSHZUIFZDBO
give, especially if they are available to clients outside of normal
working hours.
t1FFSTTIPVMEBEWJTFBOEQFSJPEJDBMMZSFNJOEDMJFOUTPGBOZQSPHSBN
SFRVJSFNFOUTUIBUMJNJUUIFEVSBUJPOPGTVQQPSU
Attention given to establishing boundaries is especially important
in peer work because the peer is building a relationship with
UIFDMJFOUFYQSFTTMZUPBDIJFWFEFTJSFEIFBMUIPVUDPNFT TVDIBT
NFEJDBUJPOBEIFSFODF'PSTPNFDMJFOUT UIFQSFTFODFPGBQFSTPO
XIPMJTUFOT DBSFT BOEJTXJMMJOHUPHPBOFYUSBNJMFUPIFMQNBZ
be unfamiliar and confusing. These actions may be interpreted
BTBOFêPSUUPFTUBCMJTIBOJOUJNBUF FWFOTFYVBM SFMBUJPOTIJQBOE
that may be either welcomed or rebuffed. Clients who respond to
a perceived mutual interest may then feel betrayed or misled when
the peer suggests that such behaviors are inappropriate. Therefore,
EJTDVTTJOHUIFOBUVSFPGFYQFDUBUJPOTBOEMJNJUBUJPOTPGUIFQFFS
client relationship is essential as part of the initial meeting between
the peer and the client.
Similarly, it is possible that peers may feel an attraction toward
certain clients or may find themselves responding to overtures
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SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE
Yes

No

N/A

Did I establish rapport
in my greeting and
opening conversation?
Did I ask open-ended
questions?
Did the client speak as
much or more than I
did?
Did I get information
about the client’s
perspective on his
or her illness and
treatment?
Did I give information
in response to goals,
concerns, and problems
that the client
expressed?
Did the client show that
he or she understood
the meaning of
information provided?
Did I provide too much
information?
Did I assess whether
the client has adequate
social support?
Did I discuss referral
needs and options with
the client?
Did we agree upon a
plan of action for the
immediate future?
Did I deal with the
client’s and my own
emotional reactions?

JOJUJBUFECZUIFJSDMJFOUT*UJTFYUSFNFMZJNQPSUBOUUIBUUIF
administrative supervisor carefully monitor peers for any
indication of countertransference, a phenomenon that occurs when
a peer forms an attachment with a client that goes beyond the
professional relationship. In initial and ongoing training efforts,
the message must be conveyed that intimate relationships between
peers and clients cannot be allowed because they hold the same
potential for abuse that other helper-client relationships have.
Because the peer is in this specialized role of support,
VOEFSTUBOEJOHUIFOBUVSFPGUIFQFFSDMJFOUSFMBUJPOTIJQJTKVTU
as important for the peer as it is for the client. Having access to
supportive or clinical supervision gives the peer an opportunity
UPFYQSFTTBOZDPODFSOTIFPSTIFNBZIBWFSFHBSEJOHGFFMJOHT
UPXBSEUIFDMJFOU DPVOUFSUSBOTGFSFODF PSQFSDFJWFEGFFMJOHT
GSPNUIFDMJFOU USBOTGFSFODF ɨFTFGFFMJOHTNBZCFQPTJUJWFPS
OFHBUJWFBOENBZUSJHHFSBOVOFYQFDUFESFBDUJPO5BMLJOHBCPVU
this phenomenon both normalizes it and increases the likelihood
UIBUUIFVOFYQFDUFESFBDUJPOXJMMCFXFMMNBOBHFE VMUJNBUFMZ
leading to a productive, appropriately boundaried relationship
between peer and client. The checklist in the Read More section
Understanding Boundaries in Peer-Client relationships can provide
a supervisor with a framework to discuss potential boundary issues
between a peer and a client.

Using Checklists for New Clients
Administrative as well as supportive supervisors may find it useful
UPVTFUIF4BNQMF2VFTUJPOOBJSF TFFMFGUTJEFCBS UPIFMQQFFST
assess the effectiveness of their approach when establishing a new
client relationship. The checklist may be completed by the peer
in advance of meeting with the supervisor, or it can be completed
while reviewing cases together within the supervisory session.
 "
 MUIPVHIUIFTBNQMFRVFTUJPOOBJSFJTBOFêFDUJWF JOUFSBDUJWFXBZ
for the administrative supervisor and the peer to discuss each
client, it is important for the supervisor to follow up with more
PQFOFOEFERVFTUJPOTJOPSEFSUPCFUUFSVOEFSTUBOEIPXUIFQFFS
JTFOHBHJOHXJUIDMJFOUT4PNFFYBNQMFTPGGPMMPXVQ PQFOFOEFE
RVFTUJPOTBSF

Modified from: Quality Assurance Measures for
7PMVOUBSZ$PVOTFMJOHBOE5FTUJOH4FSWJDFT*.1"$5
AIDSMARK June 2001
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t*OXIBUXBZEJEZPVFTUBCMJTISBQQPSUXJUIUIF
client?
t8IBUJOGPSNBUJPOEJEZPVTIBSFXJUIUIFDMJFOU
t*OXIBUXBZTEJEZPVBTTFTTUIFTPDJBMTVQQPSUPG
UIFDMJFOUXIBUTPDJBMTVQQPSUTEJEZPVBTLBCPVU
t*OXIBUXBZEJEZPVNBOBHFUIFDMJFOUTFNPUJPOBM
reactions?
t*OXIBUXBZEJEZPVNBOBHFZPVSPXOFNPUJPOBM
reactions?

Monitoring Peers’ Stress Levels and Needs
for Additional Support
Scheduled supervision allows the administrative
supervisor to help the peer identify personal needs
such as additional training, support, or other
services. The supervisor is responsible for making
sure that peers do not become overwhelmed, and
for providing all necessary resources and support
to help peers perform their role. Monitoring
client demands on individual peers will help
administrative supervisors evenly distribute the
XPSLMPBE*GBQFFSFYQFSJFODFTBQFSTPOBMDSJTJT
or suffers from poor health, the supervisor might
decrease that peer’s workload by temporarily
reassigning clients to other peers. Administrative
supervisors should not function, however, as the
peers’ therapist. In some cases, the appropriate
supervisor response to peers’ personal issues might
be to refer peers to an employee assistance program,
clinical supervision, or outside services.

Providing a Clear and Consistent Structure
Notwithstanding the crucial role that individual
peer supervision can play in client outcomes,
program effectiveness, and the individual peer’s skill
building, supervision cannot take the place of good
program structure. Providing peers with structure
JTBTJNQPSUBOUBTCVJMEJOHJOQSPHSBNìFYJCJMJUZ
Building Blocks to Peer Program Success, August 2009

$MFBSFYQFDUBUJPOT SFHVMBSTVQFSWJTJPO BOEPQFOMJOFT
of communication will minimize misunderstandings
and encourage peers’ sense of personal responsibility. A
well-structured environment actually decreases the need
for micro-management by laying out ground rules,
QSPHSBNHPBMTBOEFYQFDUBUJPOTBTXFMMBTDPOTFRVFODFT
GPSQPPSQFSGPSNBODF*OBEFRVBUFTUSVDUVSFEJTHVJTFE
BTQSPHSBNìFYJCJMJUZUPPFBTJMZSFTVMUTJOQPPS
accountability and unreliable client services, weaknesses
that cannot be corrected in individual supervision.

Administrative Documentation
Methods for documenting peer contributions will
reflect the specific needs, strengths, and limitations
of individual programs, as well as the roles peers
play. It may not be feasible for all programs to ask
peers themselves to document their activities, but
programs should consider the valuable contribution
that peers can make to program evaluation when
they keep a detailed record of their interactions
XJUIDMJFOUT1FFSTFYQFSJFODFBEETBVOJRVF WJWJE
dimension to an assessment of overall program effects,
and a comprehensive evaluation gives voice to that
FYQFSJFODF

 3FDPSEJOH'PSNBU
When choosing or developing a format for
documenting peer work, programs should balance their
need for information with the burden of collecting
BOESFDPSEJOHJOGPSNBUJPO"DIFDLCPYGPSNBUBMMPXT
QFFSTUPRVJDLMZMPHTUBOEBSEJUFNTBOEBOPQFOTQBDF
encourages peers to share any other information about
the interaction at their discretion. Peers use the form to
document the support they provide to clients in terms
of basic “reporter’s details”: who, what, where, when
BOEIPX'PSFYBNQMFTPGGPSNBUTGPSEPDVNFOUJOH
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TOPICS FOR REVIEW IN CASE
MANAGEMENT MEETINGS
t$MJFOUTJOJUJBUJOHUSFBUNFOU
t$IBOHFTJOUSFBUNFOUSFHJNFO
t4JHOJmDBOUNFEJDBMBOEPSTPDJBM
situations confronting individual
clients
t3FTPMVUJPOPGCBSSJFSTBOEOFDFTTBSZ
referrals for individual clients
t4QFDJmDBEIFSFODFQSPCMFNT
t4USBUFHJFTGPSSFBDIJOHPVUUPDMJFOUT
who have not returned to clinic
t*TTVFTQFSUBJOJOHUPDVMUVSBM
competency
t0UIFSOFFEFEDMJFOUTVQQPSUT

peer-client contact and other peer work, see the 4BNQMF'PSNTGPS
Documenting Peer Work in the Program Resources for Section 7
&WBMVBUJPO 
Peer training should include instruction on the record keeping
QFFSTXJMMCFFYQFDUFEUPQFSGPSN&WFOJGQFFSTBSFOPUEJSFDUMZ
responsible for documenting the services they provide, program
managers should engage peers in a discussion of the rationale and
need for a detailed recording of their activities, including funding
BOEPUIFSJOTUJUVUJPOBMSFRVJSFNFOUT QSPHSBNTQFDJëDQVSQPTFT 
and peers’ contribution to monitoring the effectiveness of the
program. Administrative supervisors should emphasize that if
peers’ work is not documented, their efforts will not be part of the
program success story. It is recommended that each interaction
between peers and clients is tracked, as well as peers attempts to
contact clients.

 .VMUJEJTDJQMJOBSZ5FBN.FFUJOHT
 * OUFSNVMUJEJTDJQMJOBSZDBTFNBOBHFNFOUNFFUJOHTQSPWJEFB
GPSVNGPSUIFFYDIBOHFPGJOGPSNBUJPOBOEQFSTQFDUJWFTSFMFWBOU
to individual client cases and promote collaboration among team
members. Case management also allows for monitoring of peer
activities in a group setting.
Administrative supervisors can play a leading role in ensuring
that peers are actively included in multidisciplinary or case
management meetings. These meetings will also provide
supervisors with additional support in monitoring and evaluating
peer efforts.
In case management meetings, support teams review all cases,
discuss particularly difficult cases, identify barriers to adherence
and other treatment supports, and update patient action plans.
While supervisors do not necessarily need to attend meetings, it is
important to have a basic understanding of how these meetings are
conducted.

Building Blocks to Peer Program Success, August 2009
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These group meetings should involve all program
staff involved in client services to coordinate
activities and update the team strategy. Peers
might begin by presenting new developments and
summarizing the general situation of their clients,
taking the time to highlight particularly challenging
cases. While it is probably not feasible to review
each and every client in detail, group meetings allow
peers to know something about their colleagues’

cases. This insight is especially helpful in the event that
BQFFSTJMMOFTTPSPUIFSDJSDVNTUBODFTSFRVJSFIJTPSIFS
cases be reassigned to another peer. Updated client
assessments should be available for review by program
social service providers, allowing staff to intervene with
additional referrals or interventions to improve client
well-being.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Read More

Resources

tThe coaching model for administrative
supervision

tFramework for supportive supervision case discussion
+3*

tGoal-setting framework for peer programs that
outreach to clients...

t'SBNFXPSLGPSDMJOJDBMDBTFDPOTVMUBUJPOUPPM +3*

tGoal-setting framework for peer program working
with providers...

t4VQQPSUJWFTVQFSWJTJPOUPPMT 5IF-PUVT1SPKFDU

tUnderstanding boundaries in peer-client
relationships

t"ENJOJTUSBUJWFTVQFSWJTJPOUPPMT 5IF-PUVT1SPKFDU
t4VQFSWJTJPO5PPMT 5IF1"$51SPKFDU

Additional Supervision Sections
t4VQFSWJTJOH1FFST*OUSPEVDUJPO
t"ENJOJTUSBUJWF4VQFSWJTJPO
t4VQQPSUJWF4VQFSWJTJPO
t$MJOJDBM4VQFSWJTJPO

This section is part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPO 
visit IUUQXXXIEXHPSHQFFS@DFOUFSQSPHSBN@EFW .
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READ MORE: COACHING MODEL

6.1
SUPERVISING AND
PEERS:
CONFIDENTIALITY
CREATING
ADMINISTRATIVE
SUPERVISION
BOUNDARIES IN THE
WORKPLACE*
Coaching Model for Administrative Supervision
The coaching model below illustrates some key approaches to conducting individual status review
meetings with peers. Administrative supervisors who are also providing supportive supervision may
prefer to utilize the supportive supervision coaching model introduced in the next section.

Administrative Supervision Model

Assessment of:
Agenda Setting

!"#$%&&'
!"()*+&,-.,
!""/
" 012-,"1*+34-'"+*4$

Performance
management

Continuous
Feedback

Goal‐setting
framework

Design, implement
task/plans
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READ MORE: COACHING MODEL

Administrative Peer Assessment

Timelines attached so that the administrative
supervisor and peer have an understanding of
how to support the general program goals as
To assess peer skills, knowledge, and job
well as the peer’s professional development.
satisfaction, it is recommended that the
Goal setting helps guide the concrete program
administrative supervisor have an understanding
work, expands the peer’s ability to achieve those
of whom he or she is supervising in terms of the
goals, and supports the overall mission of the
peer’s current skill set, knowledge about the work, organization.
and the peer’s degree of job satisfaction. In this
way, the supervisor can explore ways in which the Refer to the Read More sections Goal-Setting
peer can enhance his or her skills and knowledge Framework for Peer Programs that Reach Out
in order to meet program goals. In addition,
UP$MJFOUT and Goal-Setting Framework for Peer
making sure that peers get satisfaction from their Programs Working with Medical Providers for
work encourages retention and the sustainability
examples of how an administrative supervisor
of consistent peers in the system.
might use goal setting with a peer.

Agenda Setting

Design and Implement Tasks and Plans

It is important to set an agenda with the peer
even if it is loosely articulated so that both the
peer and supervisor know what will be discussed.
The supervisor can and should raise issues that
may be challenging or difficult for the peer with
regard to meeting the goals of the program. Some
agenda items may be standardized and become
part of each supervisory session such as:

Once goals have been set, it is important for
administrative supervisors to work with peers
to develop tasks and plans to meet those goals.
Designing tasks and implementing the plans
for those tasks provides outputs and outcomes
to meet the mission of the organization. In
this way, peers become integrated into the work
environment and become an active member
of the multidisciplinary team. This is also an
opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of the
peer program. Designing and implementing
tasks that are intended to meet goals provides an
ideal way for measuring program effectiveness.
Utilizing the expertise of peers better ensures
the likelihood of a well-thought-out design and
implementation plan.

t$MJFOUTVDDFTTFTBOEDIBMMFOHFT
t$MJFOUDBTFMPBEQBQFSXPSLEPDVNFOUBUJPO
t1SPGFTTJPOBMEFWFMPQNFOUKPCTBUJTGBDUJPO

Goal-Setting Framework
The role of the administrative supervisor is to
work with the peer to set goals for his or her
work. These goals are specific and in line with
the job expectations set up when hiring the
peer. Goals should be S.M.A.R.T.: Specific,
Measurable, Agreed upon, Realistic and have

Building Blocks to Peer Program Success, August 2009
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READ MORE: COACHING MODEL

Performance Management
Once goals that are in line with the organization’s
mission have been set and tasks have been
designed and implemented, it is important to
measure the success of those goals and tasks in
part through measuring the peer’s performance.
All goals and tasks should be S.M.A.R.T. Peers
need to be evaluated on a realistic set of job
expectations that have been articulated as part of
the hiring and orientation process. Performance
feedback should never be a surprise to a peer,
as continuous feedback should be part of any

administrative supervision. It is important to
consider all aspects of having peers as part of the
organization.
This includes:
t-JNJUFETDIFEVMFT
t)FBMUIJTTVFT
t1SPGFTTJPOBMXPSLFYQFSJFODF
t4PDJBMTVQQPSUTBTUIFZSFMBUFUPUIFQFFSTIFBMUI
Therefore, some exceptions within reason need
to be considered as part of managing peer
performance.

This “Read More” section accompanies Section 6.1 Supervising Peers: Administrative Supervision,
part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
IUUQXXXIEXHPSHQFFS@DFOUFSQSPHSBN@EFW .
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READ MORE: GOAL SETTING #1

6.1
SUPERVISING AND
PEERS:
CONFIDENTIALITY
CREATING
ADMINISTRATIVE
SUPERVISION
BOUNDARIES IN THE
WORKPLACE*
Goal-setting framework for peer programs that reach out
to and engage clients lost to medical care
Goal setting is relevant, but should have a degree
of flexibility in the way in which it is achieved.
The basic framework of goal setting is outlined
in this section to guide the discussion of how
to formulate goals with clear expectations.
Whether these are formally written or verbalized
in a conversation and then written in another
format with the needed information should be
determined by the learning styles of both the peer
worker and the supervisor.
The following example illustrates a dialogue
between a peer and his or her supervisor. The
peer is struggling with reaching clients who have
not shown up for their medical appointments. In
a supervisory session, the supervisor works with
the peer to develop strategies to find clients.
Supervisor: How are things going with your
clients?
Peer: Good. I actually made contact with a new
client I am meeting later this week
Supervisor: That’s great. What are some of
the things you are hoping to work on with this
client?
Peer: Well, I think they have had some trouble
keeping their medical appointments so I am
going to find out what’s going on and see if I can
help with that.

Supervisor: That sounds like a good plan. I
have noticed that there are several clients who
have missed appointments over the last 3 months
and I would like to work with you to brainstorm
some ways we can reach out to them. You have
been so successful in working with our clients
in helping them to keep their appointments; I
thought this might be a good goal to work on
over the next month. What do you think?
Peer: Thanks. I think it’s important to reach out
to the clients, because it took me a long time to
accept all the things I have to do to stay healthy.
Supervisor: So, what ways have you tried
to keep your clients coming back in for their
medical appointments?
Peer: Let’s see…I make phone calls; sometimes
meet them at their church or I might mention
something in the support group that I lead;
sometimes, talk to the case manager and see
what they’ve tried or if they have something
planned like a social meeting, I might go to that
and see if I see them.
Supervisor: All those sound like great strategies.
If we look at our agency information on who has
missed appointments over the last month, and
identify 3 clients, do you think we can come up
with a plan for each client depending upon what
we know about them?
Peer: Yeah, definitely.
Supervisor: So, let me get the information and
then let’s come up with a plan for each client that
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uses the strategies you have already tried. We
might think of additional strategies as we find out
some details about the client.
Peer: Sounds good.
Supervisor: So, here is client #1-she is an
African American female who was diagnosed
only 6 months ago and has been sporadic in
her health care visits. She does seem to attend
support group regularly and is connected to
some community services, according to her case
manager. Her case manager hasn’t been able to
reach her, and it is unclear whether her phone has
been disconnected.
Peer: Well, I am wondering if she can’t pay the
bills. I also think maybe she thinks that the
medication will cost her money because she hasn’t
gone on meds, but that (going on meds) might
have been the next step. I am glad she comes to
support group. I know who she is and I think
I’d like to try to connect with her this week if she
comes. If not, I think I will try to go check out
some of the community places and see if I can
just talk to her.

Building Blocks to Peer Program Success, August 2009

Supervisor: You are approaching this by thinking
about what she might be experiencing and then
trying to understand all the possible reasons why
it might be hard for her to keep her appointments
and then trying to check it out with her. That
sounds like a great plan. What are you hoping
will happen?
Peer: I would be so happy if she tells me what is
up with her and then comes to her next doctor’s
visit. I would be glad to go with her, and I’ll tell
her that. But, I also hope that I can reassure her
about the medication not costing her and that
it might be a good thing to talk with her doctor
about trying it.
Supervisor: Great. Let me know how it goes.
Should we look at taking this same approach for
two other clients who have fallen out of care?
Peer: Yeah. That sounds good.
The dialogue between supervisor and peer worker
continues until the goal of connecting with at
least three clients who have fallen out of care has
been detailed in a way that both supervisor and
peer worker have an understanding of the work

2
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Based on the dialogue between the supervisor and peer, the following goals and framework were
developed.

Goal #1:5PSFBDIPVUUPBOEFOHBHFUISFFDMJFOUTXIPIBWFOPUTIPXOVQUPUIFJSNFEJDBMBQQPJOUNFOUT
Activity
Description
Time
t-PDBUFDMJFOU t6UJMJ[FBHFODZ
By x date
contact
resources to get most
information
updated client contact
t3FWJFX
information on 3
venues where identified out of care
client visits
clients
t4VQQPSU
t%FUFSNJOFUISPVHI
group
community contacts and
any information on client
the likelihood of locating
client
t%FUFSNJOFPOMJOF
connections
t6UJMJ[FTVQQPSUHSPVQ
as mechanism to enlist
engagement by raising
medical appointments as
an educational topic

Output
Outcome
Impact
t6QEBUFE
t"DDFTTUP t&OHBHFNFOU
information for
clients
with 3 clients
3 clients
t&EVDBUJOH t"EWPDBDZ
t7FOVFTXIFSF
clients on
for and with
clients are likely
medical
clients
to go
health care
t&EVDBUFTVQQPSU system
group clients
t5FBDIJOH
on importance
advocacy
of medical
appointments
t&EVDBUFDMJFOUT
on navigating
medical health
care system

ɨJTi3FBE.PSFw4FDUJPOBDDPNQBOJFTSection 6.1 Supervising Peers: Administrative Supervision, part of
the online toolkit, Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev.
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6.1
SUPERVISING AND
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CREATING
ADMINISTRATIVE
SUPERVISION
BOUNDARIES IN THE
WORKPLACE*
Goal-setting framework for peer programs working with
medical providers to retain patients in care
Below is an example of a goal-setting framework
for supervisors to work with peers who may be
facing challenges with keeping patients in care.
Based on a dialogue between the supervisor and
peer, the following goals and framework were
developed to help the peer work with providers
in order to retain clients in care.

The supervisor will guide the peer in:
t#SBJOTUPSNJOHFOHBHFNFOUTUSBUFHJFT
t$POOFDUJOHXJUINFEJDBMQSPWJEFST
t6OEFSTUBOEJOHIPXNFEJDBMQSPWJEFSTSFMBZ
appointment and medical follow up information
to clients
t$SFBUJOHBQSPDFTTKPJOUMZXJUIBENJOJTUSBUJWF
supervisor to brainstorm with the medical
Program Goal #2: Develop engagement
QSPWJEFSTUPEFUFSNJOFKPJOUTUSBUFHJFTUPXPSL
strategies with the medical providers to support
through client barriers to appointment adherence
clients keeping appointments.
Goal #2: Develop engagement strategies with the medical providers to support clients keeping appointments.
Activity
t$POOFDUXJUI
all medical
providers
working with
these 3 clients
t$POEVDU
brainstorm
session with
medical
providers
t$SFBUFQMBO
to address
barriers to
keeping
medical
appointments

Description
Time
Output
Outcome
Impact
t.FFUPSSFDPOOFDUXJUI By X date t&OHBHFNFEJDBM t4USBUFHJFT t4ZTUFNJTNPSF
all medical providers
providers in
that can be
comprehensive
t8PSLXJUI
keeping clients
replicated
in supporting
administrative
in healthcare
are
client
supervisor to arrange a
system
developed
retention
meeting with medical
t1FFSMFBSOTIPX t)FBMUIDBSF t1FFSTEFWFMPQ
providers to:
to navigate
system is
skills to
1. Better understand
internal system
engaged as
address client
their medical
t1FFSMFBSOT
a whole
needs
appointment protocol
facilitation skills
2. Brainstorm ways
by mentoring
to collectively
from
engage client in
administrative
keeping medical
supervisor
appointments
3. Brainstorm/ create
plan to address
barriers

ɨJTi3FBE.PSFwTFDUJPOBDDPNQBOJFT 4FDUJPO 4VQFSWJTJOH1FFST"ENJOJTUSBUJWF4VQFSWJTJPOpart of
the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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Understanding Boundaries in Peer-Client Relationships
On the next page is a checklist that can be used
in preparing the peer to think about possible
boundary issues prior to engaging the client.
This checklist can be modified in relation to the
type of work the peer will be doing as well as to
the organization’s standard protocol. Once the
peer has filled out the checklist, review items
with the peer and discuss strategies to address
the potential boundary issue with clients. Be
clear about what the agency’s protocol is in each
of these areas.
There may be some areas where the peer and
the supervisor may disagree due to the complex
nature of the peer-client relationship. In these
cases, it is important for the supervisor to
clearly outline when exceptions could be made
and why or if no exceptions can be made, then
provide the peer with ways in which the peer can
respond to the client that can continue to honor
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the special nature of their relationship without
compromising the role of the peer or the agency.
For example: the peer may feel that it is sometimes
okay to loan money to a client, but the agency
policy prohibits this. The supervisor may need to
help the peer prepare a response to the client that is
caring, but clear, such as, “I would really like to be
able to help you with your money situation, but our
agency doesn’t allow us to lend money. What other
ways can I help you solve this issue?” (There may
be other resources available to the client through
case management and the peer can refer the client
to his or her case manager.) “Maybe your case
manager could help you with this. Would you like
me to go with you when you meet with your case
manager?” In this case, the peer can offer emotional
support while referring the client to the appropriate
resource.

1
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Boundaries in Helping Relationships
Decide whether for you each of these situations is clearly: ‘Always Okay’ or ‘Never Okay’. If there are
times when it might or might not be okay, depending on the circumstances, check ‘Sometimes Okay’.
Then make a note as to when or under what circumstances that behavior would be okay.
Behavior
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Always Never
Sometimes
Okay Okay Okay / When??

Keep your attraction to your client secret from supervisor/team
Keep client's attraction to you secret from supervisor/team
Keep boundary concerns secret from supervisor/team
Bend the rules for an individual client
Share religious/spiritual beliefs with client
Advocate for a client despite your team/agency's opposing view
Share afterhours social time with a client
Bring a client to your home for any reason
Share a meal with a client
Engage in common interest with client
Spend time alone with client in his/her apartment
Loan money to a client
Loan personal items to a client
Accept a loan of money from a client
Accept a loan of personal items from a client
Give a gift to a client
Accept a gift from a client
Call a client after work hours
Accept a call from a client after work hours
Accept a call from a client at your home
Invite client(s) to a party at your home
See a former client as a friend
Date a former client
Accept a hug from a client
Initiate a hug with a client
Accept a massage from a client
Initiate a massage with a client
Take a client to your religious institution ( church, mosque, temple)
Take a client to your selfhelp meeting
Ride in a client's vehicle

This “Read More” section accompanies Section 6.1 Supervising Peers: Administrative Supervision,
part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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IN THE WORKPLACE*
Introduction

It can become sort of overwhelming at
times because I live with HIV myself
and then I work with HIV and I go to
seminars about HIV. I’m learning ways
to balance it by reading and listening
to classical music and spending time
with people, with my family.

Lionel Biggins
Peer Educator
Truman Medical Center
Kansas City, MO

While the supportive supervisory approach borrows from clinical
supervision, non-clinical staff can readily utilize the methods and
tools described here. Many clinics and organizations choose to
identify one person who will provide both administrative and
supportive supervision, while other programs may choose to
separate the roles and have one person provide administrative
supervision while another team member, licensed mental health
professional, or intern provides supportive or clinical supervision
to peers on an ongoing basis. As stated earlier, it is important
to preserve the integrity of the role of supervisor, whether
administrative, supportive or clinical, when providing the guidance
appropriate to that role. Although it is cost effective to have the
same individual provide both administrative and supportive or
clinical supervision, it can create some role confusion for the peer as
well as the organizational system. It is recommended to have two
individuals designated to provide two distinct types of supervision.
What is the rationale for a supportive approach and how do peers
benefit? In the fields of psychology and social work, it is well
recognized that people serving in a helping capacity require a
supportive approach to supervision and training. Formal structures
within psychology and social work programs are set up to provide
students and interns with weekly clinical supervision, support from
colleagues, and even their own short- or long-term psychotherapy
treatments. These requirements serve the function of helping
students deal with stress and teaching them to navigate a profession
in which they are expected to hold and contain clients’ stress and
problems without absorbing it in a harmful way.
Peers have strikingly similar challenges to those faced by psychology
and social work students and interns. While this applies more
heavily to peers who specifically provide emotional support, most
peers, no matter what their role, face situations that require them to
attend to clients who are presenting with acute or chronic stress and
other psychosocial challenges. The difference is that peers usually
have received little or no formal training in the helping professions,
nor have they benefited from the structures in place for social work
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and psychology students. Supportive supervision
for peers is part of the solution for addressing this
difference, so that peers may thrive in their roles.
Supportive supervision draws on the tenets of
clinical supervision to offer peers the opportunity
for individualized support and training. However,
there are some distinct differences between a
clinician-client relationship and a peer-client
relationship. Peers do not provide a clinical service
to clients, and it is not in their scope of work to
diagnose and treat any kind of clinical condition.
On the contrary, peers present to clients an allied
relationship in which the client is free to feel
unconcerned about being diagnosed and treated.
Ironically, what often occurs between peer and
client is inadvertently therapeutic, due to the safe
nature of the relationship. This is why a supervision
approach that borrows from social work and mental
health is so crucial for peers.
A supportive supervisor can help peers appropriately
respond to clients who begin to share serious
concerns that may ultimately merit attention from
the larger clinical team, or from other community
agencies. Furthermore, the supportive supervisor
can help the peer set appropriate functional and
emotional boundaries with clients. In a therapeutic
relationship, the goal of the clinician is to intervene
in difficult interpersonal dynamics to help clients
become aware of dysfunctional patterns. In a peer
relationship, the goal is for the peer to sustain
the relationship. This type of support may be
therapeutic for the client, but it is not the goal.
A supportive supervisor will want to help a peer
sustain the relationship with the client by helping
with boundary setting and staying within the scope
of work as a peer.
Most importantly, peers benefit from support in
managing the stress involved in serving multiple
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clients. Understandably, peers come into the field
feeling as if it is their duty to help clients in measurable
ways. In fact, their work may actually be measured
through organizational quality assurance efforts. For
peers, it can feel tremendously disempowering to
run up against perceived failures to help clients in an
immediate fashion. When these perceived failures
happen frequently, and with clients whom they care for,
this can feel overwhelming and disillusioning. Peers do
begin to care for their clients, and this is in alignment
with the work of a peer, as it distinguishes peer work
from the more “objective” stances of medical and
mental health providers.
In short, supportive supervision provides an
opportunity for peers to talk openly and safely about
their work with clients. As described above, supportive
supervision offers the peer a way in which to work
effectively with clients while understanding that the
peer’s own personal experiences may impact his or her
work.

General Principles for Conducting Supportive
Supervision
Supportive supervision lends tremendous assistance
to peers in their efforts to manage the multi-layered
dimensions of their own lives with HIV while
supporting clients in managing theirs. Engaging in
a process of supportive supervision for non-clinical
staff, specifically for peers, is essential for building
staff competency, knowledge, and retention. It is
recommended that supportive supervision occur in
a consistent way, whether it is weekly, bi-weekly or
monthly. In this way, the supervisee can rely on having
regular time to discuss work issues including the nature
of the work and how it may impact him or her, both
personally and professionally.

2
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There are several components that make up the foundation of
supportive supervision: building a trusting relationship between
the supervisor and the peer; allowing the peer to explore feelings
and reactions that emerge; and creating a model of the peer-client
relationship. The following outlines the general principles of
conducting supportive supervision:

LaTrischa Miles (left) with a peer.

Some of the important skills used
in supervision are good listening
skills, good communication skills,
verbal and non-verbal. Being openminded in a supervisory role is very
important, because as a supervisor,
I don’t have all the answers. [Peers
are] living with a chronic disease, so
you need to have some flexibility.
LaTrischa Miles
Peer Supervisor
Kansas City Free Health Clinic
Kansas City, MO

tɨFTVQFSWJTPSSFDPHOJ[FTUIBUUIJTTVQFSWJTJPOUJNFJTEFEJDBUFEUP
the peer.
tɨFTVQFSWJTPSDSFBUFTBTBGFTQBDFɨFSFBSFOPJOUFSSVQUJPOT
during supervision, if possible, and the peer is encouraged to share
any concerns.
tɨFTVQFSWJTPSTFUTBUJNFUIBUJTDPOTJTUFOUBOEDPOWFOJFOUGPSUIF
supervisor and peer.
tɨFGPDVTPGUIFTVQFSWJTJPONFFUJOHSFNBJOTPOUIFEFWFMPQNFOU
needs and concerns of the peer.
tɨFTVQFSWJTPSBOEQFFSTFUUIFBHFOEBUPHFUIFS
tɨFTVQFSWJTPSJTPQFOUPFYQMPSJOHUIFGFFMJOHTBOESFBDUJPOTPG
the peer that can help the peer reflect on working with clients who
are part of their community.
tɨFTVQFSWJTPSVTFTPQFOFOEFERVFTUJPOTUPIFMQUIFQFFSTIBSF
their work with clients. The supervisor can use a case discussion
framework.
tɨFTVQFSWJTPSJTSFTQPOTJWFBOEFNQBUIJDBOEFODPVSBHFTUIFQFFS
to use his or her insight into the community to respond to client
issues.
tɨFTVQFSWJTPSQSPWJEFTHVJEBODFBOESFTPVSDFT
tɨFTVQFSWJTPSSFNBJOTOPOKVEHNFOUBMJOIJTPSIFSBQQSPBDI

Supportive Supervision Objectives and Supervisory
Goals
A supportive supervisory approach will allow the supervisor to:
t#VJMEBOETVTUBJOUSVTUJOHSFMBUJPOTIJQTXJUIQFFST
t4VQQPSUTVDDFTTGVMDMJFOUPVUDPNFT
t1SPNPUFQPTJUJWFQFFSSFUFOUJPOSBUFT
t)FMQQFFSTUSBOTGFSQFSTPOBMLOPXMFEHFUPQFFSXPSL
t0êFSQFSTPOBMJ[FETVQQPSUBOEUSBJOJOHUPQFFST
t1SPWJEFBWFOVFGPSDPOTJTUFOUMZPêFSJOHTVQFSWJTPSZGFFECBDL
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During individual and group supervision meetings,
a supportive supervisor will want to:
t1SPWJEFJOEJWJEVBMJ[FETVQQPSUBOEUSBJOJOHGPSFBDI
peer.
t.POJUPSDBTFMPBET
t"TTJTUUIFQFFSJOGPSNJOHDMJFOUDBSFQMBOT
t)FMQQFFSTNBOBHFGFFMJOHTUIBUBSJTFBCPVUUPXBSET
clients.
t4VQQPSUQFFSTJOJEFOUJGZJOHBOEBEESFTTJOHXPSL
and personal stress related to working with clients.
t)FMQQFFSTMJOLUIFJSQFSTPOBMFYQFSJFODFBOE
knowledge to their work with clients.
t)FMQQFFSTJEFOUJGZBOECVJMEPOXIBUXPSLTXJUI
clients.
t)FMQQFFSTNBJOUBJOBQQSPQSJBUFFYQFDUBUJPOTGPS
themselves and their clients
t&OTVSFUIBUQFFSTTUBZXJUIJOUIFJSTDPQFPGXPSL
and make appropriate referrals when necessary.
t1FSJPEJDBMMZFWBMVBUFQFFSTXPSLQFSGPSNBODFJO
collaboration with the administrative supervisor (if
these roles are played by separate people).

Development of a Supportive Supervisory
Perspective
The supportive supervisor’s perspective determines
how he or she will approach peer supervision and
how peers will respond to the approach. Peers
usually have little or no formal professional
training, yet they are hired for their expertise with
the client population. It is critical that supportive
supervisors communicate in verbal and non-verbal
ways and show respect for the value that peers bring
to the organization.
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Supportive supervisors can develop a supportive
perspective by:
t"DUJWFMZMJTUFOJOHBOEMFBSOJOHGSPNUIFQFFSTUIFZ
supervise.
t5BLJOHJOUPBDDPVOUDVMUVSBMEJêFSFODFTBOE)*7TUBUVT
differences between supervisor and peer.
t.BJOUBJOJOHBTUBODFPGBDUJWFDVSJPTJUZCZBTLJOHPQFO
ended questions.
t"TLJOHDMBSJGZJOHRVFTUJPOTXIFODPOGVTFEBCPVUIPX
or why a peer is taking a specific approach with a client
before inserting a “professional” opinion.
t1FSJPEJDBMMZBTLQFFSTJGUIFZBSFHFUUJOHUIFJSOFFETNFU
in supervision and group settings.
Read More: Coaching Model for Supportive
Supervision illustrates some key approaches to
providing supportive supervision to peers.

Helping Peers Link Personal Experience to
Client Work
This is truly the heart of peer work. Peers offer clients
a perspective based on personal experience—experience
that often mirrors the challenges that clients themselves
face. The power of the peer is his or her ability to draw
from and share personal experience with clients in order
to help clients feel that they are not alone, and that
they too can solve challenging problems. A supportive
supervisor can coach peers to draw from personal
experience to help peers understand how they can be
helpful to clients. A supportive supervisor can also
help peers offer clients personal examples in a way that
respects the differences between the peer and the client.
To read more about supportive supervision, including
a breakdown of how these functions can be addressed,
along with tools, suggested approaches and approximate
time lengths for each component, see the Program
Resources and Read More sections listed on the next
page.
4
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Read More
t5IFDPBDIJOHNPEFMGPSTVQQPSUJWFTVQFSWJTJPO
t5SPVCMFTIPPUJOHEJGmDVMUDBTFTBOETVQQPSUJOH
QFFSFGGPSUT

Resources

t'SBNFXPSLGPSTVQQPSUJWFTVQFSWJTJPODBTFEJTDVTTJPO
+3*
t'SBNFXPSLGPSDMJOJDBMDBTFDPOTVMUBUJPOUPPM +3*

t3FDPHOJ[JOHBOEBEESFTTJOHDPVOUFSUSBOTGFSFODF

t"ENJOJTUSBUJWFTVQFSWJTJPOUPPMT 5IF-PUVT1SPKFDU

t5BTLTBOEUPPMTGPSEFWFMPQJOHBTVQQPSUJWF
BQQSPBDI

t4VQQPSUJWFTVQFSWJTJPOUPPMT 5IF-PUVT1SPKFDU

t1FFSTVQQPSUHSPVQTBOETUSVDUVSFEHSPVQ
TVQFSWJTJPO

t4VQFSWJTJPO5PPMT 5IF1"$51SPKFDU

t6OEFSTUBOEJOHCPVOEBSJFTJOQFFSDMJFOU
SFMBUJPOTIJQT

Additional Supervision Sections
t4VQFSWJTJOH1FFST*OUSPEVDUJPO
t"ENJOJTUSBUJWF4VQFSWJTJPO
t4VQQPSUJWF4VQFSWJTJPO
t$MJOJDBM4VQFSWJTJPO

This section is part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information,
visit IUUQXXXIEXHPSHQFFS@DFOUFSQSPHSBN@EFW .
Building Blocks to Peer Programs Success, August 2009
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Coaching Model for Supportive Supervision
The coaching model below illustrates some key approaches to individual supportive supervision
meetings with peers.

Supportive Supervision Model

Creating the
space

Acceptance of
peer

Agenda Setting

Continuous
Feedback
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Case
Discussion

Finding
resources/planning
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A supportive supervisor is defined as someone
who supervises peers using a supportive approach
that borrows from some of the tenets of clinical
supervision. Supportive supervisors are often
unlicensed (for example an intern, nurse
practitioner, or unlicensed social worker), but
have worked in the same field in which they are
providing supportive supervision.

Creating the Space
As a supportive supervisor, it is important to
invite peers into a space that is designated as
“protected,” allowing the peer to be vulnerable
and share how work is affecting his or her
personal life. In this way, the supervisor
can learn what struggles the peer faces and
reduce the possibility that the peer will
act them out negatively toward the client
(countertransference). In this space, the peer is
able to talk openly about anxieties and concerns,
knowing that the supportive supervisor will be
empathic. Creating this space, however, does
not rule out the necessity of “breaking” that
space, meaning that in the event of a misuse of
the peer-provider relationship, the supportive
supervisor will need to break confidentiality
(e.g., the same situation applies to breaking a
boundary with a client - see Read More: Tasks
and Tools for Developing a Supportive Approach
for an example dialog which addresses a potential
boundary issue.)

Agenda Setting
It is important to set an agenda with the peer
even if it is loosely articulated so that both the
peer and supervisor know what will be discussed.
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The peer should be involved in the agenda setting
since the primary role of a supportive supervisor
is to give guidance to the peer in areas where the
peer feels vulnerable or is requesting support.
The supervisor can and should raise issues that
may be challenging or difficult for the peer and
where the peer may be reticent. However, these
issues should be raised in a safe, nonjudgmental
way so that the peer is able to explore his or
her reactions and responses as they relate to
clients and work. Some agenda items may be
standardized and become part of each supervisory
session such as:
t$MJFOUTVDDFTTFT
t$MJFOUDBTFEJTDVTTJPO
t3FTPVSDFT

Case Discussion
The key difference between supportive and
clinical supervision is the framework of case
discussion. Case discussion in supportive
supervision is the section where the peer can
talk about the client and create a supportive
plan. In clinical supervision, case consultation
is the section where the peer and supervisor talk
about the client in the context of a therapeutic
intervention, and the supervisor and peer
delve into deeper issues of transference and
countertransference.
In supportive supervision, case discussion is the
section dedicated to client work and focuses
generally on how a peer is working with a
particular client. Peers may want to talk about
all their clients if time allows, but in general,
peers should be encouraged to discuss their
most challenging clients. Case discussion is an
opportunity to share the client story with the
2
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supervisor in order to gain perspective on the
client, the work, and the peer’s concerns as they
relate to both the client and the scope of work.
(see: Supportive Supervision Case Discussion)

Finding Resources and Planning
An important aspect of supportive supervision is
to provide an environment beyond the physical
environment that helps the peer think about
how best to support the client as well as acquire
support for him or herself. The supportive
supervisor does this through actively listening to
the peer and helping to idenfity what resources
and supports the peer can offer the client, as well
as what resources might be useful for the peer. It
is important to plan ways in which the peer can
best communicate this support to the client. If
a peer initiates this type of planning, it is a good
indicator that the client is willing to consider
utilizing the support.
Planning encourages client goal setting and a
process by which the peer and client can set goals
together. Supportive supervision in the context

of finding resources and planning gives the peer
an opportunity to sort these options out in the
supportive nature of a supervisory session.

Acceptance of Peer
In this context, the supportive supervisor’s role
becomes that of accepting the peer in their
efforts to support their clients. This requires
the supervisor to be an active listener, to remind
the peer of the importance of boundaries
when working with clients who seem similar
to the peer, and to act as a sounding board to
explore ways to work with clients and the issues
that clients raise. It is also imperative for the
supportive supervisor to recognize when the
discussions or client issues become overwhelming
and to be able to secure clinical supervision
for the peer in order to best serve the peer and
ultimately the client.
See the Read More: Recognizing and Addressing
Countertransference for more information.

This “Read More” section accompanies Section 6.2 Supervising Peers: Supportive Supervision, part of
the online toolkit, Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_program/program_dev.
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Troubleshooting Difficult Cases and Supporting Peer
Efforts
Supportive supervisors will find that peers will bring their most difficult client scenarios to supervision.
If a supervisor finds that a peer is not doing so, it may be prudent to check in with the peer about
whether or not he/she is getting enough support. This is also an indication that more trust needs to be
built between supervisor and peer.
The BALANCE Model is an easy-to-remember checklist that provides supportive supervisors with a
plan for helping a peer troubleshoot a difficult client scenario.

BALANCE Model for Supportive Supervisors
B- Be Present

Breathe, focus, relax

A- Ask Open-Ended Questions

What, How, Why

L- Listen

Stay open-minded.

A- Affirm

Make positive statements. Remember body language. This
includes being responsive nonverbally.

N- Normalize Feelings

Feelings can’t be controlled; actions can. Discussing feelings
often leads to more appropriately managing actions.

C- Check Counter-transference
- Challenge Assumptions
- Consider Alternatives

What does this remind you of? Who does this remind you of?
In what way are we sure we’re right about this?
What are other ways to approach this?

E- Express Appreciation!

“You are doing such good work.” Be specific about the good
work and say, “Thank you!”

In addition to the BALANCE Model, there are three additional supervisory approaches: Identifying
and Building on What Works; Realistic Expectations for Self and Clients; and Helping Peers Balance
Flexibility and Boundaries to Peer/Client Distress. These can be found in the Supportive Supervision
Tools resource in the Resources for Section 6 (Supervising Peers). In addition, Read More: Tasks and
Tools for Developing a Supportive Approach contains further information about troubleshooting
difficult cases.
This “Read More” section accompanies Section 6.2 Supervising Peers: Supportive Supervision, part of
the online toolkit, Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_program/program_dev.
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Recognizing and Addressing Countertransference
The supportive supervisor can help peers examine
feelings that could affect their reactions or
perceptions towards clients. This is one of the key
objectives of supportive and clinical supervision
alike. Countertransference, feelings that a peer
has toward the client, regularly occurs, and it is
important for the peer to understand that feelings
that they have toward the client—positive,
negative, and at times both—are normal. These
feelings can help a peer recognize and understand
his or her own reactions as well as what a client
might be experiencing. Peers benefit from being
regularly reminded not to become personally
frutstrated or disappointed about issues or
concerns that their clients may have, or not to
have unrealistic expectations, but rather to be
open to understanding where the client is in his
or her life at that moment.
In some cases, peers unconsciously take on the
task of trying to “fix” their clients, because they
feel they may be at a healthier place in their own
lives. As a result, they take on the responsibility
of making their clients “better” according to
their view of better. This can create a situation
where the client no longer takes responsibility
for his or her own behavior and in fact, becomes
dependent upon the peer in an unhealthy way.
Administrative supervisors can use the assistance
of clinical or supportive supervisors in helping
the peer manage countertransference and foster a
productive relationship with the client.
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Recognizing and Addressing
Countertransference
Countertransference may be occurring if one or
more of the following is true:
t#FMJFGPGFYBDUMZXIBUBDMJFOUOFFETUPEP
t"TTVNQUJPOTBCPVUBDMJFOUXJUIPVUDIFDLJOH
them out with her or him
t(
 PJOHPVUPGUIFXBZGPSBDMJFOU PWFS
extending oneself even though client is not
XPSLJOHWFSZIBSEGPSIJNPSIFSTFMG
t"WPJEJOHBDMJFOU T
t'FFMJOHPGCFJOHNBOJQVMBUFE
t*HOPSJOHPSGPSHFUUJOHCPVOEBSJFTPS
the boundaries that have been set by the
organization
t4QFOEJOHUPPNVDIUJNFXJUIPOFDMJFOUGPSBO
extended period of time
t"UUSBDUJPOUPBDMJFOU
t6OSFBMJTUJDFYQFDUBUJPOTPGBDMJFOU
t$MJFOUSFNJOETQFFSPGTPNFPOFJOUIFQFFST
personal life
t8PSSZJOHBCPVUBDMJFOU T FYDFTTJWFMZ
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t8
 IJMFNFFUJOHXJUIBDMJFOU BOJOUFOTFGFFMJOH
suddenly arises—anger, sadness, or any other
feeling, even a “positive” one. The feeling
distracts from a normal ability to listen well.
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How to address countertransference?
Encourage and advise peers to:
We just had a countertransference issue
recently. One of our peers went out to
visit a positive woman who had a stroke
and she’s homebound, and she’s about to
get evicted. The peer had been through
that same experience, so she came back
to the office and was very upset. We had
another example where we had to involve
the child protective services, and the
peer who had to make the call had her
children taken away at one point.
&MJ[BCFUI#SPTOBO
Executive Director
$ISJTUJFT1MBDF
4BO%JFHP $"

t$POTJEFSGFFMJOHTBCPVUUIFDMJFOU T UIBUUSJHHFS
UIFTFGFFMJOHTPSSFBDUJPOT6TFTVQFSWJTJPOBTB
place to discuss this.
t$POTJEFSUIFQPTTJCJMJUZPGPWFSJEFOUJGZJOHXJUI
DMJFOU QFSIBQTUIFSFBSFTPNFTJNJMBSJUJFTUIBU
USJHHFSGFFMJOHT 4PNFUJNFTUIFTFTJNJMBSJUJFTBSF
hard to acknowledge.
t5BMLUPBUSVTUFEDPMMFBHVF TVQFSWJTPS DPVOTFMPS 
or other supportive person.
t&OHBHFJOBTUSFTTSFEVDUJPOUFDIOJRVFPGBOZ
sort.
t3FBTTFTTCPVOEBSJFTXJUIBDMJFOU T 
t$POTJEFSTQFOEJOHNPSFPSMFTTFOFSHZPOUIJT
QFSTPO T
t2VFTUJPOBTTVNQUJPOT
t3FNFNCFSMJNJUT
t3FNFNCFSUIBUTVQQPSUJOHDMJFOUTEPFTOPU
always have ideal outcomes
t3FNFNCFSUIBUUIFQFFSSPMFJTOPUUPëY
people—people are ultimately responsible for
themselves.
t(FUIFMQJGOFFEFE
t(FUTVQQPSUJWFGFFECBDL
t3FNFNCFSUIBUUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUKPCJTUPSPMF
NPEFMTFMGDBSF

This “Read More” section accompanies 4FDUJPO4VQFSWJTJOH1FFST4VQQPSUJWF4VQFSWJTJPO, part of
the online toolkit, Building Blocks to Peer Program Success'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPO WJTJU
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_program/program_dev.
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Tasks and Tools for Developing a Supportive Approach
The list below provides tools and approaches for tasks performed during supportive supervision.
Task: Help peer manage and reduce personal and work stress
Purpose: Build trust, support peer productivity and retention, improve client outcomes
Tools: Peer check-in format, self-care plans, reflective/active listening, linking relevant personal topics
to client work
Suggested approach: Peers ultimately know what is best for them, particularly when it comes to their
personal concerns. Your presence and listening, when offered regularly and within reasonable limits,
helps peers recognize stressors, separate personal stress from work activities, and initiate plans for selfcare.
Length of time: 3-10 minutes (longer if co-constructing a self-care plan)
Task: Ask peer about successes as well as challenges (Build on peer resiliency)
Purpose: Build trust, support peer self-esteem, encourage balanced perspective, support peer retention,
reduce incidences of vicarious trauma for peers
Tools: Open-ended questions (i.e. What has been going well?)
Suggested Approach: Identify subtle successes and challenges in order to broaden peer’s understanding
of how he or she is helping clients.
Length of time: 5-8 minutes
Task: Encourage peer to present and explore work with one or more clients
Purpose: Monitor client care and improve client outcomes, support and training for peer
Tools: Open-ended questions, clarifying questions, inquiry into peer’s perspective, case presentation
format, presentation of client’s care or adherence plan
Suggested Approach: Remember the peer’s scope of work while the two of you come up with plans for
client care. Identify places in which peer’s expectations of self or client are too high or low, and how he
or she may be overextending self, or avoiding difficult client work.
Length of time: 10-20 minutes
Task: Help peer identify feelings that are affecting his or her responses to a client
Purpose: Help peer manage countertransference, reduce client drop-out rates, support peer retention
Tools: Identification and normalization of feelings, countertransference model
Suggested Approach: Verbally reflect peer’s feelings, positive and negative alike. You do not have to
analyze each feeling—you can merely note them. This demonstrates to peers that feelings are normal
and taking them into consideration is one of many ways to examine how client work is going.
Length of time: 5-10 minutes (usually happens along with client discussion above)
Building Blocks to Peer Program Success, August 2009
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Task: When a peer feels overwhelmed with job duties or client needs, help with prioritization
Purpose: Improve client outcomes, support program management, support peer retention
Tools: Time management and organizational tools and tips, share your methods
Suggested Approach: Offer your help and normalize peer’s need for help.
Length of time: 5-7 minutes (not normally necessary each meeting)
Task: Offer your suggestions in ways that reveal the way you are thinking about an issue
Purpose: Build trust, model to peer how to think critically and intuitively about work
Tools: Think “out loud”; state opinions, not facts; suggest, don’t tell; use “I” statements and “we”
statements
Suggested Approach: Ask permission to provide your input and thank peer for accepting it.
Length of time: 2-4 minutes (dispersed within meeting)
Task: Offer your constructive criticism/feedback in a transparent fashion
Purpose: Build trust, depersonalize criticism
Tools: Evaluation forms, lead with peer strengths and value to you and program, state your dilemma
(transparency)
Suggested approach: Deliver feedback honestly and respectfully. Detail how problem adversely affects
peer, the program, clients, co-workers, etc.
Length of time: 15-20 minutes when necessary
Task: Address work process issues (i.e. communication with colleagues) using a solution-focused
approach
Purpose: Support solving problems rather than assigning blame
Tools: Identification of problem or unmet needs of peer, brainstorm strategies for resolution
Suggested Approach: Reflect on peer’s feelings (i.e., frustration) in a non-judgmental way before
moving on to problem solving.
Length of time: 5-10 minutes
Task: Express your confidence and appreciation for peer
Purpose: Build trust, support peer’s self-esteem, encourage peer to take on new challenges, support
peer retention
Tools: Note peer’s strengths and efforts as soon as you notice them
Suggested Approach: Lead with what is going well.
Length of time: Throughout meeting
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Task: Monitor your internal and external responses to peer
Purpose: Maintain positive supervisor/peer relationship, support peer retention
Tools: Self-awareness activities, identification of supervisor’s countertransference
Suggested Approach: Ensure that your responses to peer consistently communicate positive regard and
respect for peer, even when offering criticism.
Length of time: Throughout meeting when necessary

Sample Supervisory Dialogues
The following sample dialogues illustrate how to put some of the approaches, methods, and tools
previously discussed into practice. The first dialogue provides commentary on how/what/why the
supervisor is responding in a particular manner, and what approach or tool he or she is using.
Supervisory Meeting: Emotionally Charged Check In/Client Mental Health Issue
Supervisor: Hi, how are you?
(Supervisor starts with a simple open-ended question.)
Peer: I am good today. The weekend was hard, because I’m still having to deal with my niece and the
guy that keeps bothering her. He has threatened to kill her again, so I had to help her get a restraining
order. It’s just so hard. I need her to be independent of me, and when this stuff happens, of course I
have to help her out (tears up).
(Supervisor nods head in sympathy)
Peer: It just makes me so mad he is doing this. I cannot for the life of me understand why she keeps
listening to him. I hope this time she stays away from him. She says she is going to. Anyway, thanks
for listening.
Supervisor: Of course. It sounds like you are trying to both help her and set your own boundaries.
Hey, remember we have that handbook on domestic violence if you ever want to borrow it.
(Supervisor offers reflective listening and also offers a resource for peer to initiate self-care. )
Peer: Oh right! I saw that. I will look at it.
Supervisor: Great. So what is going well this week with clients?
(Supervisor asks open-ended question to support peer’s sense of resilience/self-esteem and balanced
perspective. )
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Peer: Here is a success. I talked to my client, Roseanne. She is going to disclose her status publicly at
the HIV conference. I know that she is going to inspire so many people. She is doing so well! (tears
up)
Supervisor: Those seem like happy tears.
(Supervisor reflects feelings.)
Peer: Yes, they are. It is just so inspiring to work with some of these courageous women. I am
thinking of Louise, Sondra, Becky, Pauline… (names other clients as well as other peers and staff)
Supervisor: And you!
(Supervisor takes opportunity to affirm peer.)
Peer: (Smiles) And me.
Supervisor: (Smiles back) I am so happy to hear this about Roseanne. How will you support her
after she discloses?
(Supervisor offers open-ended question to help peer think about her plan for client support.)
Peer: Oh, I’ll see when the conference session is over so I can call her.
Supervisor: That sounds like an excellent idea. On another note, how is everything at the clinic?
(Another open-ended question to shift to talking about other clients.)
Peer: Going fine. I am worried about my client, Gina. She has always been so flamboyant, but lately
she has been saying some strange things, and she thinks people are out to get her.
Supervisor: That does sound disturbing. What do you think is going on?
(Supervisor affirms peers concerns and asks open-ended question to invite peer to explore her
thoughts about the situation.)
Peer: Maybe it is HIV-related dementia? She has been taking meds for so long.
Supervisor: That is an interesting thought, I didn’t think of it. That might be something to ask one
of the doctors at the clinic. I wonder if it also might be a mental health issue. You sound worried
about her. How are you doing with it?
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(Supervisor affirms peer’s perspective, and also adds her own thoughts and suggestions. She also
reflects feelings and with an open-ended question invites peer to express difficult feelings in case she
needs to do this in order to release stress.)
Peer: I just hate to see this happen to her. It is so sad. She is such a nice person. She really is. She
has helped so many other people, too (tears up). It just doesn’t seem fair.
Supervisor: It really does feel…perhaps this is too strong a word…but, tragic.
(Supervisor reflects feelings, and indicates that it is ultimately up to the peer to figure out how it feels
for the peer.)
Peer: That is not too strong a word at all. It is tragic. Thank you for saying that.
Supervisor: Of course. It makes me sad too. You seem to be feeling a little better.
(Supervisor shares in the experience with the peer and reflects the change in peer’s feelings.)
Peer: Yes. I’ll be okay with it. I guess I can only do so much, though.
Supervisor: Absolutely. I am so glad you realize that. What do you think she needs most from you?
(Another open-ended question, this time to illicit peer’s intuitive knowing.)
Peer: Just to listen to her and calm her down. Sometimes it is hard, but I can do it.
Supervisor: What works with her?
(Open-ended question to illicit peer’s perspective on how to care for client. Also illustrates to peer
that supervisor believes in peer’s ability to assess the situation.)
Peer: I guess just sitting close to her and letting her know I am listening.
Supervisor: That sounds good. You are doing a great job with her. Let me know if it gets any harder.
And, you may want to check in with the medical social worker to make sure that she knows about this
client’s fears about people wanting to get her.
(Supervisor affirms peer for her good work and indicates that she is open to talking to peer more
about it at a later date. She also suggests another action for peer to take.)
Peer: Oh, I think the social worker knows, but I’ll mention it.
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Supervisor: Great. It might be good to get her take on the issue. Anything else before we wrap up?
Peer: No. Thanks!
Supervisor: Thank you. Hey, you have a lot on your plate with your niece and a lot of heavy client
stuff. I hope you’ll find a way to do something nice for yourself this week.
(Supervisor highlights need for peer’s ongoing self-care.)
Peer: Yeah, maybe I’ll get one of those free massages at the center.
Supervisor: Sounds like a good plan.
Supervisory Meeting: Adherence Concern/Supervisor’s and Peer’s Countertransference
Supervisor: Hi, how are you?
Peer: (Big sigh and speaking with annoyance) I am okay. I am just so frustrated with my client,
Suzanne. She will not take her medication. She says she is taking it, but her viral load has
skyrocketed. She acts like she doesn’t know why, but I am not stupid, and I know why.
Supervisor: Why are you so angry with her?
(Supervisor immediately realizes her voice has an edge. She wonders to herself what is going on and
realizes she is feeling impatient with the peer. She takes a deep breath and refocuses on what peer is
trying to communicate.)
Peer: I don’t know. I guess I am feeling tired of her lying to me.
Supervisor: (Changes her tone) Oh, I see. It can be frustrating when someone seems to think they
need to hide the truth from you. Is that possibly how you are feeling?
Peer: Yes, come to think of it, I don’t feel trusted. I have done so much for her. And I haven’t done
anything to make her feel like I can’t be trusted. What am I supposed to do?
Supervisor: This really is a hard situation for you to be in with her. As matter of fact, it might be
hard for any of us. What is it like for you when someone doesn’t seem to trust you?
Peer: (Thinks for a moment) You know, I guess I hate it. Sometimes my boyfriend doesn’t trust me
and that drives me crazy. I get pretty upset.
Supervisor: So when this client acts like this, it may bring up similar feelings?
Building Blocks to Peer Program Success, August 2009
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Peer: I hadn’t thought about that. I think I get more angry at my boyfriend. But you might be on to
something.
Supervisor: Maybe, and maybe not. Again, it would be hard for a lot of people to be on the
receiving end of this lack of trust. I know I’d find it challenging. It must be hard to conceal your
frustration when this client acts this way.
Peer: Yes it is…Oh, is this countertransference?
Supervisor: Could be. What do you imagine is going on for her around the medication? I bet you
are worried.
Peer: (Quiet for a moment) She probably just doesn’t want to take those horse pills. The truth is,
I have missed some doses lately, too. (becomes quiet and teary) I know I’m supposed to have it all
together, but it is so hard to take them every single day of my life.
Supervisor: Sounds like you are being hard on yourself. Those meds can be really tough, and no one
is expected to be perfect.
Peer: Yes, I guess so. But then there is the resistance problem.
Supervisor: Are you worried about yourself or your client?
Peer: Both of us, I guess. Well, I’ll be able to manage, but I don’t know about her.
Supervisor: What helps you get back on track?
Peer: Well, talking about it helps. I feel better right now.
Supervisor: I’m glad. What do you think would help your client?
Peer: I don’t know. Talking about it?
Supervisor: Maybe you can share a little of your own struggle, of course, only if you feel comfortable
sharing it with her.
Peer: Oh, I can do that. But without telling her everything about me.
Supervisor: No need to tell her everything. And, I know you’ll remember she has to be the one who
decides to change.
Peer: Right, right.
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Supervisor: Well, as you may have already guessed, this could be another part of your countertransference with her. You can identify with her issue, and you get angry at her, like you get at
yourself.
Peer: Oh my gosh. I really do. That is so unfair to her.
Supervisor: Okay, no need to be hard on yourself, here. It is normal for you to have feelings come
up, and you are doing a good job today addressing them here. You are doing your job just fine.
Peer: (Sigh of relief ) Okay, I think I can help her. (smiles)
Supervisor: You are doing a great job. Hey, are you getting support for yourself around the meds
issue?
Peer: I am talking to you, the other peers, and my doctor knows.
Supervisor: Great, I’m glad to hear it. We need to wrap up. Anything else?
Peer: That is all for this week. I’ll save another client issue for the peer meeting.
Supervisor: Oh good. See you then.

Supervisory Meeting: Self-Care Plan/Client Crisis and Harm Reduction Approach
Supervisor: Hello, How are you this week?
Peer: Fine. I had a good weekend. Got some rest.
Supervisor: Sounds good. We didn’t have time to check in about your self-care plan last week. How
is that going for you?
Peer: It is pretty good. It is hard to keep up with the water thing, but I am taking a walk twice a
week for my work break.
Supervisor: Awesome! How do you like it?
Peer: I like it. It is easier when I can get someone to walk with me.
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Supervisor: Whatever it takes! What is hard about the water thing?
Peer: Well, I just don’t like the taste of water and I’d rather drink soda!
Supervisor: Your goal was to drink two glasses per day. Is that working?
Peer: Yes, actually I am doing that.
Supervisor: Well then, you are meeting both of your goals.
Peer: (Smiles) Yes, I guess you are right. I have a client I need to talk to you about. Do you know
who Shelley is? Well, she came in last week after she had been drinking. I could smell it. She came
back after the support group was over and started saying to me that she “didn’t want to be here
anymore.” I know that she has attempted suicide in the past so it worried me. I just don’t know how
to help her.
Supervisor: So let me get this straight. Shelley came to the support group last Wednesday and then
left and came back?
Peer: Right.
Supervisor: I know you want to address how to help her, but first I want to check in about the
suicidal comments. Do you remember more about what she actually said?
Peer: She just seemed really upset that she has HIV and said she was going to die, and she said she
didn’t want to be here anymore. She also said that she wouldn’t tell me if she was going to try to kill
herself because she knows that I’ll tell someone. I just don’t understand because she has never been
upset like this before about the HIV.
Supervisor: When was she diagnosed? Recently, right?
Peer: She was diagnosed early last year. I guess that is pretty recent.
Supervisor: I wonder if she is starting to have more feelings come up about HIV.
Peer: Yeah, that could be. And, in the educational part of support group, we talked a lot about
medication and side effects, so she might be reacting to that.
Supervisor: Oh, yes. That is a good point.
Peer: Maybe that is why she took a drink after the group.
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Supervisor: I wonder that, too. How did she leave that day?
Peer: Kind of upset.
Supervisor: Have you seen or talked to her since?
Peer: Yes, I tried to call her that evening and the next day. She never answered.
Supervisor: That was great that you tried twice. I assume you’ll keep trying. Do you remember what
to do if someone says suicidal things?
Peer: Yes. See if it is serious, like if they have a plan and they are going to do it, call 911 and you or
the social worker.
Supervisor: Right on. How serious did you think she was?
Peer: Not very. And she didn’t say she was going to do anything, really.
Supervisor: I always think it is a good idea to ask direct questions about these things. My
philosophy is that people feel taken seriously when we’re direct with them about this stuff. And, I
think they feel more cared about.
Peer: It is hard, because I don’t want to suggest anything, or assume anything. But I hear what you
are saying.
Supervisor: I hear what you are saying, too. It can be an awkward conversation. What about the
drinking? Did you say anything?
Peer: I asked her if she took a drink and she said yes. She said that it helps her with her chronic
pain. I told her that alcohol doesn’t cure pain. She said she knew that and her doctor just prescribed
medication.
Supervisor: I am glad you mentioned all that—a good example of being direct! You also may want
to ask her if she knows whether it is okay to drink alcohol while taking the medication.
Peer: I’ll write that down. I guess we can also ask her doctor or pharmacist.
Supervisor: Sounds good. Good work. I hope you will keep being direct with her like that. Tell me
more about your concern with the drinking.
Peer: I don’t think she drinks a whole lot. But I am not sure what to do about her coming in with it
on her breath. Do I have to do something?
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Supervisor: You do not have to as long as she is not acting unsafe or disturbing others. But I wonder
how much it disturbs you.
Peer: I feel okay about it. She didn’t seem drunk or anything.
Supervisor: Let me know if this continues with her, or gets worse. You may want to ask her if she
wants help or needs a referral. As for helping her in general, what might she need from you right
now?
Peer: Hmmm…. I guess she might need me to tell her more about HIV and the medication. I am
not sure that she really knows how the disease and the meds works. And, we’ll keep talking. Also, she
is coming to support group and I see her there.
Supervisor: That all sounds like a good plan for her. How often do you see or talk to her outside
support group?
Peer: Not so much.
Supervisor: This is someone who may need a little more contact, like a weekly check-in call and an
occasional visit. What do you think?
Peer: I think that it would help. I’ll start calling her on Mondays.
Supervisor: Sounds good. You are doing a really good job with her. There is a lot going on and you
are juggling it well. You may want to check in with her social worker soon to touch base.
Peer: Yes, I’ll do that when I am at the clinic.

Supervisory Meeting: Managing Boundary Concerns While Developing Peer Skills
Below is an example of how a supervisor might address a potential boundary issue between a peer
and a client during a supervisory session. In this dialogue, the peer raises concerns that involve the
peer personally and, with the help of some supervisory guidance, can begin to see the complexity of
the relationships between peer colleagues as well as with clients. It is noteworthy to point out the
opportunity that the supervisor has to help the peer not only reflect on his/her role in relation to the
client, but also on Monique’s position as a peer colleague.
Supervisor: Hello. How are you this week?
Peer: Good. I had a good weekend. Went out with some friends.
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Supervisor: Sounds like fun.
Peer: It was. (pause) I actually saw one of our clients, not mine, but Monique’s. (pause) We happened
to be at the same party.
Supervisor: Really. What was that like?
Peer: A little weird, but that client lives near me, so I see her sometimes on the street. This is the first
time I saw her at a party.
Supervisor: You said, ‘a little weird’. Want to say more about it?
Peer: Well, she was drinking and all over this guy I know. It was a little uncomfortable.
Supervisor: mmm (nods)
Peer: You know, I’m not working on the weekends and I don’t have to be responsible for other people,
especially when they’re not my clients
Supervisor: True. You’re not working on the weekends and you aren’t responsible for others’ behavior.
Peer: Right! But, I feel like I know something and it feels like she’s watching me and wondering what
I might say to this guy she’s with. I know them; they’re people I hang out with, and I know what
they’re doing and it makes me feel like I have to say something.
Supervisor: It’s not your responsibility to stop somebody else’s behavior, and sometimes we get
information that puts us in a bind. It sounds like you’re in a bind.
Peer: I am in a bind. I want to tell this guy that I know she’s positive, cause I want to protect him; I
want to tell her to stop drinking and think about what she’s doing and I want to tell Monique what
her client is up to.
Supervisor: You are really in a tough spot. What do you think the client is thinking?
Peer: I am sure she is wondering if I have said all that stuff that I wanted to. I didn’t, but I am really
frustrated and don’t know what I will do when I see her again. I really want to tell Monique so she
can deal with her client.
Supervisor: You have a lot of feelings about this.
Peer: I do, because she is a lot like I was, and she should be taking care of herself and care about
others too.
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Supervisor: I understand that this is complicated for you because of your own experience, but it’s not
our job as peers and caregivers to tell others what to do. People have to make their own choices even
if we don’t agree with them.
Peer: I know. I realize that I can’t say anything to the client or the guy I know, but what would
happen if I talked to Monique about this client?
Supervisor: What do you think this would accomplish?
Peer: Monique would know what is going on with this client.
Supervisor: What makes you think this client hasn’t shared information with Monique?
Peer: I didn’t think of that.
Supervisor: By sharing this information with Monique, you might be hurting Monique’s relationship
with this client or your relationship with Monique.
Peer: What do you mean?
Supervisor: Well, Monique has an established relationship with this client and I imagine she is
working hard with her, and if you tell Monique, it might be hard for Monique to work with her
knowing that this client is possibly hiding something from her. Your relationship with Monique may
be affected as well, because it might make Monique feel as if she is supposed to do something about
her client’s behavior, which we know is not the basis of a good peer-client relationship.
Peer: This is really tough for me and I am not sure I agree with you, but you’re my supervisor, so I
won’t say anything, but I’m not happy about it.
Supervisor: I can hear that and it is ok to be frustrated and uncomfortable about the bind that this
puts you in. Sharing your concerns in here with me might help you understand your feelings about it
and might let this client figure this out her own way in her own time.
Peer: I may need to talk about this a lot.
Supervisor: That’s fine with me.
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In this dialogue, notice how the supervisor asks questions and responds to the peer. The supervisor
is able to help the peer realize that perhaps there are other options that can better support clients.
Although, there is a difference of opinion, the supervisor acknowledges the peer and allows the peer
to utilize supervision to express his or her concerns on an ongoing basis. This helps to ensure that
the peer is being heard and supported while managing the clear expectations of maintaining the
confidentiality of the client. This could have easily become a struggle or conflict between the peer and
the supervisor, but by acknowledging the frustration of the peer, helping the peer reflect on Monique’s
role and offering the safe space of supervision, the meeting ended with a productive outcome.

This “Read More” section accompanies Section 6.2 Supervising Peers: Supportive Supervision,
part of the online toolkit, Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_program/program_dev.
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Structured Group Supervision
A four-phased model, ‘Structured Group
Supervision’, gives an individual peer the
opportunity to share and receive feedback from
more than one person. The individual peer is
able to experience uninterrupted group attention,
and at the same time, it benefits all members of
the group. The group supervision process can
help build a shared identity among coworkers and
can be facilitated by a leader without expertise
in clinical supervision. It is, however, essential
to the process that the facilitator preserves a
safe, constructive environment for discussing
difficulties in working with clients. Each phase
requires 10 to 15 minutes of group time, and the
facilitator is responsible for timekeeping and for
monitoring the questioning and discussion.

PHASE ONE: Presentation and Requestfor-Assistance Statement
The presenter describes a case, addressing the
following questions:
t8IBUBSFUIFGBDUT
t)PXEJEUIFTJUVBUJPOBSJTF 
t8IBUTQFDJëDBMMZEP*XBOUIFMQXJUIJOUIJT
DBTF 

t"TTFTTJOHPSDIBSBDUFSJ[JOHBDMJFOUTOFFET
t'BDJMJUBUJOHBDMJFOUTQSPHSFTT
t0WFSDPNJOHBQFSDFJWFECMPDL
t1SPDFTTJOHIJTPSIFSFNPUJPOBMSFBDUJPOUPB
client
t%FWFMPQJOHTQFDJëDDPVOTFMJOHTLJMMT
t8PSLJOHFêFDUJWFMZJODPMMBCPSBUJPOXJUI
DPMMFBHVFTPSPUIFSTUBêNFNCFST

1
 )"4&5802VFTUJPOJOH1FSJPEBOE
Identification of Focus
Supervision group members question the
presenter in order to obtain additional
information and/or better understand and clarify
issues involved in the request for assistance. This
is done in round-robin fashion, with each group
member asking one question in turn. If necessary
the first member to ask questions begins the
second round of questions, until the group feels
it fully understands the focus of the request for
assistance. The identification of focus will impact
on the discussion in the next phase.

PHASE THREE: Feedback Statements
BOE%JTDVTTJPO

The information may be written up in advance if  %VSJOHUIJTQIBTFUIFQSFTFOUFSJTJOTUSVDUFE
the group wishes. Following the presentation of
to remain silent and listen without responding
the summary information, the presenter makes
immediately to feedback. However, the presenter
a specific request for assistance with the case.
may take notes. After a brief pause, the facilitator
Specific requests may concern:
asks the group members to make constructive
suggestions, taking turns in round-robin fashion.
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These suggestions should be phrased as “I …”
statements. It may be preferable to talk about the
presenter in the third person rather than addressing
him/her directly. The facilitator does not engage in
discussion, but needs to monitor the group process,
discouraging judgmental comments and overly
harsh criticism. If necessary, the facilitator may ask
a member to rephrase his or her feedback so that it
addresses the presenter’s request for assistance.
A pause period then follows (2-3 minutes) to give
the presenter time to process the emergent material.
The group should remain silent, perhaps reviewing
and adding to notes, during the pause.

Sylvia Young (right) talks with two peer
BEWPDBUFTBU803-%

PHASE FOUR: Presenter’s responses
The presenter responds to the feedback with regard
to which aspects were helpful, and is encouraged
to say why the feedback and discussion was or was
not beneficial. The facilitator may allow an open
discussion period following the completion of the
four phases, should time allow.
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The one piece of advice I would
give to a peer supervisor is to have
compassion for the peers who are
doing this work because they are
living with a life-threatening,
chronic illness, and challenges will
come up.
Sylvia Young
Peer Supervisor
803-%
Oakland, CA
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Phase
Presentation &
request assistance
(10 – 15 min)

Presenter
Group
t1SFTFOUTFMFDUFE Take notes
case
t3FRVFTU
assistance in
area of concern

Facilitator
t"TLQSFTFOUFSUP
begin
t&OTVSFUIBUPOMZ
presenter speaks

Answer questions

Ask clarifying
questions, each
person taking a
turn as long as
necessary

Provide suggestions
and insights

Take notes
Review notes

Presenter’s
response
(10 – 15 min)

Give time
to assimilate
suggestions and
insights
Identify benefits
of suggestions and
insights

Give feedback,
each person
taking a turn
Remain silent

t.POJUPSUJNF
t&OTVSFUIBUPOF
person has the
floor
t$POUJOVF
questions until no
more questions
.POJUPSUJNF

Optional
discussion
(10 – 15 min)

t1SPDFTTUIFTFTTJPO Free discussion
t*EFOUJGZCFOFëUT
for group

2VFTUJPOT
focusing
(10 – 15 min)

Feedback
statements
(10 – 15 min)
Pause period
(2 – 3 min)

Purpose
t1SPWJEFHSPVQ
with info about
case or problem
t*EFOUJGZTQFDJëD
nature of request
for assistance
t(BUIFSNPSF
information
t$POTUSVDUHSPVQ
understanding of
case and specific
request

Respond to
suggestions and
insights

-JTUFO

Free discussion

Ask group to pause
.POJUPSUJNF
t.POJUPSUJNF
t&OTVSFUIBUPOMZ
presenter has the
floor
.POJUPSUJNF
One speaker at a
time

3FGFSFODF8JMCVS .1 3PCFSUT8JMCVS + .PSSJT +3 BOE)BSU (.  4USVDUVSFEHSPVQTVQFSWJTJPOUIFPSZBOE
QSBDUJDFɨF+PVSOBMGPS4QFDJBMJTUTJO(SPVQ8PSL   o"EBQUFECZɨVMBOJ7B[J 1TZDIPTPDJBM8FMMOFTT$PPSEJOBUPS 
*OUFSOBUJPOBM$FOUFSGPS"*%4$BSFBOE5SFBUNFOU1SPHSBNT .BJMNBO4DIPPMPG1VCMJD)FBMUI $PMVNCJB6OJWFSTJUZ

ɨJTi3FBE.PSFwTFDUJPOBDDPNQBOJFT4FDUJPO4VQFSWJTJOH1FFST4VQQPSUJWF4VQFSWJTJPO,
part of the online toolkit, Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_program/program_dev.
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Sylvia Young (left) with Anna Jackson, FCN
$POTVNFS5BTL'PSDFBOE3FUSFBU$PPSEJOBUPS

I hope everyone understands the
importance of mental health
supervision. I need that support.
This is hard work. I wouldn’t be here
anymore if I didn¹t have it.

Sylvia Young
1FFS"EWPDBUF1SPHSBN.BOBHFS
803-%
Oakland, CA

Although much of this guide is focused on developing peer
programs that utilize an asset-based approach to program
development by building programs from the resources that are
readily available, it should be noted that while clinical supervision
for peers is ideal, it may not be realistic, given budget constraints.
It is important for programs to have an understanding of clinical
supervision so that if resources permit, programs can invest in this
level of support for their peers.
Some peer support programs are able to provide clinical supervision
by a licensed clinical provider who may or may not be part of the
organization. The following outlines a model and limited guide to
providing clinical supervision for peers.
A clinical supervisor is defined as someone who is licensed by the
state in which he or she practices clinical work and is in the position
to provide guidance and direction to both clinical and nonclinical
staff. In general, clinical supervisors have been in practice for at
least five years.
Below is a comparison of clinical supervision for prelicensed
practitioners versus clinical supervision for peers.
Clinical supervision for prelicensed practitioners:
t1SPWJEFTJOEJWJEVBMJ[FETVQQPSUBOEUSBJOJOH
t"MMPXTGPSDMPTFNPOJUPSJOHPGDBTFMPBE
t"TTJTUTTVQFSWJTFFJOQSPWJEJOHBDDVSBUFEJBHOPTFT
t"TTJTUTTVQFSWJTFFJOGPSNJOHBUSFBUNFOUQMBO
t)FMQTTVQFSWJTFFNBOBHFGFFMJOHTUIBUBSJTFBCPVUUPXBSETDMJFOUT
(countertransference).
t)FMQTTVQFSWJTFFNBOBHFGFFMJOHTUIBUBSJTFGSPNUIFDMJFOUBCPVU
toward the supervisee (transference).
t5FBDIFTTVQFSWJTFFIPXUPNPOJUPSUIFSBQJTUDMJFOUJOUFSQFSTPOBM
dynamic and intervene therapeutically when difficult interactions
arise.
t4VQQPSUTTVQFSWJTFFJOJEFOUJGZJOHBOEBEESFTTJOHXPSLTUSFTTSFMBUFE
to working with clients with significant life stressors.
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t)FMQTTVQFSWJTFFNBJOUBJOSFBMJTUJDFYQFDUBUJPOTGPSTFMGBOEDMJFOUT
t)FMQTTVQFSWJTFFJEFOUJGZBOECVJMEPOXIBUXPSLTXJUIDMJFOUT
t&OTVSFTUIBUTVQFSWJTFFXPSLTXJUIJOTDPQFPGQSBDUJDFBOENBLFT
appropriate referrals when necessary.
t&WBMVBUFTTVQFSWJTFFGPSFWFOUVBMMJDFOTVSF
Similarly, clinical supervision for peers:

5XPQFFSTBU$ISJTUJFT1MBDF

Supervision has been an ongoing
issue for us. There are challenges of
boundaries, there’s countertransference.
So we hired a clinician supervisor,
an MFT with 20 years of clinical
supervision experience. With her
counseling background, she’s able to
provide a higher level of supervision
and support to the peers.
&MJ[BCFUI#SPTOBO
&YFDVUJWF%JSFDUPS
$ISJTUJFT1MBDF 4BO%JFHP

t1SPWJEFTJOEJWJEVBMJ[FETVQQPSUBOEUSBJOJOH
t"MMPXTGPSDMPTFNPOJUPSJOHPGDBTFMPBE
t$BOBTTJTUQFFSJOGPSNJOHDMJFOUDBSFQMBOT
t)FMQTQFFSNBOBHFGFFMJOHTUIBUBSJTFBCPVUUPXBSETDMJFOUT
t4VQQPSUTQFFSJOJEFOUJGZJOHBOEBEESFTTJOHXPSLTUSFTTSFMBUFEUP
working with clients with significant life stressors.
t)FMQTQFFSJEFOUJGZBOECVJMEPOXIBUXPSLTXJUIDMJFOUT
t)FMQTQFFSNBJOUBJOBQQSPQSJBUFFYQFDUBUJPOTGPSTFMGBOEDMJFOUT
t&OTVSFTUIBUQFFSTUBZTXJUIJOTDPQFPGXPSLBOENBLFTBQQSPQSJBUF
referrals when necessary.
t$BOCFVTFEBTBWFOVFGPSTVQQPSUJOHQFFSTQSPGFTTJPOBM
development.
 )PXFWFS DMJOJDBMTVQFSWJTJPOGPSQFFST
t%PFTOPUEJBHOPTFDMJFOUT
t%PFTOPUUSFBUDMJFOUT BMUIPVHIUIFZNBZDPNFVQXJUIBQMBOGPS
care and support.
t3BUIFSUIBOGPDVTJOHPOIFMQJOHQFFSTJOUFSWFOFPODFBEJïDVMU
interpersonal dynamic arises, helps peers proactively navigate client
SFMBUJPOTIJQTJOXIJDICPUIìFYJCJMJUZBOEHPPECPVOEBSJFTBSF
important. When a difficult dynamic arises, supportive supervisors
help peers address difficulties in practical ways.
t)FMQTJEFOUJGZBOEBEESFTTQFSTPOBMTUSFTTBTXFMMBTXPSLSFMBUFE
stress to a limited degree.
t)FMQTMJOLQFSTPOBMFYQFSJFODFBOELOPXMFEHFUPQFFSTXPSLXJUI
clients, but with a clear understanding of the boundaries and limits
of the peer support provided (based on the peer role).

Clinical Case Consultation
Case consultation is the section of clinical supervision where peers
present their client work in a clinical framework. In general, it can
follow the case discussion framework below:
Building Blocks to Peer Program Success, August 2009
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t/BSSBUJWFEFTDSJQUJPO
Basic history or client story
t$VSSFOUJTTVF
 $MJFOURVFTUJPOTDPODFSOT
 4VQFSWJTFFRVFTUJPOTDPODFSOT
t4VQFSWJTFFTUIPVHIUTSFBDUJPOT
 5SBOTGFSFODF
Countertransference
t"DUJPOQMBOOJOH
What is the plan to address:
Client needs
Supervisee needs

Although it is important that the peer not diagnose the
client, clinical supervision can offer an opportunity for
the peer to learn about mental health issues. In this
way, peers may have a better understanding of their
clients and the referrals they are offered and may be able
to troubleshoot any obstacles for that client in seeking
additional care.
 FBE.PSFɨF$PBDIJOH.PEFMGPS$MJOJDBM
3
Supervision contains more information about the
clinical supervision model.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Read More

Additional Supervision Sections
t4VQFSWJTJOH1FFST*OUSPEVDUJPO

t5IFDPBDIJOHNPEFMGPSTVQQPSUJWFTVQFSWJTJPO

t"ENJOJTUSBUJWF4VQFSWJTJPO

t5SPVCMFTIPPUJOHEJGmDVMUDBTFTBOETVQQPSUJOH
QFFSFGGPSUT

t4VQQPSUJWF4VQFSWJTJPO

t3FDPHOJ[JOHBOEBEESFTTJOHDPVOUFSUSBOTGFSFODF
t5BTLTBOEUPPMTGPSEFWFMPQJOHBTVQQPSUJWF
BQQSPBDI
t1FFSTVQQPSUHSPVQTBOETUSVDUVSFEHSPVQ
TVQFSWJTJPO

Resources

t'SBNFXPSLGPSTVQQPSUJWFTVQFSWJTJPODBTF
EJTDVTTJPO +3*
t'SBNFXPSLGPSDMJOJDBMDBTFDPOTVMUBUJPOUPPM
+3*
t"ENJOJTUSBUJWFTVQFSWJTJPOUPPMT 5IF-PUVT
1SPKFDU
t4VQQPSUJWFTVQFSWJTJPOUPPMT 5IF-PUVT1SPKFDU
t4VQFSWJTJPO5PPMT 5IF1"$51SPKFDU

t$MJOJDBM4VQFSWJTJPO

Further Reading
t+BOJOF.#FSOBSEBOE3PEOFZ,(PPEZFBS 
Fundamentals of Clinical Supervision OE&EJUJPO 
t.BSJKBOF'BMMBOE+BDL4VUUPO Clinical Supervision:
A Handbook for Practitioners 6OJWFSTJUZPG4PVUIFSO
.BJOF
t/BUJPOBM"*"3FTPVSDF$FOUFSi#VJMEJOH6QPOUIF
6OJRVF4USFOHUITPG1FFS8PSLFSTwNewsletter of The
National Abandoned Infants Assistance Resource
Center 7PMVNF /P 'BMM
t.JDIBFM+"VTUJO ,BSFO.)PQLJOT Supervision
as Collaboration in the Human Services: Building a
Learning Culture 1SFWJFXCPPL.
t+BNFT.#FOTIPGG i1FFS$POTVMUBUJPOBTB'PSN
PG4VQFSWJTJPO wCYC online: Reading for Child and
Youth Care Workers,*TTVF "VHVTU

This section is part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information,
visit IUUQXXXIEXHPSHQFFS@DFOUFSQSPHSBN@EFW .
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Coaching Model for Clinical Supervision
The coaching model below illustrates some key approaches to clinical supervision meetings with peers.

Clinical Supervision Model

23"+%&'405"4
67+$"

-.*/,&'(
$.&0+,&1"&0

8'"&/+46"9&'

Continuous
Feedback
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Creating the Space
As a clinical supervisor, it is important to
invite peers into a space that is designated as
“protected,” allowing the peer to be vulnerable
and share how work is affecting his or her
personal life. In this way, the supervisor
can learn what struggles the peer faces and
reduce the possibility that the peer will
act them out negatively toward the client
(countertransference). In this space, the peer is
able to talk openly about anxieties and concerns,
knowing that the supportive supervisor will be
empathic. Creating this space, however, does
not rule out the necessity of “breaking” that
space, meaning that in the event of a misuse of
the peer-provider relationship, the supportive
supervisor will need to break confidentiality
(e.g., the same situation applies to breaking a
boundary with a client - see Read More: Tasks
and Tools for Developing a Supportive Approach
for an example dialog which addresses a potential
boundary issue.)
This is similar to the supportive supervision
approach. However, clinical supervisors have
the added skills to more deeply help the peer to
reflect on why their work is affecting them in a
particular way and to make the necessary clinical
referrals to therapy or additional counseling if
warranted.

Agenda Setting
It is important to set an agenda with the peer
even if it is loosely articulated so that both the
peer and supervisor know what will be discussed.
The peer should be involved in the agenda setting
since the primary role of supportive supervisor

Building Blocks to Peer Program Success, August 2009

is to give guidance to the peer in areas where the
peer feels vulnerable or is requesting support.
The supervisor can and should raise issues that
may be challenging or difficult for the peer and
where the peer may be reticent. However, these
issues should be raised in a safe, nonjudgmental
way so that the peer is able to explore his or
her reactions and responses as they relate to
clients and work. Some agenda items may be
standardized and become part of each supervisory
session such as:
t$MJFOUTVDDFTTFT
t$MJFOUDBTFDPOTVMUBUJPO
t3FTPVSDFT
t3FGFSSBMTUPPVUTJEFUIFSBQFVUJDPSDPVOTFMJOH
providers

Clinical Case Consultation
Case consultation is the section of clinical
supervision where peers present their client work
in a clinical framework. In general, it can follow
the case discussion framework below:
t/BSSBUJWFEFTDSJQUJPO
Basic history or client story
t$VSSFOUJTTVF
Client questions/concerns
Supervisee questions/concerns
t4VQFSWJTFFTUIPVHIUTSFBDUJPOT
Transference
Countertransference
t"DUJPOQMBOOJOH
What is the plan to address:
Client needs
Supervisee needs
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Reflecting and Planning
Allowing the peer to reflect upon his or her client
work encourages exploration both in planning
for client care and raising awareness of important
issues that are affecting the peer. In this way, the
peer has a place to reflect and learn and is freed
VQUPFOHBHFXJUIUIFDMJFOUBUUIFDMJFOUTQBDF
and readiness.

Holding/Containment
ɨFUFSN AIPMEJOHPSDPOUBJONFOUSFGFSTUPUIF
environment in which the clinical supervisor
uses themselves and the supervision time as
mechanisms to give the peer opportunities to
express how the work with the client affects
them. There is potential for peers to experience
unconscious triggers that may cause a reaction

that, when unaddressed, may create a response
that may overstep a boundary with a client.
These triggers are often due to the peer being
in a similar situation (either due to HIV status,
addiction history, mental health history or other
QIZTJDBMIFBMUIJTTVF A)PMEJOHPS$POUBJONFOU
is a metaphor for having the supervisor hold and
contain, but in reality, help manage the feelings
or reactions of the peer with issues that come up
as a result of working with clients. These issues
are held and contained as they are being worked
through in clinical supervision. Having the
opportunity to share openly feelings that may
emerge in a safe space with a safe person reduces
the likelihood that those unconscious triggers
will result in breaking a boundary with the client.
There are times when a clinical supervisor might
refer a peer for additional therapeutic/outside
counseling support, if necessary.

This “Read More” section accompanies Section 6.3 Supervising Peers: Clinical Supervision, part of the
online toolkit, Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit
http://www.hdwg.org/peer_program/program_dev.
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Introduction
There are many reasons why evaluating a peer program is
worth an organization’s time, energy, and money. For example,
an organization may want to know how effective peers are in
enhancing retention of patients in HIV medical care, or what
teaching strategies are most cost-effective in peer-led treatment
adherence education support groups. The need may be as simple as
learning if and how peers successfully meet client needs.

A goal without a plan is just a wish.

Antoine de Saint-Exupery
(1900 – 1944)

Often when a program attempts to answer these types of questions,
it relies on anecdotal evidence and educated guesses from its staff.
While staff members’ input into program evaluation is important,
it is best not to use it as the only evaluation tool. Staff members’
impressions can be limited because they usually have a vested
interest in program success, and because they provide partial views
of program operations. As an alternative, evaluation questions are
often best answered by using data from a variety of sources and
using proven methods that are user-friendly, unbiased, and based on
systematic principles.
This section provides an overview of how to document and measure
the activities and results of a peer program. The information is
intended for program directors or managers, clinical providers,
and peers. It is appropriate for people who are relatively new to
the field of evaluation and want to learn how to monitor progress
towards meeeting peer-related program objectives and goals (process
evaluation). It also provides guidance on how to assess the impact
HIV-positive peers have on HIV-positive clients receiving services
and related outcomes, either at an organizational or systems level
(outcomes evaluation). This section is not intended to replace the
need for a trained evaluator for more advanced practices, but should
equip program practitioners with the tools to conduct some basic
evaluation activities to measure the effectiveness of a peer program.
The information in this section will position the organization to
build upon existing systems using proven evaluation methods.
Essential information will be provided in the text with links to more
advanced information, examples of tools, and references as needed.
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This section will help to answer the following questions:

TIP
Please note that your funder or
other key stakeholders may have
required evaluation guidelines. Any
suggestions in this guide are not
meant to replace what is required
for your particular program. Be sure
to check with your funding agency
or project officer to get specific
guidelines that fulfill your contract.

t8IBUEPXFXBOUUPNFBTVSFXJUIPVSQFFSQSPHSBNT (Section
7.1: Choosing the Outcomes to Measure)
t)PXEPXFEFTJHOFWBMVBUJPORVFTUJPOT (Section 7.1: Choosing
the Outcomes to Measure)
t8IBUJTBMPHJDNPEFMBOEIPXDBOXFBQQMZJUUPQFFSQSPHSBNT 
(Section 7.2: Introduction to Logic Models)
t8IBUEBUBDPMMFDUJPONFUIPETDBOXFVTFUPNPOJUPSBOEFWBMVBUF
QFFSQSPHSBNT (Section 7.3: Data Collection)
t)PXDBOXFBOBMZ[FBOEVTFUIFSFTVMUTUPTIBQFQSPHSBN
JNQSPWFNFOUT JOGPSNQPMJDZ BOEPCUBJOGVUVSFGVOEJOH (Section
7.4: Analyzing and Disseminating Evaluation Results)
t8IBUSFTPVSDFT JODMVEJOHTUBê EPXFOFFEUPJNQMFNFOU
BOFWBMVBUJPOTZTUFN (Section 7.5: Evaluation and Resource
Planning)
t)PXDBOXFFOTVSFUIBUUIFQSPHSBNFWBMVBUJPOTBGFHVBSETQBUJFOU
DPOëEFOUJBMJUZ (Section 7.6: Protection of Human Subjects and
Evaluation)
t8IFSFDBOXFHPGPSBEEJUJPOBMSFTPVSDFTBOEJOGPSNBUJPO 
(Program Resources for Section 7 Evaluating Peer Programs.)
Consider using this section to build upon what is already in
place for evaluating program within the organization. If one
is developing a new peer program, think about how existing
monitoring systems within the organization can be adapted to
track peer activities. Finding ways to integrate a peer program
evaluation with overall agency evaluation is a best practice. This
can save time and energy and prevent duplication of effort. Some
of these systems may be labeled within an organization as Quality
Improvement or Quality Assurance. See the Read More section:
Differences Between Program Evaluation and Quality Assurance...
for distinctions between the two.
A first step is to contact the person(s) responsible for program
activities and discuss how evaluating a peer program can be
integrated into the current evaluations system for HIV services.
For example, if a primary care clinic is currently monitoring the
frequency of patient visits, then the peer program evaluation can
compare number of visits by those patients with a peer and those
without. Or if patient satisfaction surveys are conducted, one may
want to include questions on that survey regarding interactions
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with peers. A user-friendly database tracking system
that could incorporate peer program information
may already exist. Staff may conduct chart audits
for HIV-positive patients, and a peer program could
utilize these audits to obtain information on clients
participating in the program. Lastly, there may
be resources to conduct a written questionnaire
but the staff is unsure if the questions are unbiased
and asked in an accurate way to capture the desired
information and understand and measure the
impact of the peer program.

The field of evaluation is based on scientific
principles and practices that, when followed
consistently, will prove useful and dependable. The
selection of particular methods should represent the
optimum balance between scientific rigor and practical
feasibility, given the program’s evaluation goals and realworld constraints.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Read More
tDifferences between program evaluation and quality
assurance and improvement

Additional Evaluation Sections
t&WBMVBUJOHQFFSQSPHSBNT*OUSPEVDUJPO
t7.1 Choosing the outcomes to measure
t7.2 Logic models for peer programs
t7.3 Data collection methods
t7.4 Analyzing and disseminating evaluation results
t7.5 Resource planning
t7.6 Human subjects protection and evaluation

Resources
tSample forms for documenting peer work
tLogic Model Brainstorm (The Lotus Project)
t)*7QSJNBSZDBSFRVBMJUZBTTVSBODFQSPHSBN
summary (Kansas City Free Health Clinic)
tProcess evaluation plan (People to People)
t)*7QBUJFOUTBUJTGBDUJPOTVSWFZ&OHMJTIBOE4QBOJTI
(Kansas City Free Health Clinic)
tTreatment adherence survey (Kansas City Free
Health Clinic)
t Communicating and reporting plan (Kansas City
Free Health Clinic)
tFocus group guidelines (Kansas City Free Health
Clinic)
tPeer focus group guide (Massachussetts
Department of Public Health)
t&YBNQMFPGBRVBMJUBUJWFTUVEZEFTJHOBOEJOUFSWJFX
guide
tProgram evaluation resources
t7BMJEBUFEFWBMVBUJPOJOTUSVNFOUT

This section is part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information,
visit http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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Differences Between Program Evaluation and
Quality Assurance and Improvement
For many organizations, evaluation is already an essential component of your HIV program(s).
Some organizations may call it quality management, some may call it quality improvement, and
some are tracking numbers, demographics and services offered or accessed. All of these are a form of
evaluating your program and each provides different data which can be used to revise and improve
programs and services. In the literature, there are different terms that can be used to describe
evaluation activities. There are a wide variety of evaluation designs including continuous quality
improvement methods. The chart below describes the differences between program evaluation and
continuous quality improvement.
Program evaluation may be seen as an extension of program quality assurance, quality
management, or quality improvement activities.
Differences between Program Evaluation and Quality Assurance and Improvement1
Program Evaluation
Quality Assurance/Improvement
1. Conducted independently of routine
1. Conducted as part of routine program
program activities
activities
2. Performed by program staff, dedicated
2. Performed by program staff or internal
evaluation staff, or consultants
evaluation staff
3. Designed to answer specific questions about 3. Designed to ensure that program meets or
program implementation, acceptability,
exceeds quality standards and benchmarks
effectiveness, and/or relevance.
in order to continuously improve service
delivery
4. Addresses values and priorities of stakeholders 4. Addresses professional standards and
(i.e., patients/clients, program staff, funders,
benchmarks
community representatives affected by
program activities)
¹Patton, Utilization Focused Evaluation, 1997

There are numerous designs from which to choose to conduct program evaluation, with quantitative
evaluation designs used more often than qualitative. (See Section 7.3 Data Collection Methods for
a dicussion of qualitative and quantitative methods.) Quantitative and qualitative evaluation designs
are based on different paradigms. Although both designs are equipped to stand alone, they may be
combined in what is referred to a mixed methods approach. The key to evaluating your program
is a simple, user-friendly design. For more information on program evaluation, see Additional
Evaluation Resources and Websites for a list of publications and websites for further reading.
This “Read More” section accompanies Section 7 Evaluating a Peer Program, part of the online
toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information, visit http://www.hdwg.org/
peer_center/program_dev .

¹Patton, Michael Quinn. Qualitative Research and Evaluation Methods. 3rd edition. Sage Publications 2002.
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7.1
EVALUATING PEER
CONFIDENTIALITY
ANDPROGRAMS:
CREATING
CHOOSING
THEINOUTCOMES
TO MEA*SURE
BOUNDARIES
THE WORKPLACE
Identifying Outcomes
Often while implementing HIV programs or delivering a service,
questions or needs may arise from staff, consumers, or other key
stakeholders such as “There are so many patients with no-shows
for medical appointments” or “Are the peer services helping newly
diagnosed clients become connected to HIV services?” It may be
difficult to translate these simple ideas to the formal language of
program evaluation. This section will help to find ways to answer
these questions and address program needs.

We ask the same questions of patients
before they start the program and
repeat these tests every three months...
I look at viral loads, engagement in
care...the number of kept scheduled
appointments and compare it against
the number of urgent care visits
the patient might have and what
the urgent care appointments are
for. Then we look at the number of
contacts the patients have with their
peer educators. We decided back in
2000 the things we needed to track:
visit history, engagement in care,
success with taking antiretrovirals.
Rose Farnan
Infectious Disease Nurse Clinician
Truman Medical Center
Kansas City, MO

Outcomes are the foundation for subsequent planning and
implementation activities of a peer program; therefore, it is
important to develop them carefully. The organization may
want to explore outcome issues with key stakeholders, such as an
advisory committee, task force members, or local agency managers.
Outcomes should reflect possible effects of the peer program on the
participants.
Below are some useful evaluation definitions of frequently used
evaluation terms:
Outcomes are the results or effects of the program that clients
experience either during or after program participation. They can be
defined as short-term, intermediate, or long-term.
t4IPSUUFSNPDDVSSJOHXJUIJOUPNPOUITPGQSPHSBNBDUJWJUJFT
t*OUFSNFEJBUFPDDVSSJOHXJUIJONPOUITUPBZFBS
t-POHUFSNNBOJGFTUJOHPWFSUIFEVSBUJPOPGQSPHSBNBDUJWJUJFT
Client-level outcomes are the results or benefits for an individual
client. For example, a client may have experienced an improvement
in his or her mental health status or CD4 cell counts as a result of
the peer program.
System-level outcomes are results that may be seen for all clients
receiving peer services. For example, peers making reminder calls to
HIV-positive clients may result in fewer no-show appointments.
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EVALUATING PEER PROGRAMS: CHOOSING THE
OUTCOMES TO MEASURE
5 KEY EVALUATION QUESTIONS
(from HRSA/HIV/AIDS Bureau)

1. Assessing Unmet Need: “To what extent are
Care Act programs identifying HIV-infected
populations who are not in primary health
care (not accessing available services)?
To what extent are grantees identifying
HIV-infected populations who are not
remaining in primary health care and the
reasons for this lack of continued service
utilization?”
2. Removing Barriers to Care: “Are grantees
determining the specific reasons why
individuals are not in care and removing
barriers to their care? What are the
providers doing to enroll and retain
identified underserved populations in
primary care?”
3. Optimizing Local Service Delivery Systems:
“Have CARE Act grantees identified the
most effective combinations or models
of integrated services that improve the
use of primary health care, taking into
account the characteristics of local
health care delivery systems and affected
populations?”
4. Providing Quality Care: “To what extent
are CARE Act grantees/providers providing
quality care to clients as defined by
Public Health Service and other care
standards? Is the care having optimal
effects on morbidity and mortality, and is
it improving health-related quality of life?”
5. Adapting to Change: “To what extent are
CARE Act grantees adapting their service
priorities and allocations to a changing
and sometimes chaotic health delivery
system and reimbursement environment?”

Outcome indicators or measures are observable, measurable data
such as the number of referrals completed by clients, changes in
CD4 cell counts, or number of HIV medical visits.
Below is a suggested list of steps to identify and generate a
comprehensive list of potential outcomes and indicators from
multiple stakeholders of a peer program. These steps include:
t3FWJTJUJOHPVUDPNFTJOQMBOOJOHEJTDVTTJPOTPSTUBSUVQFWFOUT
with the funding agency and project officer.
t3FWJFXJOHFYJTUJOHNBUFSJBMTTVDIBTQSPHSBNNJTTJPOTUBUFNFOUT 
work plans from grants or funding applications, literature reviews
of peer support, and findings from local needs assessments.
t5BMLJOHXJUIQSPHSBNTUBĊBOEWPMVOUFFSTXIPBSFGBNJMJBSXJUI
the peer program. They may have the best insight on aspects of
the peer program that are of greatest value to its participants.
t$POWFOJOHGPDVTHSPVQTDPNQSJTFEPGDMJFOUTPSQFFSTɨFTF
individuals may be the project’s ultimate consumers. Their
perspectives should be central when considering important
program results.
t3FWJFXJOHDMJFOUGFFECBDLBCPVUUIFQSPHSBNɨFTFDPNNFOUT 
suggestions, or complaints may give insight to goals that clients
expected to achieve but were not able to reach.

Evaluation Questions
An evaluation attempts to answer specific questions about the
results and effects of a program. These questions may relate to
program structure, process, outputs, or outcomes. For example,
an HIV clinic wishing to evaluate the effectiveness of its peer
program might ask: How does the receipt of peer services affect
client adherence to antiretroviral drug therapies?
 5
 PUIFMFGUBSFmWFFWBMVBUJPORVFTUJPOTQVUGPSUICZ)34"T
)*7"*%4#VSFBVGPSVOEFSTUBOEJOHUIFFĊFDUJWFOFTTPG)*7
services. These are found in the guide Outcomes Evaluation
Technical Assistance Guide: Case Management Outcomes. While
this guide is designed for case managers, the information can be
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EVALUATING PEER PROGRAMS: CHOOSING THE
OUTCOMES TO MEASURE

TIP
It is important to clarify the
difference between the outcome and
the outcome indicator. In the ABC
Clinic example (See Read More:
The ABC Clinic’s Peer Program),
one outcome is improved HIV
medical outcomes. One indicator
is the number and demographics of
HIV-positive clients with at least 2
medical visits in the measurement
year. This indicator can be compared
at baseline and then after 12 months
of the program or compared to clients
who don’t receive peer services.
Medical appointment adherence
can be measured by noting whether
clients have had at least 2 HIV
primary medical appointment in a
12-month period. This may be done
via chart audit.

applied to peer programs. Not all of the questions may be relevant
to every program, but they may provide guidance to an evaluation
plan. For several of the questions, an example is provided below for
how to evaluate and measure the effectiveness of a peer program in
contributing to HIV services.
 &WBMVBUJPO2VFTUJPO"TTFTTJOH6ONFU/FFE
“To what extent are CARE Act programs identifying HIV-infected
populations who are not in primary health care? To what extent
are grantees identifying HIV-infected populations who are not
remaining in primary health care and the reasons for this lack of
continued service utilization?”
“Are you able to identify and impact HIV-infected populations
that are not remaining in primary health care and the reasons for
loss to follow-up?”
Example: A peer program located at the ABC Clinic may want
to measure how it connects underserved minority and vulnerable
populations, either lost to follow-up or newly diagnosed, to care.
4FFUIF Read More: The ABC Clinic’s Peer Program for a sample
evaluation plan.)
Outcome indicators: To measure outreach and increased access
to services for underserved populations, examples of outcome
indicators include:
t1FSDFOUBOEEFNPHSBQIJDTPGJOEJWJEVBMTXIPBSFOFXMZEJBHOPTFE
PSPVUPGDBSFGPSNPOUITXIPBDDFQUQFFSTFSWJDFTBNPOHUIPTF
eligible
t/VNCFSPG)*7QPTJUJWFSFGFSSBMTUPPVUSFBDIQFFSTGSPNSBQJE
HIV testing
t/VNCFSPG)*7DMJFOUTOFXMZEJBHOPTFEUISPVHIUIFQFFS
QSPHSBNTXJUIBUMFBTUDBTFNBOBHFNFOUBQQPJOUNFOUTJO
months’ time
t/VNCFSBOEEFNPHSBQIJDTPG)*7QPTJUJWFDMJFOUTXPSLJOHXJUI
the peer program with at least 2 medical visits in the measurement
year
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EVALUATING PEER PROGRAMS: CHOOSING THE
OUTCOMES TO MEASURE
Short-term outcomes may include:
t-BSHFSQSPQPSUJPOPGOFXMZEJBHOPTFEDMJFOUTXIP
have kept their first primary care appointment
t/FXMZEJBHOPTFEDMJFOUTXIPBDDFTTNFEJDBMBOE
TVQQPSUTFSWJDFTXJUIJONPOUITPGEJBHOPTJT
An intermediate outcome may be:
t8JUIJOUIFUBSHFUEFNPHSBQIJDHSPVQ BMBSHFS
proportion of HIV-positive individuals who are
engaged in care
 -ong-term outcomes may include:
t*ODSFBTFJOUIFOVNCFSPSQFSDFOUBHFPG)*7
positive patients with 2 or more HIV medical visits
in a measurement year
t*ODSFBTFJOUIFOVNCFSPGDMJFOUTXJUI$%BOE
viral load tests
t*NQSPWFE)*7NFEJDBMPVUDPNFT
Evaluation Question #2: Removing Barriers to Care
“Are grantees determining the specific reasons why
individuals are not in care and removing barriers to
their care? What are the providers doing to enroll
and retain identifed underserved populations in
primary care?”
What are the number and types of support services
provided by peers? Do peer services reduce barriers
to care for clients? Barriers could include substance
abuse, unstable housing, and/or experiences of
HIV-related stigma.

may help to facilitate the work of case managers in
EFMJWFSJOHTVQQPSUTFSWJDFTUPDMJFOUT 4FFRead More:
ɨF4NJUI$PVOUZ4FSWJDF1SPHSBm for a sample
evaluation plan.)
Outcome indicators: To measure the effect of peers
on increasing access to support services, a CBO may
choose an outcome indicator such as:
t/VNCFSBOEUZQFTPGQFFSTFSWJDFTSFDFJWFECZDMJFOUT
t/VNCFSBOEEFNPHSBQIJDTPG)*7QPTJUJWFDMJFOUT
referred and enrolled in HIV case management services
Intermediate outcomes may be:
t"HSFBUFSQSPQPSUJPOPGDMJFOUTBSFFOSPMMFEJOQFFSMFE
support groups to address specific challenges to care
such as substance use and stigma and disclosure issues
t"HSFBUFSQSPQPSUJPOPGDMJFOUTXPSLJOHXJUIQFFSTBSF
connected with appropriate services to address needs,
such as substance use treatment/counseling, housing
and mental health
t"EFDSFBTFJOUIFOVNCFSPGNJTTFEDBTFNBOBHFNFOU
BQQPJOUNFOUTJOBNPOUIQFSJPE
Longer-term outcomes may be:
t"OJODSFBTFJOTPDJBMTFSWJDFOFFETNFUCZQPQVMBUJPOT
experiencing substance abuse, unstable housing and/or
HIV-related experience of stigma
t/VNCFSPGDMJFOUTFOSPMMFEJOQFFSTVQQPSUHSPVQT
report improved comfort with disclosing status to
family, friends, or health care providers
Evaluation Question #4: Providing Quality Care

Example: In a community-based organization
(CBO), the outcomes and goals of a peer program
may be slightly different. For example, case
managers often have to struggle to meet all the
needs of their clients. A peer program component

“To what extent are CARE Act grantees/providers
providing quality care to clients as defined by Public
)FBMUI4FSWJDFBOEPUIFSDBSFTUBOEBSET *TUIFDBSF
having optimal effects on morbidity and mortality, and
is it improving health-related quality of life?”
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EVALUATING PEER PROGRAMS: CHOOSING
OUTCOMES FOR PEER PROGRAMS

“How do peers impact client satisfaction with
health care services and overall quality of life?”
Example: Peers provide support and mentoring
to HIV-positive clients on how to talk with their
health care providers about treatment and managing
life with HIV. This could be done through either
peer-led support groups or one-on-one peer-client
meetings. These measures provide the client
perspective on quality of care and on how peers
influence client satisfaction with care.
Outcome Indicator: The program may measure
client satisfaction using a survey or questionnaire
that asks clients to rate their experience with
a program. In the Program Resources for
4FDUJPO&WBMVBUJOH1FFS1SPHSBNTUIFSFBSF
sample surveys that could be adapted for peer
programs. To measure if HIV peer services have
an impact on overall client quality of life, a
program could use validated instruments such as
UIF.FEJDBM0VUDPNFT4UVEZ2VBMJUZPG-JGF©
(http://www.qualitymetric.com/WhatWeDo/
(FOFSJD)FBMUI4VSWFZTUBCJE%FGBVMUBTQx) or
UIF)*7"*%45BSHFUFE2VBMJUZPG-JGF*OTUSVNFOU
(IUUQXXXQPQDPVODJMPSHIPSJ[POT"*%4RVFTU
summaries/sshatqol.html).
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Outcome indicators may be:
t/VNCFSPGDMJFOUTFOSPMMFEJOTVQQPSUHSPVQT
t/VNCFSBOEUZQFPGQFFSDMJFOUFODPVOUFST
t/VNCFSPSQFSDFOUBHFPGDMJFOUTPGQFFSTSFQPSUJOHB
positive rating for health care services
A long-term outcome example may be:
t*NQSPWFEIFBMUISFMBUFERVBMJUZPGMJGFBNPOHDMJFOUT
receiving peer services

/FYU4UFQT
Once an organization has compiled its list of potential
outcomes and indicators, the list must be reviewed and
prioritized. There may be outcomes and indicators
included in the list that are unimportant or off-target
from the goals of the program.
 PHJDNPEFMTDBOQMBZBIFMQGVMSPMFJOPSHBOJ[JOHBOE
refining this list. As you will see in the next section
(4FDUJPO-PHJD.PEFMTGPS1FFS1SPHSBNs), logic
models can be a useful tool for focusing evaluation
activities and give a logical graphic representation to a
peer program evaluation plan.
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OUTCOMES TO MEASURE

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Read More

Resources

tHRSA indicators

t Sample forms for documenting peer work

tSample evaluation plan: A peer program in a clinic
to improve retention...

tLogic Model Brainstorm (The Lotus Project)

t HIV primary care quality assurance program summary
tSample evaluation plan: A peer program in a CBO to (Kansas City Free Health Clinic)
identify and engage HIV-positive clients...
tProcess evaluation plan (People to People)

Additional Evaluation Sections

t HIV patient satisfaction survey-English and Spanish
(Kansas City Free Health Clinic)

t7 Evaluating peer programs: Introduction

t Treatment adherence survey (Kansas City Free Health
Clinic)

t 7.1 Choosing the outcomes to measure
t7.2 Logic models for peer programs
t7.3 Data collection methods
t7.4 Analyzing and disseminating evaluation results
t7.5 Evaluation and resource planning
t7.6 Protection of human subjects and evaluation

t Communicating and reporting plan (Kansas City Free
Health Clinic)
tFocus group guidelines (Kansas City Free Health
Clinic)
t Peer focus group guide (Massachussetts Department
of Public Health)
t Example of a qualitative study design and interview
guide
t Additional evaluation resources and websites
t Validated evaluation instruments

This section is part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information,
visit http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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READ MORE: HRSA INDICATORS

7.1
EVALUATING PEER
CONFIDENTIALITY
ANDPROGRAMS:
CREATING
CHOOSING
THEINOUTCOMES
TO MEA*SURE
BOUNDARIES
THE WORKPLACE
An example of how peer programs can contribute to
achievement of HRSA’s performance indicators
In 2008, the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) HIV/AIDS Bureau (HAB) began
releasing recommended core clinical performance measures which may be used by all Ryan Whitefunded programs. These measures were developed to help and encourage programs to track and
monitor the quality of the care and services provided to people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) and
are being released in phases to allow staged implementation. A complete list and description of these
measures are provided at www.hab.hrsa.gov/special/habmeasures.htm. Tools and technical assistance
for implementing all the measures are also available at this site.
In addition, there are two measures for tracking and monitoring medical case management services
and its impact on HIV primary care visits. While these measures were developed for Ryan White
Grantees specifically, they can be adapted and applied to all clinic and community-based programs
that provide HIV services. Peers who are trained and supervised appropriately can help HIV-positive
clients receive essential medical and social support services and improve adherence to treatment. Read
More section B and Read More section C provide examples of how a clinic or a community-based
organization might incorporate and measure the contributions of peer programs into their existing
program goals and work plans.

This “Read More” section accompanies Section 7.1, Evaluating Peer Programs: Choosing the
Outcomes to Measure, part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more
information, visit http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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7.1
EVALUATING PEER
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ANDPROGRAMS:
CREATING
*
CHOOSING
THEINOUTCOMES
TO MEASURE
BOUNDARIES
THE WORKPLACE

READ MORE: IMPROVE RETENTION IN CARE

The ABC Clinic’s Peer Program
The ABC Clinic located in a metropolitan area provides HIV medical and case management services
to approximately 1000 HIV-positive patients annually. A recent chart audit revealed that only 50% of
its HIV-positive patients had at least 2 medical visits in a 12-month period, and focus groups with case
managers and HIV-positive patients reported a greater need for addressing HIV treatment concerns.
As part of its quality management plan, the clinic has identified the goal of improving retention in care
and treatment for its HIV-positive patients. At a recent meeting with other community area providers,
the clinic decided to implement a peer program to improve the engagement in care of newly diagnosed
and out-of-care persons with HIV, and enhance retention of current clinic patients in HIV medical care.
The clinic plans to hire 3 outreach peers and 3 adherence peers to work with its case managers and other
community programs to achieve these goals. Below is a potential work plan and key measures for the
clinic to monitor and evaluate the peer program within its existing services.
Goal: Design and implement a peer program to improve retention in HIV medical care and receipt of support services.
Objectives
1.1 Link at
least 60% of
those newly
diagnosed
with HIV
by the
Counseling &
Testing sites
(C &T) to
HIV primary
care at the
clinic within
90 days of
receiving test
results

Activities/Action
Person (s)
Step
responsible
t0VUSFBDIQFFST t0VUSFBDI
attend weekly
peers
Counseling &
t$PVOTFMJOH
Testing sessions
& testing
with C &T staff
sites
t0VUSFBDIQFFST
make initial
introduction
and appt for case
management
services
t0VUSFBDIQFFST
inform C & T
sites that referrals
are completed
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Evaluation
Methods
t/VNCFSEFNPHSBQIJDT Process:
and time to entry to care t1FFSDPOUBDU
forms (See
at the clinic
t/VNCFSPG)*7QPTJUJWF sample
forms for
referrals to outreach
documenting
peers from rapid HIV
peer work.)
testing
t/VNCFSPG)*7OFXMZ t3FGFSSBMTMPHT
diagnosed with at least 2
case management appts
in 6 months time
Measures/Indicators

Outcomes
3FEVDFVONFU
need for HIV
care & services
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READ MORE: IMPROVE RETENTION IN CARE

Goal: Design and implement a peer program to improve retention in HIV medical care and receipt of support services.
Objectives
1.2 Link at
least 60% of
out-of-care
clients from
community
partner sites to
clinic services

1.3 Provide
HIV primary
care and
social support
services to
30 newly
diagnosed
persons living
with HIV, 100
out-of-care
clients and
1000 currently
enrolled HIVpositive clients

Activities/Action
Step
t0VUSFBDIQFFST
respond to
referrals from
other partner
sites
t0VUSFBDIQFFST
link out-of-care
clients to case
managers at
DMJOJDBOE$#0
partners
t"EIFSFODFQFFST
XDBTFNBOBHFST
develop care &
treatment plan
for HIV-positive
clients
t"EIFSFODFQFFST
make follow up
phone calls for
HIV medical
visits, lab
tests and case
management
appts
t"EIFSFODFQFFST
accompany HIVpositive clients to
HIV social and
medical visits as
requested

Person (s)
responsible
t0VUSFBDI
peers
t$PNNVOJUZ
partner sites

t"EIFSFODF
peers
t$BTF
managers
at clinic
BOE$#0
partners
t$MJOJDTUBê
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Measures/Indicators
t/VNCFSEFNPHSBQIJDT
and time to entry to care
at the clinic
t/VNCFSPG)*7QPTJUJWF
referrals to outreach
peers from community
partner sites
t/VNCFSPG)*7QPTJUJWF
clients with 2 case
management appts. in 6
months’ time
t/VNCFSEFNPHSBQIJDT
of HIV-positive clients
with care & treatment
plan
t/VNCFSEFNPHSBQIJDT
of HIV-positive clients
who achieve care &
treatment plan goals
t/VNCFSUZQFPGTFSWJDFT
referred and used by
HIV-positive clients
t/VNCFSEFNPHSBQIJDT
of HIV-positive clients
with at least 2 medical
visits in measurement
ZFBS CPUIPO"35BOE
UIPTFOPUPO"35
t/VNCFSEFNPHSBQIJDT
of HIV-positive clients
CPUIPO"35BOE
UIPTFOPUPO"35 
with at least 2 CD4 and
viral load lab tests in
measurement year

Evaluation
Methods
Process:
t1FFSDPOUBDU
forms (See
sample
forms for
documenting
peer work.)
t3FGFSSBMTMPHT

Outcomes
3FEVDFVONFU
need for HIV
care & services

t$IBSUBVEJUT
t3FEVDF
t$MJFOUTVSWFZT
barriers to care
HIV Patient
t*ODSFBTFJO
satisfaction
number of
survey
clients with
t1
 FFSDPOUBDU
undetectable
forms (See
viral loads
sample
t*ODSFBTFJO
forms for
number of
documenting
clients with
peer work.)
2 or more
t$BTFNBOBHFS
medical visits
treatment plans
completed

2
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READ MORE: IMPROVE RETENTION IN CARE

Goal: Design and implement a peer program to improve retention in HIV medical care and receipt of support services.
Activities/Action
Step
1.4 Provide
t"EIFSFODFQFFST
adherence
provide support
education to at to HIV-positive
least 600 HIV- clients currently
positive clients PO"35
in the clinic
t"EIFSFODFQFFST
assess HIVpositive clients
readiness for
"35
Objectives

Person (s)
Measures/Indicators
responsible
t"EIFSFODF
t/VNCFSPG)*7QPTJUJWF
peers
DMJFOUTSFDFJWJOH"35
t.FEJDBMTUBê
education adherence
at clinic
sessions
t$BTF
t/VNCFSPG)*7QPTJUJWF
managers
DMJFOUTXJUI"35
assessments completed
t,OPXMFEHF QPTJUJWF
behavior and attitude
SFHBSEJOH"35GPS)*7
positive clients receiving
counseling sessions

Evaluation
Methods
t1FFSDPOUBDU
forms (See
sample
forms for
documenting
peer work.)
tTreatment
adherence
survey
t'PDVTHSPVQT
t"UUFOEBODFMJTUT

Outcomes
Increase in
number of
clients with
undetectable
viral loads

ɨJTi3FBE.PSFwTFDUJPOBDDPNQBOJFT Section 7 Evaluating Peer Programs, part of the online toolkit Building
Blocks to Peer Program Success'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPO WJTJUIUUQXXXIEXHPSHQFFS@DFOUFSQSPHSBN@EFW
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READ MORE: INCREASE ACCESS TO SERVICES

The Smith County Service Program (SCSP)
The Smith County Service Program (SCSP) is a community-based organization (CBO) whose mission
is to provide outreach and support services for people at-risk or living with HIV/AIDS. The program
provides outreach and prevention education services to people at risk for HIV, runs support groups,
and has a case management program for people living with HIV. Most of its HIV-positive clients
receive medical care at the local hospital or the community-based health center nearby which also
performs HIV counseling and testing. Working with its clinic partners, the SCSP decided to develop
a peer program using funds from the state department of health (Ryan White part B program) to help
identify newly diagnosed HIV-positive persons and out-of-care persons and enhance their use of case
management services and subsequently HIV medical care. Below is a potential work plan and measures
for monitoring the quality and success of the SCSP peer program.
Goal: Increase HIV-positive clients’ access to and engagement with support and medical services.
Objectives
1.1 Provide
at least 2000
outreach
encounters
to at-risk
HIV-positive
individuals
targeting
substance
users,
homeless
persons,
MSM,
women, and
communities
of color

Activities/Action
Step
t$POEVDUBUMFBTU
8 education
and outreach
activities at the
agency and in the
community per
week.
t*EFOUJGZ
and build
relationships with
at least 8 other
social service
agencies (food
agencies, housing
organizations,
substance
treatment
providers, etc) to
outreach to atrisk populations.
t3FGFSBUSJTL
individuals to
HIV counseling
& testing at the
clinic

Person (s)
responsible
Prevention
Education
coordinator
and outreach
workers
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Measures/Indicators
t/VNCFSPG
prevention education
activities
t/
 VNCFSBOE
demographics of
outreach encounters
t/VNCFSPGQBSUOFS
agencies conducting
monthly prevention/
education sessions
t/VNCFSPGSFGFSSBMT
to counseling &
testing at the clinic

Evaluation
Outcomes
Methods
Process:
t3FEVDFE
t&
 ODPVOUFS
unmet need
forms (see
Sample
forms for
documenting
peer work in
Program
Resources.)
t3FGFSSBMMPHT
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Goal: Increase HIV-positive clients’ access to and engagement with support and medical services.
Activities/Action
Step
1.2 Provide Hold monthly
at least
meetings with
monthly case clinic staff to
management identify newly
services to
diagnosed or lost100% of
to-follow-up HIVHIV-positive positive clients.
newly
diagnosed
or lost-tofollow up
individuals
referred
from the
clinic
1.3 Provide t$POEVDUBUMFBTU
weekly
2 groups/week
support
around HIV care
groups to
and treatment
80% of
adherence,
HIV-positive positive living,
clients
resources, and
other consumeridentified topics
t3FDSVJU)*7
positive clients
into support
groups

READ MORE:READ
INCREASE
ACCESS
SERVICES
MORE:
PEERTOPROGRAM

Objectives

Person (s)
Measures/Indicators
responsible
t)*7DBTF
t/
 VNCFS
management demographics
supervisor
of HIV-positive
t1FFS
clients referred and
t$BTF
enrolled in HIV case
manager
management services
t$MJOJDTUBê t/VNCFSPG)*7
positive clients with
case management
plans and service
goals
t/VNCFSUZQFTPG
services provided

Evaluation
Methods
t$BTF
manager
treatment
plans
completed

Outcomes
t3FEVDFE
barriers to
care for newly
diagnosed
& lost-to
follow-up

t*NQSPWFNFOU
t1FFSMFBEFS
t/VNCFSBOEUPQJDTPG t$MJFOU
surveys (see
in selft4UBêTVQQPSU support groups
HIV patient
reported
group leader t/VNCFSPG)*7
satisfaction
quality of life
t1SPHSBN
positive clients who
Manager
attend support groups survey in
Program
Resources.)
t'PDVT
groups
t"UUFOEBODF
lists
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OUTCOMES TO MEASURE
Goal: Increase HIV-positive clients’ access to and engagement with support and medical services.
Activities/Action
Person (s)
Step
responsible
1.4 Link
t$POEVDU
t1FFST
80% of
reminder and
t$BTF
HIV-positive follow-up phone
Managers
clients into
calls regarding
t$MJOJDTUBê
medical
medical and
and social
social service
support
appts
services
t"DDPNQBOZ)*7
positive clients to
medical & social
service appts

READ MORE: INCREASE ACCESS TO SERVICES

Objectives

Evaluation
Outcomes
Methods
t/VNCFSPG)*7
t$IBSUBVEJUT t*ODSFBTFJO
positive case-managed t$MJFOU
number of
clients with at least
surveys
clients with
2 medical visits in
t1FFS
2 or more
measurement year
Educator
medical
t/VNCFSPGDMJFOUT
Encounter
visits in a
with CD4 & VL tests
forms
12-month
t5SFBUNFOU
period
plans
t*ODSFBTFJO
completed
number of
clients with
CD4 & VL
tests
Measures/Indicators

This “Read More” section accompanies Section 7.1, Evaluating Peer Programs: Choosing the Outcomes to Measure,
QBSUPGUIFPOMJOFUPPMLJU#VJMEJOH#MPDLTUP1FFS1SPHSBN4VDDFTT'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPO WJTJU


http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev.
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7.2
EVALUATING PEER
CONFIDENTIALITY
AND PROGRAMS:
CREATING
INTRODUCTION
LOGIC
MODELS*
BOUNDARIES INTO
THE
WORKPLACE
Many public service programs rely on logic models for program
planning. Logic models are particularly useful for focusing
evaluation activities and identifying program indicators to be
measured, because they present a systematic, graphic representation
of program resources, activities, and outcomes, and articulate the
intended links among these program components.
While the visual scheme of a logic model may vary, it will always
contain the following core components:

Logic Models: What are they and
why would anyone besides Mr.
Spock care? on
http://www.fieldstoneAlliance.org

Inputs are the resources necessary to undertake program activities.
Inputs are primarily material and human resources; non-material
factors that enhance a program’s ability to fulfill its goals may also
be included in resources. Examples of non-material inputs include
public support for a program from a Ryan White Planning Council
or consumer advisory board; long-standing referral networks that
facilitate case management; or a series of public presentations to
build support for a new initiative.
Activities include the necessary steps of all phases of program
implementation and the types of services provided. Hiring
processes and the establishment of community partnerships are
crucial activities in early phases of program development, as are
providing adequate training and supervision of staff. Serviceprovision activities include conducting education and outreach,
building relationships with social services agencies, referring at-risk
individuals to HIV counseling and testing, and holding support
groups on HIV care and treatment and positive living. Collecting
data about program objectives, disseminating program results, and
expanding the funding base are more significant activities during
the evaluation phase of a mature program.
Outputs are the direct results of program activities, such as services
delivered or tasks completed, which provide evidence of service
delivery to the target audience as intended. Outputs may also be
evidence of program development or structure, such as number of
people hired, trained and supervised.
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Outcomes are specific, measurable changes that
are linked to program activities and outputs.
Such changes may occur in knowledge, skills,
or behaviors of a program’s target population.
Outcomes are often measured as:

taken effect and may be dependent on factors beyond
program outcomes or objectives.

t4IPSUUFSN PDDVSSJOHXJUIJOUPNPOUITPG
program activities.
t*OUFSNFEJBUF PDDVSSJOHXJUIJONPOUITUPBZFBS
t-POHUFSN NBOJGFTUJOHPWFSUIFEVSBUJPOPG
program activities.
Outcomes reflect a program’s objectives.
Impact is closely related to a program’s ultimate
goal, and identifies broad-ranging, fundamental
changes linked to program efforts. Impact is felt
only after short- and long-term outcomes have

Certain
conditions
create need
for program
services;
program
operations
require certain
resources
Inputs

The W.K. Kellogg Foundation describes the logic
model as a series of “if – then” statements that map the
intended road from program efforts to program results.

Process Evaluation and Logic Models
Creating a logic model helps inform and map out your
program’s evaluation plan by more clearly defining the
goals, outcomes, and indicators of your program. Logic
models create a link between outcomes evaluation
and process or implementation evaluation. Process
or implementation evaluations are used to document
and assess the intended links between components

IF
conditions
and
resources
exist THEN
you can
accomplish
planned
activities

IF you
accomplish
activities,
THEN you
will deliver
products and
services as
planned

Activities

Outputs

Planned work

IF you deliver
products
and services
as planned,
THEN target
population
will benefit in
certain ways

Outcomes

IF target
population
benefits from
program,
THEN
community- or
organizationallevel changes
may occur
Impact

Intended results

The logic model is a series of “if-then” statements that map the intended road from program
efforts to program results.
Adapted from W.K. Kellogg Foundation, Logic Model Development Guide #BUUMF$SFFL .*  Q
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of the logic model, and to help refine the list of
indicators created during the outcomes evaluation.
Process or implementation evaluation uses the
logic model to assess:
t)PXSFTPVSDFTBSFJOWFTUFEJOBDUJWJUJFT
t)PXBDUJWJUJFTSFTVMUJOPVUQVUT
t)PXPVUQVUTQSPNPUFJOUFOEFETIPSUBOEMPOH
term outcomes.

Information generated by process-evaluation efforts
highlights where the intended links among program
components are weak or broken.
Below is a sample logic model for a clinic who wanted
to implement a peer program to improve client
engagement in care and adherence to HIV treatment.

Logic Model of the Smith County Service Program

Inputs
Program space
and supplies

Prevention
educators
and outreach
workers

Outputs

Initial
Outcomes

Build relationships w/
community partners

Effective community
partnerships

Increased testing
opportunies

Conduct outreach &
community education
activities

Prevention education
activities

Activities

Long-term
Outcomes

Reduced
barriers to
testing & care

Reduction in
unmet need

At-risk ind’ls
receive HRT

Refer at-risk ind’ls for
counseling & testing

Clinic staff

Identify lost-to-follow-up
clinic pts. for outreach
efforts

Case
management
team

Link clients to program
case mgrs & peers

Referrals made

Clients linked to case
management

Provide case mgt for entry
& re-entry into care
Make follow-up reminder
calls for medical & social
service appts; accompany
pts to appts

Follow-up services
provided

Peers

Facilitate support groups

Support groups held

Evaluation

Collect data related to
program activities and
outcomes

Program evaluation
data collected

team

Intermediate
Outcomes
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At-risk ind’ls use
program services

At-risk ind’ls
access medical &
social services

Improved
HIV medical
outcomes
Increased
proportion of
HIV-positive
ind’ls within
target area
engaged in
care

Increase in
social service
needs met

At-risk ind’ls
access medical &
social services
Support group
participants
experience changes
in knowledge &
perceived social
support

Support
group
participants
experience
changes in
quality of life

Reduced
experience of
HIV-related
stigma &
discrimination

Program
monitors
activities

Program
assesses
outcomes
toward stated
outcomes or
objectives

Evaluation
of program
success in
meeting stated
outcomes
or program
objectives
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Additional Evaluation Sections

Resources

tEvaluating peer programs: Introduction

t4BNQMFGPSNTGPSEPDVNFOUJOHQFFSXPSL

t7.1 Choosing the outcomes to measure

t-PHJD.PEFM#SBJOTUPSN 5IF-PUVT1SPKFDU

t-PHJDNPEFMTGPSQFFSQSPHSBNT

tHIV primary care quality assurance program summary
,BOTBT$JUZ'SFF)FBMUI$MJOJD

t7.3 Data collection methods
t7.4 Analyzing and disseminating evaluation results
t7.5 Evaluation and Resource planning
t7.6 Human subjects protection and evaluation

t1SPDFTTFWBMVBUJPOQMBO 1FPQMFUP1FPQMF
t)*7QBUJFOUTBUJTGBDUJPOTVSWFZ&OHMJTIBOE4QBOJTI
,BOTBT$JUZ'SFF)FBMUI$MJOJD
t5SFBUNFOUBEIFSFODFTVSWFZ ,BOTBT$JUZ'SFF)FBMUI
$MJOJD
t$PNNVOJDBUJOHBOESFQPSUJOHQMBO ,BOTBT$JUZ'SFF
)FBMUI$MJOJD
t'PDVTHSPVQHVJEFMJOFT ,BOTBT$JUZ'SFF)FBMUI
$MJOJD
t1FFSGPDVTHSPVQHVJEF .BTTBDIVTTFUUT%FQBSUNFOU
PG1VCMJD)FBMUI
t&YBNQMFPGBRVBMJUBUJWFTUVEZEFTJHOBOEJOUFSWJFX
guide
t"EEJUJPOBMFWBMVBUJPOSFTPVSDFTBOEXFCTJUFT
tValidated evaluation instruments

This section is part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information,
visit http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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7.3
EVALUATING PEER
CONFIDENTIALITY
AND PROGRAMS:
CREATING
DATA
COLLECTION
METHODS
BOUNDARIES
IN THE
WORKPLACE*
Getting Started: Monitoring and Documenting Peer
Work

Two peers at Christie’s Place

You can’t just use quantitative data
to evaluate the impact of peers. You
have to use more qualitative data...
It’s not just about T cells, CD4
count, making it to your doctors’
appointments on time. That’s a big
part of it, but what are the other
quality-of-life measures we can look
at to talk about the impact of this
work on women who are positive?
Elizabeth Brosnan
Executive Director
Christie’s Place
San Diego, CA

Documenting peer work with clients can help the program
understand how peers are contributing to the success of HIV
services. Integrating documentation of peer work with existing
documentation processes can facilitate tracking and monitoring
of peer work and program evaluation. Whether the current
processes are paper charts or electronic medical records or databases,
investigating the feasibility of peers documenting their work directly
into those systems can save time and resources. It also increases the
likelihood that the work peers do will be utilized by other members
of the multidisciplinary team and helps to integrate the peers into
the team. This can be a challenging process. Issues related to
‘ownership’ of the data in the record (electronic or paper) will have
to be addressed, as will issues surrounding confidentiality, HIPAA
compliance and patient privacy. (See Section 7.6 Human Subjects
Protection and Evaluation.) Resolution of these challenges will
depend upon many factors within the agency and program.
If documentation of peer work cannot be integrated into the
existing process, then developing simple tools for peers is important.
The design of these tools and the data collected will depend
upon the work peers are doing and the outcome measures for the
program. For example, peers who help with support groups may
want to keep attendance or sign-in sheets to document the number
of persons, their gender, and the topic discussed. Peers who work
individually with clients may want to use a contact sheet that can
be filed to document the activities the peer did with the clients,
any referrals that were made, and the length of time spent on the
activity. For peers who are working with clients around treatment
adherence, maintaining logs or sheets that describe their work and
the progress made with a client is another valuable data-collection
tool. This information can then be collected on a monthly or
quarterly basis to describe the type of work peers are doing with
clients and identify areas that could be improved The Program
Resources for Section 7 Evaluating Peer Programs provides data
collection tools.
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COLLECTION METHODS
Data collection is an important aspect of peer
program evaluation. Inaccurate data collection
can impact the validity of the results of the project.
Encouraging and training peers to consistently and
accurately document their work with clients aids
in the data-collection process. As peers work with
clients, details of their work can be logged, either
quantitatively or qualitatively, and this data can be
monitored and compiled later on for analysis.

Data-Collection Methods: Qualitative vs.
Quantitative
The first step is to decide the appropriate data
collection method(s) for documenting and
evaluating the peer program. Some methods assess
how the peer program is contributing to overall
HIV services at the agency. Other methods are
more appropriate for identifying the impact of the
program on peers and clients. Depending on the
evaluation needs of the program, two types of data
methods can be employed:

Qualitative Methods
Qualitative methods uses scientific procedures to
collect non-numerical, in-depth responses about
what people think and how they feel. Qualitative
data is often gathered during in-person interviews,
written questionnaires, or observation. These
methods often involve purposefully selecting
participants from a larger population to examine a
specific question. The participants are not randomly
selected. This method can give outside audiences
a real, personal understanding of the difference
that the peer program makes in the lives of people.
These methods provide valuable insight into
attitudes, beliefs, motives and behaviors that can
help to determine areas for quality improvement
and program development. Qualitative data can
be used as a formative process prior to collect
quantitative data and to serve as a guide to direct
Building Blocks to Peer Program Success, August 2009

the evaluation process. Qualitative data can also be a
stand alone method for program evaluation.

Examples of Qualitative Methods
Case Studies are detailed studies that document and
present information on a particular participant or small
group and frequently include the accounts of clients
or peers themselves. The case study looks intensely
at an individual or small participant pool, drawing
conclusions only about that participant or group and
only in that specific context. Emphasis is placed on
exploration and description.
Advantages: Case studies fully depict the client’s
experience in the program process and results, and
are a powerful means to portray the peer program to
outsiders. For example, case studies may be useful for
sharing and disseminating stories about how peers have
helped clients with HIV medications.
Challenges: Case studies can be time consuming to
collect, organize, and present. They represent a depth of
information rather that a breadth of information.
Example: A program interviews a client of a peer to
understand the client’s experience with HIV care and
treatment prior to working a peer, the motivation for
seeking and working with a peer, and the impact the
peer has had on the client’s knowledge, attitudes and
practices about HIV care and treatment.
Focus Groups are small groups (usually 6 to 10
members) brought together for guided discussions
of a particular subject. The session usually lasts for 1
to 2 hours. A facilitator guides the group through a
discussion that probes attitudes about client services.
The discussion is loosely structured to allow for an
open, in-depth examination of the thoughts and
feelings of the clients. The facilitator is typically given a
list of objectives or an anticipated outline to help guide
the discussion. He or she will generally have only a few
specific questions prepared prior to the focus group,
2
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and these questions will serve to initiate open-ended discussions.
Typically, a note taker is also present to record information by
hand or with a tape recorder.
Advantages: Focus groups are a quick and reliable way to collect
shared attitudes and feelings. They can be an efficient way to get
a range and depth of information in a short amount of time and
allow you to convey key information about the peer program.
Challenges: Information collected during focus groups can be
difficult to analyze. A good facilitator is required to keep the group
on track and for safety/closure. Also, participants of focus groups
can be swayed by the comments made by other participants during
the discussion, and therefore, data collected from focus groups
may be more biased than interviews
Typically, for a new person, I give
out a survey so I know a little bit
about how much they know about
the disease. We do that every three
months so we can see what they have
learned that they didn’t know before.
Fred Glick
Peer Educator
Truman Medical Center,
Kansas City, MO

Example: An agency that is just starting to design a peer program,
invites and convenes a focus groups of 6-8 HIV-positive clients to
learn about the strengths and challenges of peer programs and to
collect ideas for peer roles that can help to improve the quality and
efficiency of services.
Alternatively, a program may want to conduct a focus group with
clients to identify successes and challenges in working with peers.
The Program Resources for Section 7 Evaluating Peer Programs
contain Focus Group Guidelines from the Kansas City Free Health
Clinic and a Peer Focus Group Guide from the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health.
Key Informant Interviews are in-depth interviews with people
who have direct, personal experience with the program, such as
peers or clients of peers. Many CARE Act grantees and planning
groups use key informant interviews to obtain feedback on the
adequacy of HIV services, gaps in care, and service barriers faced
by different populations.
Advantages: Key informant interviews provide a full range and
depth of information as well as help to develop a relationship with
the interviewee. Additionally, follow-up questions can be included
to clarify responses or to obtain additional details. Compared to
focus groups, key informant interviews may yield more accurate
information from participants, because interviews are typically
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conducted one-on-one and in private, confidential
settings. As a result, participants may be more
willing to share their perceptions, knowledge and
opinions.
Challenges: In-person key informant interviews can
be time consuming and costly. It can be difficult to
analyze and compare responses across interviews,
and the potential exists for the interviewer to bias
the information collected with his or her own
perceptions or opinions.
Example: A program uses key informant interviews
with clients to asses the role a peer played in a
client’s adherence to HIV care and treatment. The
Program Resources for section 7 Evaluating Peers
provides an Example of a Qualitative Study Design
and Interview Guide.

Quantitative Methods
Quantitative methods use scientific procedures
to obtain counts, percentages, and other forms of
measurement data that can be subject to descriptive
analysis or more rigorous statistical analysis.
Quantitative data is often collected through closedended questions that require participants to count
how many times an event has occurred or to rate
their satisfaction using a numerical scale. These
methods can gather data on a large, random
sample of participants. This allows the data to
be generalized to larger populations. However,
quantitative methods often cannot collect in-depth,
descriptive details on knowledge, attitudes, and
beliefs of participants.

with clients around adherence to treatment or staying
engaged in medical care. This program could examine
the medical records of clients of peers every 6 months
and see how many medical visits and CD4 and HIV
RNA tests they have had since working with peers.
This may be an appropriate method for clinic-based
peer services. For peers in a community-based setting,
obtaining client medical records requires additional
work and must ensure that appropriate client consents
are in place. For more information, refer to Section 7.6
Human Subjects Protection and Evaluation.
Advantages: Medical record reviews allow for
comprehensive and historical information collection. In
addition, the review does not interrupt the program or
clients’ routine by requiring them to answer questions.
The systematic methodology of this data collection
technique helps to avoid biases in the data collection
process.
Challenges: Medical record reviews can be timeconsuming and often information is incomplete.
Sometimes it can be difficult to read medical records,
and trained personnel may be needed to perform
abstractions.

Examples of Quantitative Methods

Example: At the Kansas City Free Health Clinic, 2530 patient charts are randomly selected each month.
The evaluation team reviews the charts and documents
whether the client is in compliance with a specific
indicator for engaging in medical care. Charts are
examined to see if a client on ARV has had a primary
care visit and a viral load and CD4 test in the past 4
months. This information is entered into a spreadsheet
and submitted to the Manager or Director of the clinic
department for quality management.

Medical Record Reviews can be used to collect
specific, predetermined data from medical /
service records. Usually a pre-coded, medical
record abstraction form is used to aid the review.
This method is useful when a program wants to
identify the impact of a peer program that works

Written Questionnaires are documents containing a
set of predetermined questions and other types of items
(e.g., demographic information) designed to solicit
information appropriate for analysis. Surveys often
collect information on demographics and how many
times services are used.
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Advantages: Data retrieved from questionnaires
can be compared much more easily across a large
number of participants than data collected from
interviews. Responses can be obtained in numerical
form which makes statistical analysis possible. Most
people are familiar with completing questionnaires,
but skill is needed to design a good questionnaire
that will result in reliable responses and ultimately
provide valid results.
Challenges: Individuals are often not accustomed
to communicating information through a
questionnaire. Additionally, the questionnaire must
be written at a literacy level that every respondent
can understand and needs to be provided in the
native language of the respondents.
Example: The Program Resources for Section 7
Evaluating Peer Programs provide an HIV Patient
Satisfaction Survey for assessing client satisfaction
with HIV services.
Face-to-Face questionnaires/Telephone
questionnaires are structured conversations
between two or more people (the interviewer and
the interviewee(s)) where closed-ended questions
are asked. Open-ended questions may be asked as
well.
Advantages: Follow-up questions can be included in
face-to-face and telephone questionnaires to clarify
responses or to obtain additional details. Literacy
may not be as great an issue as with a written
questionnaire. Importantly, data from individual
responses can easily be used to generate group-level
summary statistics.
Challenges: Interviewers should be trained in
appropriate, non-biased interviewing skills. In
addition to training interviewers, designing an
interview tool can be time-intensive. Sufficient time
should be given to survey methodology.
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Example: The Program Resources for Section 7
Evaluating Peer Programs provide an HIV Treatment
and Adherence Survey that can be given to clients
of peers who are involved in HIV treatment support
groups or individual counseling sessions. These surveys
may be administered quarterly or semiannually.
Management Information Systems (MIS) are the
processes in place to systematically collect and assess
data to assist with program quality improvement. For
example, questionnaires and forms can be used to
document the work completed by a peer with a client.
The information can then be entered into an electronic
database to track the services each client receives.
Periodic reports (monthly or quarterly) on the data are
run and submitted to a manager/director who may use
the data to distinguish the types of activities conducted
by peers, make adjustments to peer workloads, and
detect gaps and additional service needs. In some
places, peers may enter their work with clients directly
into the client’s electronic record or chart. In other
cases, to protect confidentiality of the client, the data
collected by the peer is entered into a separate database
and then later linked with other client information.
Advantages: Utilizing a MIS system can help facilitate
program quality monitoring and management. A MIS
helps to process and assess the peer work and isolate
areas for improvements.
Challenges: Peers will need to be trained to document
their work and will require supervision to ensure the
data is collected and submitted in a timely fashion.
Maintaining a MIS may be time consuming and costly
for peers and staff.
Example: The example in the box below describes
one clinic’s MIS for its peer program on treatment
adherence.
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (MIS) EXAMPLE
In a multidisciplinary, clinic-based ART-adherence-support program, peers actively reach out to their caseload
of about 15 clients each in order to engage clients in care, help them identify and resolve barriers to becoming
adherent, and help them build long-term adherence skills. Peers work collaboratively with the program case
manager and health educator. Peers use a contact form to document all aspects of their work with clients in
a user-friendly format. Refer to the Sample Forms for Documenting Peer Work in the Program Resources for
Section 7 Evaluating Peer Programs for an example of a peer contact form.
 

t%BUFPGDPOUBDU

 

t$MJFOUDPEFBOEQFFSDPEF VTJOHDPEFTJOTUFBEPGOBNFTFOBCMFTUIFTZTUFNUPNFSHFQFFSFOUFSFE
information with the larger database of client information while maintaining confidentiality)
t5ZQFPGDPOUBDU
t-PDBUJPOPGDPOUBDU
t-JGFTUSFTTPSTBEESFTTFE
t3FGFSSBMTNBEF
t"EIFSFODFRVFTUJPOTBEESFTTFE













Peers complete the form as soon as possible following each contact. The program coordinator reviews the
contact forms weekly for completeness and discusses issues documented in the ‘notes’ section during bi-weekly
individual peer supervision sessions.
 5
 IFQSPHSBNTGVOEJOHTPVSDFSFRVJSFTUIBUJUSFQPSUUIFOVNCFSPGQFFSDMJFOUDPOUBDUTFBDINPOUI BMPOHXJUI
other client indicators such as the number of HIV primary care and case management appointments kept, the
NPTUSFDFOU$%BOE)*73/"NFBTVSFT BOEBOZOFXEJBHOPTFT1FFSDMJFOUDPOUBDUTBSFBCTUSBDUFEGSPN
peer contact forms each month and entered into the clinic’s electronic information reporting system according
to client ID. Monthly reports of patient-level program data are generated through the electronic system and
TVCNJUUFEUPUIFGVOEFSJOBDDPSEBODFXJUIGVOEJOHSFRVJSFNFOUT1FFSDMJFOUDPOUBDUTCFDPNFQBSUPGUIF
DMJFOUTDIBSUBOEBSFSFWJFXFECZDMJOJDTUBGGBTQBSUPGRVBMJUZBTTVSBODFBOERVBMJUZJNQSPWFNFOUFGGPSUT
 *OBEEJUJPOUPSFRVJSFESFQPSUJOH UIFQSPHSBNFWBMVBUJPOUFBNIBTEFUFSNJOFEUPBOTXFSTFWFSBMQSPHSBN
TQFDJmDFWBMVBUJPORVFTUJPOTBOEIBTJEFOUJmFEDPSSFTQPOEJOHJOEJDBUPST DPMMFDUFEGSPNUIFQFFSDPOUBDUGPSN 
UIBUUIFQSPHSBNXJMMUSBDL5IFFWBMVBUJPORVFTUJPOTBOEJOEJDBUPSTBSF
Evaluation Questions
Do peers successfully reach program clients?
Do peer services address potential barriers to
adherence?
Do peers contribute to comprehensive service
provision?
Do peers address adherence behavior in their
interactions with clients?

Evaluation Indicators
Ratio of successful contacts to attempted contacts
-JGFTUSFTTPSTBEESFTTFE
Referrals to program, hospital, and outside service
providers
"EIFSFODFRVFTUJPOTBEESFTTFE

The program case manager and health educator are responsible for entering evaluation indicators into a program
evaluation database every week. The program coordinator generates reports summarizing the indicators every
month and presents them to the evaluation team at monthly evaluation meetings. The evaluation team presents
results at annual meetings with the program’s stakeholders and advisors.
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SESSION HANDOUT

Anonymity and Confidentiality
During data collection, an individual’s identity
must be protected in order to prevent unintended
risks or harm to the individual. Two techniques
that are used to protect an individual’s identity are
anonymity and confidentiality.
Anonymity
A survey or questionnaire is anonymous when the
survey administrator or evaluator cannot identify
a survey respondent based on his or her responses
to survey questions. For example, a mailed survey
can be considered anonymous if the survey does
not ask for personally identifying information, such
as respondent name, and if it is sent without any
personally identifying information on the survey or
envelope. Anonymity makes it difficult to follow
up with respondents who did not complete the
survey, since there is no process to identify who
has returned the survey/questionnaire. However,
anonymity allows the respondents to feel more
comfortable answering the survey, and in turn,
provide more honest and accurate information.
Confidentiality
A confidential survey/questionnaire collects
personally identifying information, but this
information is not shared with anyone outside of
the peer program. In other words, information
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from confidential surveys is presented anonymously,
but not collected anonymously. For example, a
respondent’s response to missing their medication
can be made public, but the individual respondent
information remains private. This type of information
is reported as aggregate data, or group data, but not by
individual.
To ensure confidentiality, a number of procedures can
be followed. First, individuals administering protocols
and/or who have access to identifying information
should be trained in their ethical responsibilities.
(Refer to Section 7.6 Protection of Human Subjects
and Evaluation for more information on training.)
Second, all names, addresses, and any other personally
identifying information should be removed from the
questionnaires and replaced with an identification
number or code. A master identification list should
be created linking the identification number or code
to the names and only used as necessary. For example,
the master identification list can be used to correct
missing or questionable information, or to send a
follow-up questionnaire. This allows you to track down
individuals who have not yet completed the survey
or who have left parts of the survey incomplete or
ambiguous.
It is important to inform the individuals participating
in any form of evaluation whether their information is
confidential rather than anonymous.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Additional Evaluation Section

Resources

 t&WBMVBUJOHQFFSQSPHSBNT*OUSPEVDUJPO

tS
 ample forms for documenting peer work

 t$IPPTJOHUIFPVUDPNFTUPNFBTVSF

t-PHJD.PEFM#SBJOTUPSN 5IF-PUVT1SPKFDU 

 t-PHJDNPEFMTGPSQFFSQSPHSBNT
 t%BUBDPMMFDUJPONFUIPET

t)*7QSJNBSZDBSFRVBMJUZBTTVSBODFQSPHSBN
TVNNBSZ ,BOTBT$JUZ'SFF)FBMUI$MJOJD 

 t"OBMZ[JOHBOEEJTTFNJOBUJOHFWBMVBUJPOSFTVMUT

t1SPDFTTFWBMVBUJPOQMBO 1FPQMFUP1FPQMF 

 t7.5 Evaluation and Resource planning

tHIV patient satisfaction survey-English and
Spanish ,BOTBT$JUZ'SFF)FBMUI$MJOJD 

 t7.6 Human subjects protection and evaluation

t5SFBUNFOUBEIFSFODFTVSWFZ ,BOTBT$JUZ'SFF
)FBMUI$MJOJD 
t$PNNVOJDBUJOHBOESFQPSUJOHQMBO ,BOTBT$JUZ
'SFF)FBMUI$MJOJD 
t'PDVTHSPVQHVJEFMJOFT ,BOTBT$JUZ'SFF
Health $MJOJD
t1FFSGPDVTHSPVQHVJEF .BTTBDIVTTFUUT
Department of Public Health)
t&YBNQMFPGBRVBMJUBUJWFTUVEZEFTJHOBOE
interview guide
tAdditional evaluation resources and websites
tValidated evaluation instruments

This section is part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information,
visit http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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7.4 EVALUATING PEER PROGRAMS:
CONFIDENTIALITY AND CREATING
ANALYZING AND DISSEMINATING EVALUATION
*
BOUNDARIES
IN
THE
WORKPLACE
RESULTS

Due to our peer navigators’ assistance
with contacting our no-show clients,
our no-show rate is stable at 29%,
which is a 10% improvement.
Making sure that the majority of
our clients are in here and receiving
health care on an ongoing basis-that’s success to us.

Once an evaluation design has been chosen, a logic model
developed, and data collection strategies and continuous quality
control methods are in place, the program can begin to explore
the meaning of the information. The plan for the use of the data
influences the type of analysis. Data analysis also depends on
available resources such as staff with expertise and software for
analysis. Data analysis can be as simple or rigorous as necessary
to meet the needs of the program. Many programs conduct data
analysis for internal purposes (quality management and program
improvement) and reporting to funders. Others are interested in
disseminating the results through publications and presentations to
share results with the broader community. It’s important to have a
clear understanding of the use of the data prior to data analysis.

Data Preparation: Coding and Cleaning
Lucy Wells
Business Manager/Ryan White
Project Director
Boulevard Comprehensive Care
Center
Jacksonville, FL

Before beginning analysis, it is important to prepare the data. For
quantitative data, an important first step in this process is data
coding. If statistical software is available, it is necessary to assign
numeric values to each response. For example, a “Yes” response can
be assigned the number “1” and a “No” response can be assigned
the number “0.” Assigning numbers to character responses will aid
the data entry process and will allow the software to run frequency
counts more easily and efficiently. The end product is a codebook
that will be used for labeling and tracking variables.
For all software programs, it is important to thoroughly check the
data to ensure that it’s free of errors after it has been entered. This
process is called data cleaning. Cleaning data is usually conducted
by someone other than the person who entered the data and
involves running frequencies to identify responses that seem out of
the ordinary or missing data. In continuous quality improvement,
cleaning data involves conducting a random audit by comparing
information on the reporting form with the entered data.
If a program is analyzing qualitative data, data preparation involves
organizing the documents for review or transcribing text from
interviews and observations into a word-processing file.
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Preliminary Data Analysis
Once the data has been properly entered and
cleaned, the next step is to run preliminary analyses
to gain understanding of the data and recognize
any simple trends. For quantitative analysis, the
program should begin with a descriptive analysis.
Descriptive analyses involve calculating the mean,
median, and variation in responses to determine the
general trends in the data. In qualitative analysis,
exploring the data involves reading through all
the data to develop a general understanding of the
database while recording initial thoughts in the
margins of the transcript or field notes.
Unless the organization has invested in statistical
software such as SPSS (http://www.spss.com)
or SAS (http://www.sas.com), the program will
be limited to conducting analyses by hand. For
example, the Smith County program, described
in Read More C: Sample Evaluation Plan,
tabulated frequencies of the number of community
partner testing opportunities before the program
started and compared them with the number of
community partner testing opportunities at the
end of the program period in order to measure
the number of increased testing opportunities.
Frequencies, or counting the number of recurring
events, are the most common analytical tests of
measurement. Frequencies will not reveal the cause
for the number of recurring events, but instead
will clearly provide information on how many
times an event happens in a specific time period.
Frequencies can be used to recognize trends in peer
work, changes in clients’ access to services, and
other peer program outcomes.
Microsoft Excel can also be used to conduct
preliminary data analyses. The program can be used
to run frequencies, calculate means and medians,
and create charts to visualize your data. Data
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entered into Excel can be imported into both SPSS and
SAS for further, more advanced analyses. For more
information on how to import Excel spreadsheets, visit
the Help sections in SPSS or SAS or their websites
at http://www.spss.com/ and http://www.sas.com/
technologies/analytics/statistics/stat/, respectively.

Advanced Data Analysis
Quantitative Data
With quantitative data, advanced analysis uses
appropriate statistical tests to address the questions,
objectives or hypotheses that were established early in
the planning or design process of the peer program.
Statistical tests might include generating crosstabulations to compare two different variables or
running t-tests to determine the statistical significance
of responses between two time periods, such as pre- and
post-test.
Qualitative Data
Qualitative analysis involves more steps than most
quantitative analysis techniques. It begins with
coding the data, dividing the text into small units, and
assigning a label to each unit or piece of text. Code
words are assigned to text segments and then recorded
into broader themes.
For example, an excerpt from a client interview may
contain the client’s thoughts on keeping appointments
and adhering to medication. These different paragraphs
would be separated into smaller units by placing
the text in separate files or index cards. Then, the
paragraphs would be labeled separately under the code
words “appointments” and “medication,” and may
ultimately be recorded under a broader theme entitled
“Adherence to Care and Treatment.”
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Themes can then be grouped into larger dimensions
or perspectives related or compared. The themes or
larger perspectives are the findings or results that
provide answers to the program’s initial objectives
or hypotheses. It is a good idea to use a trained
evaluator to run the qualitative data analysis
process.

Dissemination of Findings
Sharing and disseminating results is an important
final step in program evaluation. Dissemination
of the results with stakeholders can lead to
new programs and policies or improve and
change existing ones. Evaluation results can be
disseminated outside the program at national, state,
or local events through presentations, workshops
or posters and through written methods such as
publications, review articles, or via the World
Wide Web. Program staff can use evaluation
results internally to improve systems and practices.
Deciding a dissemination strategy during the design
of the evaluation plan can help to facilitate data
analysis and dissemination.
One of the most effective ways to increase the
utilization of data analysis findings is to present
the findings in a way that are of direct practical use
to the program stakeholders. Depending on the
audience, a program may want to present only a

summary of the findings or provide a full report of the
findings. In either situation, it is important to keep
the presentation focused on the key findings. Ideally,
the program should bring together evaluators with
key program staff to determine what key findings they
want to present. A joint meeting is an effective way
to discuss the meaning of the data from the program
staff perspective. This tandem team strategy also can be
helpful for deciding appropriate recommendations to
assure practicality while staying true to the data. Plan
the written report to make it simple, attractive, and
user-friendly. Often, the best way to communicate the
results is through narratives that reference tables and
charts. Whether the findings are based on quantitative
or qualitative methodologies, the use of visual or
verbal presentations to complement written reports is
universally accepted.
Some of the valuable uses of evaluation findings
include:
 t5PJNQSPWFFOIBODFQSPHSBNTPSDSFBUFOFXPOFT
 t5PSFQPSUWBMJEBUFQSPHSBNFêFDUJWFOFTTUPDVSSFOUPS
potential funders, grantors, etc.
 t5PFêFDUQPMJDZDIBOHFT
 t5PTIBSFQPTJUJWFëOEJOHTXJUIPUIFSTUISPVHIPSBM
presentations, professional journal articles, etc.
The Communicating and Reporting Plan in Program
Resources for Section 7 Evaluating Peer Programs
provides steps to developing a plan for disseminating
the results of a peer program evaluation.
1
Norušis, M. J. and SPSS Inc. 2000. The SPSS Guide to Data Analysis for Release
4. Chicago: SPSS
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

Resources
tSample forms for documenting peer work
tLogic Model Brainstorm (The Lotus Project)

Additional Evaluation Sections
 t7 Evaluating peer programs: Introduction

t)*7QSJNBSZDBSFRVBMJUZBTTVSBODFQSPHSBN
TVNNBSZ ,BOTBT$JUZ'SFF)FBMUI$MJOJD 

 t7.1 Choosing the outcomes to measure

tProcess evaluation plan (People to People)

 t7.2 Logic models for peer programs

t)*7QBUJFOUTBUJTGBDUJPOTVSWFZ&OHMJTIBOE4QBOJTI
,BOTBT$JUZ'SFF)FBMUI$MJOJD 

 t7.3 Data collection methods
t"OBMZ[JOHBOEEJTTFNJOBUJOHFWBMVBUJPOSFTVMUT
 t7.5 Evaluation and Resource planning
 t7.6 Human subjects protection and evaluation

t5SFBUNFOUBEIFSFODFTVSWFZ ,BOTBT$JUZ'SFF
Health Clinic)
t$PNNVOJDBUJOHBOESFQPSUJOHQMBO ,BOTBT$JUZ
'SFF)FBMUI$MJOJD 
t'PDVTHSPVQHVJEFMJOFT ,BOTBT$JUZ'SFF)FBMUI
Clinic)
tPeer focus group guide (Massachussetts
Department of Public Health)
t&YBNQMFPGBRVBMJUBUJWFTUVEZEFTJHOBOEJOUFSWJFX
guide
t"EEJUJPOBMFWBMVBUJPOSFTPVSDFTBOEXFCTJUFT
tValidated evaluation instruments

This section is part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information,
visit http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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7.5
EVALUATING PEER
CONFIDENTIALITY
ANDPROGRAMS:
CREATING
*
EVALUATION
RESOURCE
PLANNING
BOUNDARIESAND
IN THE
WORKPLACE
Being able to document, monitor, and evaluate the contributions
of peer programs requires sufficient financial and human resources.
The following are recommended guidelines for evaluation resources
and planning:
Engaging peers in evaluating peer
program effectiveness provides peer
insight by accessing input from their
role as both consumer and provider.
By virtue of this distinct role, peer
contributions at every point of program
development ensure that programs and
evaluation measures are well thoughtout.
Laura Fizek
Associate Director
JRI Health-Center for Training &
Professional Development
Boston, MA

Incorporate peer perspectives: Peers can be thought of as
straddling the often disparate worlds of program staff and program
clients. They share many experiences with a program’s clients or
target community, and at the same time understand the program’s
activities, objectives, and goals from a staff or ‘insider’ perspective.
Thus peers can make a unique contribution at every stage of
evaluation planning, implementation, and analysis. Peers may
understand more clearly than staff which evaluation questions are
meaningful to the population they serve. They may also be effective
in getting frank feedback from community advisory boards and
other community stakeholders about program evaluation. Peers
can also provide insight into what data collection methods would
be more acceptable to a particular population and how best to
engage clients in the data collection effort. To the extent that they
are representative of the population receiving program services,
they can also pilot or ‘test-drive’ data collection instruments to
ensure that they are comprehensible and culturally appropriate.
With proper training and supervision, peers can also be engaged
in data collection efforts. Finally, whether or not peers are involved
in conducting the analysis of evaluation data, their perspective on
the implications of the evaluation results for the community is
invaluable. Peers can also suggest means of making the evaluation
results known, such as local TV and radio programs, community
events, and consumer-oriented publications, that program staff are
not aware of.
Identify evaluation staff: It is recommended that 10% of the
program budget be set aside for staff who will be responsible for
program monitoring and evaluation, reporting key successes to the
entire program or agency staff on a regular basis, and identifying
areas for improvement for the program. It is recommended that
evaluation staff not hold responsibilities related to the delivery of
program services so as to remain objective and fair in reporting
results and outcomes of the program.
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Consultants: Another option is working with a
consultant on a periodic basis to assist the staff with
documenting and monitoring program progress. A
consultant can be contracted at various time periods
to work with staff on:
t%FTJHOJOHBOFWBMVBUJPOPGTFSWJDFT 
t5SBJOJOHTUBêUPDPMMFDUEBUBUPNPOJUPSQSPHSBN
activities, and
t"OBMZ[JOHEBUBDPMMFDUFECZUIFBHFODZUP
identify program challenges and progress towards
performance indicators and program outcomes.
Travel: In some cases, a program may want to
include travel or transportation costs for evaluation
activities. For example, if a clinic or organization
would like to implement client focus groups on
a semiannual basis to assess program impact on
treatment adherence, providing a stipend or travel
reimbursement for participants is likely to enhance
participation in the group. Additionally, peers may
need to visit clients at their home or accompany
clients to appointments, depending on their
scope of work. Therefore, it may be necessary to
reimburse the peer for transportation costs.
Communications: Having resources allocated for
postage and phone communications can help a peer
program document its activities. For example, an
organization may want to provide the program with
funds for sending out client satisfactions surveys
to participants in support groups or conducting
follow-up phone calls with clients to understand
and document why a medical appointment was
missed.

data can later be entered by other staff members. In
addition, a program may want to set aside some funds
for future trainings on documentation.
Printing and duplication of forms: For programs
that do not use electronic data systems or decide they
do not want peers to enter their work directly into an
electronic system, it may be necessary to print forms
that peers and supervisors will use to track their work.
An organization may want to consider printing forms
in duplicate so that the peer and supervisor can keep
one copy for their records and another can be entered as
part of the client’s official medical or program chart.
Equipment and software: Deciding how to store
and analyze the data for the program is important.
Even if the peers are tracking activities on paper, it
is recommended that an organization use a software
package such as MS Access or Excel to store data for
ease of data management and analysis. For in-depth
analysis, the organization may want to purchase
software packages such as SPSS or SAS for quantitative
data or Nvivo for qualitative data.
Supplies and materials: Depending on the evaluation
plan, a program may want to allocate funds for
purchasing notebooks, pens, pencils, and carrying cases
for peers to use in the documentation of their work
with clients. In addition, the program should consider
purchasing supplies to support the facilitation of focus
groups and client surveys. This may include purchasing
food, drinks, reading materials, and things to entertain
children. Creating incentives and reducing barriers to
a client’s participation in a study can help facilitate the
data collection process.

Training costs: If peers will be required to
document their work, program supervisors and
managers should set aside resources to train peers
on how to document their activities with client,
either electronically or on paper, so that the
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Additional Evaluation Sections
 t7 Evaluating peer programs: Introduction
 t7.1 Choosing the outcomes to measure
 t7.2 Logic models for peer programs
 t7.3 Data collection methods
 t7.4 Analyzing and disseminating evaluation results
 t&WBMVBUJPOBOESFTPVSDFQMBOOJOH
 t7.6 Human subjects protection and evaluation

Resources
tSample forms for documenting peer work
tLogic Model Brainstorm (The Lotus Project)
tHIV primary care quality assurance program
summary (Kansas City Free Health Clinic)
tProcess evaluation plan (People to People)
tHIV patient satisfaction survey-English and Spanish
(Kansas City Free Health Clinic)
tTreatment adherence survey (Kansas City Free
Health Clinic)
tCommunicating and reporting plan (Kansas City
Free Health Clinic)
tFocus group guidelines (Kansas City Free Health
Clinic)
tPeer focus group guide (Massachussetts
Department of Public Health)
tExample of a qualitative study design and interview
guide
tAdditional evaluation resources and websites
tValidated evaluation instruments

This section is part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information,
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7.6
EVALUATING PEER
PROGRAMS:
CONFIDENTIALITY
AND
CREATING
PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS AND
BOUNDARIES IN THE WORKPLACE*
EVALUATION
IRB RESOURCES ON THE WEB
The role of the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) is to ensure that human
subjects involved in research and
evaluation activities are not placed
at undue risk or coerced into
participating.
http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/irb/
irb_guidebook.htm : Use the IRB
Guidebook, produced by the federal
department of Health and Human
Services (HHS), to become familiar
with the issues and concepts that
underlie IRB regulations.
http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/qualityfaq.
html: This website has a list of
frequently asked questions that
describes HHS/OHRP’s thinking on
quality improvement activities and
human subjects research
http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/assurances/
: Use this HHS website to search for
a local registered IRB or to consult
a list of frequently asked questions
about IRB registration
http://phrp.nihtraining.com : Use
this National Institutes of Health
online training to become certified in
human subjects protection
The role of the HIPAA is to ensure
patient confidentiality.
http://hab.hrsa.gov/publications/
hippa04.htm: Use this resource
guide for HIV services providers to
become familiar with the Privacy
Rule as it pertains to CARE Act
grantees.

A crucial step in developing a peer program is to secure necessary
approval for all phases of program implementation, evaluation,
data collection, and data analysis. Obtaining approval from an
Institutional Review Board (IRB) may be necessary depending on
the design of the evaluation, the type of data that is being collected
and analyzed, how the results will be used, and who is participating
in the evaluation. The purpose of an IRB is to ensure that human
subjects who are involved in research and evaluation activities are
not placed at undue risk and are participating in activities with
informed consent and without coercion. This section describes
the role of the IRB and the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy Rule in the protection of
human subjects and patient confidentiality.
Some evaluation activities may be considered quality improvement
(QI). QI refers to measures to continuously monitor and improve
the quality and efficiency of services by systematically assessing
program components. QI is built into routine program activities,
so that service providers and administrators are engaged in
monitoring and improving progress toward program objectives and
goals. QI typically involves the review of patient or client records
and/or anonymous surveys.
All staff members, including peer workers, who are involved in
the collection, storage, or analysis of QI data must be trained to
understand and comply with all guidelines concerning patient/
client confidentiality, the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA), and the protection of human subjects
in research (see below).
Although QI shares many characteristics with research, the two
endeavors are essentially distinct. QI initiatives generally examine
internal processes and work to generate solutions to process-type
problems, and often have a limited, internal audience. Another
criterion of QI initiatives is that the majority of clients are likely to
benefit from the knowledge gained, and the clients are not subjected
to additional risks or burdens beyond general clinical practice. QI
initiatives may not typically be seen as research. Helpful criteria
have been proposed for differentiating QI and research (Reinhardt,
2003)
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The table below helps to outline these distinctions.

Institutional Review Board (IRB)
In the United States, IRBs are governed by Title
45 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations) Part
46. Legislation in the mid-1970’s provided the
guidelines for IRBs and defined their roles and
responsibilities for the review of research activities
subject to regulation by the federal Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS). The Office for
Human Research Protections in HHS regulates and
oversees IRBs. For more information see:
http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/irb/irb_guidebook.htm.
To determine whether IRB regulations apply to
an evaluation program, two questions need to be
answered: 1) do the evaluation activities constitute
research; and 2) do the activities involve human

subjects. Each term has a technical definition within
OHRP. For example, research means “a systematic
investigation, including research development, testing
and evaluation, designed to develop or contribute to
generalizable knowledge. Activities which meet this
definition constitute research, whether or not they are
conducted or supported under a program which is
considered research for other purposes. For example,
some demonstration and service programs may include
research activities.”1
Human subjects means “a living individual about
whom an investigator (whether professional or
student) conducting research obtains 1) data through
intervention or interaction with the individual, or 2)
identifiable private information.”1
IIt is possible that some evaluation projects will require
an IRB approval, while others may not. Likewise, some
research projects will need IRB oversight while others

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN QI AND RESEARCH
Criteria

Quality Improvement

Research

Intervention

Accepted practice or treatment
intervention not previously
implemented

New, untried practice or
treatment intervention

Risk

Absence of risk to participants

Presence of risk, however slight,
to participants

Audience

Primary audience is the
organization
Information is applicable only to
the organization

1
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Primary audience is the scientific
community and consumers
Information is generalizable

http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/humansubjects/guidance/45cfr46.htm#46.102
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HIPAA RESOURCES ON THE
WEB
The role of the HIPAA is to ensure
patient confidentiality.
http://hab.hrsa.gov/publications/
hippa04.htm
Use this resource guide for HIV
services providers to become familiar
with the Privacy Rule as it pertains
to CARE Act grantees.
http://privacyruleandresearch.nih.
gov/
This HHS National Institutes of
Health website provides HIPAA
resources and educational materials.

may not. The best way to address the issue, again, is to contact an
IRB representative and discuss the proposed project activities to
determine if they meet the definitions of “research” and “human
subjects.”

Where are IRBs and who serves on them?
Most colleges and universities maintain IRBs, since these
institutions routinely implement research funded by federal
agencies involving human subjects. IRBs can also be found in most
state and county health offices, and within medical clinics and
social service agencies. There also are private IRBs that charge a
fee for the review process. IRBs have guidelines about the types of
applications they will accept for review. For example, universities
may not review an application if it does not involve any of their
staff, faculty, or students. The composition of an IRB is outlined in
federal regulations. An IRB must have at least five members—some
with and some without research expertise. IRBs should also include
men and women from diverse professional fields and there should
be at least one scientist and one non-scientist. At least one non
scientist member is not affiliated with the organization. The goal
is to have a diverse board that understands research as well as local
community standards and conditions. To find a local IRB, visit
the Department of Health and Human Services website at http://
www.hhs.gov/ohrp/assurances/.

Criteria for IRB approval of research
An IRB representative can help determine if the evaluation
activities meet the criteria for IRB review. If an application
to a local IRB is required, the board members will consider
whether all of the following conditions are met in the proposed
activities: 1) risks to subjects are minimized, 2) risks to subjects
are reasonable in relation to anticipated benefits (to participants
or society), 3) selection of subjects is equitable, 4) informed
consent will be sought from each prospective subject or the
subject’s legally authorized representative, 5) informed consent
is appropriately documented, 6) the research plan provides for
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monitoring the data collection process to ensure
the safety of participants, and 7) there are adequate
provisions to protect subject privacy and maintain
confidentiality of data collected.

Training in the Protection of Human
Subjects
Regardless of whether evaluation efforts qualify
as research, it may be helpful to have all parties
that are involved in evaluation certified in
human subjects protection. Check with a local
IRB and ask about completing human subjects
protection training. Most trainings, if not all,
can be completed online. A curriculum offered
by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) takes
about 90-120 minutes to complete. It includes
reading materials and a number of quiz questions.
Successfully completing the quiz questions allows
the participant to print a certificate documenting
completion of the curriculum. The course can be
found at: http://phrp.nihtraining.com.
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HIPAA Guidelines
In all aspects of evaluation, patient confidentiality must
be maintained and the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) guidelines need to be
followed carefully. The HIPAA privacy rule covers all
protected, personally identifying health information.
The HIPAA privacy rule covers individually identified
health information which is any health information
that can be used to identify an individual. Deidentified information is not covered by the privacy
rule.
There are 18 identifiers that must be removed from
data (such as medical record data) in order for it to be
considered de-identified. These include name, social
security number, dates of service and medical record
number, among others. The organization should
review the HIPAA guidelines put out by HRSA at
the following site: http://hab.hrsa.gov/publications/
hippa04.htm.
This information will help determine if the program is
in compliance with HIPAA regulations. It may also be
necessary to also discuss this with a project officer.
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tValidated evaluation instruments

This section is part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information,
visit http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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CONFIDENTIALITY AND CREATING
8.
FUNDING SOURCES
BOUNDARIES
IN THE WORKPLACE*
Securing Funding for Peer Programs
There are four main funding sources that a clinic or organization
can approach for peer program support. The best strategy is
to secure funding from more than one source to fully fund the
program and establish a base of support that is diverse enough
to provide program continuity—even if one of the funders
discontinues the funding.

1. Community Planning Councils and Groups
Elizabeth Brosnan (standing, on right) with
the Christie’s Place staff.

One of the major challenges that we
are facing is the landscape of funding
and the politics behind it for HIV
services.
Elizabeth Brosnan
Executive Director
Christie’s Place
San Diego, CA

Summary: Municipal or regional community planning groups
conduct activities such as prioritizing and setting allocations for
Ryan White funds, conducting needs assessments, and helping
to meet gaps in services. Thus, they may have access to funding
for peer programs through federal or state grants or subgrants,
funneled through state and local departments of health. These
groups/councils would make a good first step for an initial funding
approach.
Advantages: Networking, interest, capacity, and track record
are generally the criteria for funding, rather than formal grant
applications. Therefore, funding might be easier to secure than,
for example, funding from a federal grant or contract. Decisions
are local and involve the major stakeholders in HIV prevention
and care. Depending on the local group, funding might be made
available immediately.
Disadvantages: Dollars for sub grants or subcontracts will likely be
limited, may not fully fund a large peer program, and might not
be sufficient to fund more than one clinic or organization in the
local market. Availability and results will vary from municipality to
municipality, and state to state, since the groups are local in nature,
focus, and decision-making.
Resources: Contact the local community planning group or
council. If a clinic or organization is not already involved with the
local group, contact the local department of health to begin the
discussion and to obtain an introduction to the group.
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2. Federal Funding
Summary: Depending on the size of the proposed peer
program, competitive federal funding may be available
to fund the project, either as a unique opportunity or
as a part of a larger opportunity. HRSA and the CDC
recognize and have funded peer programs in the past
and may do so in the future.
Advantages: Under the right opportunity, significant
dollars may be allocated to fully fund a substantial
peer program.
Disadvantages: The application process will, as a
rule, be more involved, longer, and technically
more challenging than those for other funders. The
reporting burden will also be greater, as will the
accounting of funds and rules governing use of funds.
Competitive funding opportunities are also time
sensitive and subject to budgetary changes at the
federal level.
Resources:
CDC Funding Opportunities:
http://www.cdc.gov/od/pgo/funding/grants/
grantmain.shtm
Office of Minority Health:
http://www.omhrc.gov/templates/browse.
aspx?lvl=1&lvlID=1 There are also links to other
community grant opportunities off of this page.
HRSA Opportunities:
http://www.hrsa.gov/grants/
General Federal Funding:
http://www.grants.gov
National Minority AIDS Council:
http://www.nmac.org/index/grants This is not a
governmental agency, but has links to many federal
funding opportunities.
Building Blocks to Peer Program Success, August 2009

AIDS.gov:
http://www.aids.gov/funding/ This offers a summary
of open opportunities. It’s a good resource and
starting point, but not a substitute for going to
individual federal agencies for open opportunities.
Kaiser Family Foundation:
http://www.kff.org/hivaids/7029.cfm This U.S.
Federal Funding for HIV/AIDS Fact Sheet presents
overall HIV funding, as presented in the federal
budget request by fiscal year, along with analysis.
Many of these resources also have a page with
community, foundation, or corporate grant
opportunities as well, so they are good resources across
the philanthropic sector.

3. Foundation Funding
Summary: There are many foundations, from local
family foundations to large health care conversion
foundations, with giving priorities that would fit
well with peer programming. Any foundation that
has one of the following giving priority areas of
focus might be a good fit and would be a logical
choice to contact for an initial conversation: HIV/
AIDS; disease prevention; healthy communities;
public health and welfare; health and/or human
services; health literacy (an up-and-coming focus
area); minority health; youth (if target population
consists of this demographic in any significant way).
Some foundations with a focus on nontraditional
educational opportunities might also fit with aspects
of a peer program. The sophistication levels of the
foundations can vary widely, but there are numerous
foundations, with presence in most markets, that
would support this kind of programming.
Advantages: Foundations with giving priorities that
align with peer programs can provide a stable, longterm source of funding for a clinic/organization.
2
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Unlike a federal grant opportunity, there is some
room to maneuver within a priority area, and there
is more freedom in program design and evaluation.
Disadvantages: The clinic or organization will
likely need to devote substantial time researching
foundation prospects and developing relationships
with and proposals to the targeted foundation(s).
Resources:
For general foundation research, go to Guidestar at
http://www.guidestar.org or Foundation Center at
http://foundationcenter.org/. Both of these
resources have subscription-based services, but a
large volume of information is available free of
charge (and there are ways to use the free system
to get most of the information needed). Through
both resources, foundations’ 990s are available (and
free), which essentially give a window to how much
money the foundations have at their disposal, what
organizations they’ve funded in the past, and what
the giving priorities actually are. The Foundation
Center also has grant writing tips and related
information.
Local directories of grant makers: Most
metropolitan areas have some sort of association
of grant makers; for example, Chicago has the
Donors Forum of Chicago, and St. Louis has the
Gateway Center for Giving. These associations
publish directories of foundations and other grant
makers that are invaluable for prospect research.
The directories allow sorting by topic/giving
priorities, names, regions, etc. and are generally very
reasonably priced. You can locate your regional
association of grant makers at
http://www.givingforum.org/s_forum/index.asp
National AIDS Fund: http://www.aidsfund.org/
naf/ The NAF generates resources for community
responses to the HIV/AIDS epidemic and supports
Building Blocks to Peer Program Success, August 2009

over 400 grassroots organizations annually to provide
HIV services to underserved populations.

4. Corporate Funding
Summary: Similar to foundations and their giving
priorities listed above, corporations offer ample
opportunities for funding. In addition to searching
by giving priority, clinics and organizations can also
approach corporations whose business approach is in
line with a peer program. For example, pharmaceutical
companies, health-care-related companies, and
corporations that have already supported HIV are
reasonable choices to approach.
Advantages: Similar to foundations, corporations have
varying levels of sophistication, and varying complexity
in the application process. There can be flexibility
with a corporate funder, and there is potential for
a productive relationship and long-term source of
funding. Corporate funders can be very generous and
very committed.
Disadvantages: Many large corporations have a “What’s
in it for me?” component. In other words, many
want a volunteer opportunity for their employees, or
recognition via press releases, photo opportunities,
naming rights, etc. Sometimes, even the most perfect
fit and the most well-written proposal is not successful
for reasons entirely out of the grant seeker’s control.
For example, corporate profits were low that quarter, or
a corporate employee has already promised a large gift
to another organization because he or she sits on that
board.
Resources: Unfortunately, previous funding does not
always predict future giving priorities. Some highprofile corporations that have supported HIV in
the past include: MAC AIDS Fund (including peer
programs); Pfizer (particularly in the Southern US);
Coca Cola; Johnson & Johnson. See also Funders
Concerned About AIDS link listed below.
3
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ADDITIONAL FUNDING RESOURCES
Other resources that can be useful in staying on top of funding opportunities include:
Philanthropy News Digest: You can get targeted email updates on funding trends and
announcements.
Charity Channel: This is a subscription-based forum that offers funding announcements (as
well as many other services).
Funders Concerned About AIDS: http://www.fcaaids.org
This website, among other things, describes trends in giving to HIV/AIDS-related causes
and issues alerts on new funding opportunities. They also list the top HIV/AIDS funders
(foundations and corporations—look under publications).
Local United Way: United Way varies from market to market, but is still generally focused on
human services. Even if there is no opportunity for funding directly from the United Way, they
may know of resources or grant makers that would be interested in funding a peer program.
Local and State Departments of Health: Departments sometimes have discretionary funding that
can be made available for projects they support.
Kaiser Family Foundation: http://www.kff.org
A private, nonprofit foundation focusing on major health care issues facing the U.S.
The Foundation Center offers “Cooperating Collections,” usually at libraries, nonprofit resource
centers, or other agencies throughout the US. These collections host full-access databases,
free fundraising information, and technical assistance. Locations can be found at
http://foundationcenter.org/collections/
See Grant websites and resources in the Resources section for more ideas.

5. Other Fund-raising Ideas
Summary: In addition to grants and requests
for restricted funds, clinics can and should
consider including funding for peer programs
as part of their unrestricted fund-raising
activities. Examples of unrestricted fundraising opportunities that can help support peer
programs include:
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t%JSFDUNBJMQSPHSBNT
t&WFOUT
o Walks
o Trivia nights
o Silent auctions
o Breakfast/dinner events (many, many models to
choose from, including “Benevon,” galas, young
professional groups, etc.)
o Speaker series
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t*OEJWJEVBMNBKPSHJGUGVOESBJTJOH
t1MBOOFEHJWJOH MFHBDJFTBOECFRVFTUT
t0OMJOFBQQFBMT XIJDIDBOJODMVEF
o Direct email solicitations
o “Friends asking friends” and similar models
o Facebook cause pages and other social media
fundraising tools
tɨJSEQBSUZGVOESBJTFST UIBUJT PUIFSQFPQMF
holding fundraisers or collecting donations on your
behalf through events like car washes, penny drives,
etc.)
Advantages: Offsetting the peer program’s expense
budget with unrestricted revenue, generated
through unrestricted requests for funding,
communicates a commitment to the peer program
to clinic donors, and allows the clinic some fiscal
flexibility in supporting the program. It could be
relatively easy to incorporate language about the
peer program into existing fund-raising language,
and into general information about the clinic or
organization. Some of the models, such as “Friends
asking friends,” walks and social media strategies,

can be great ways to engage a broad base of volunteers
in fund-raising for the clinic, without having to be able
to write large checks themselves. Many “Fund-Raising
101” resources are available online, at local universities,
and through local nonprofits that serve as resources
to other nonprofit organizations. There are also
opportunities to partner with other agencies on some
of these kinds of strategies to increase donations for and
general awareness of both organizations.
Disadvantages: Pursuing this strategy assumes a baseline
level of sophistication in fund-raising that a clinic or
organization should have, or commit to gain—which
often means committing financial resources as well.
Event-driven fund-raising (such as walks, trivia nights,
etc.) is extremely time-intensive, and an organization
should have a good sense of how much staff time
will be devoted to these efforts, and how much they
can reasonably raise, before they commit to an event.
Other strategies, such as direct mail, major gift fundraising, and planned giving, require a minimum level
of sophistication in data management and a donor pool
with interest in and affinity to give to the organization.

Resources
tGrant websites and resources (the Lotus Project)
This section is part of the online toolkit Building Blocks to Peer Program Success. For more information,
visit http://www.hdwg.org/peer_center/program_dev .
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